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ABSTRACT 
Photosynthesis is the process by which plants and photosynthetic bacteria convert 
absorbed sunlight into usable chemical energy. In the first steps of photosynthesis, light 
energy absorbed by molecules embedded in photosynthetic proteins is rapidly transferred 
to a low-energy state in a type of protein called the reaction center. In the reaction center, 
this energy then converted into a charge separation which is followed by rapid and 
efficient movement of an electron out of the protein. Recent observations of coherent 
oscillatory signals (coherences) in photosynthetic proteins have been suggested to be 
responsible for the rapidity and efficiency of the energy and charge transfer processes in 
these systems.  
The reaction center of photosynthetic purple bacteria, the Bacterial Reaction 
Center (BRC), has long served as a model protein for understanding charge transfer 
processes due in part to the relatively well separated electronic peaks in its absorption 
spectrum and the availability of many mutants. Coherent oscillations previously observed 
in the BRC have been attributed to multiple conflicting origins. In this work we characterize 
the coherences present in the BRC using broadband Two-Dimensional Electronic 
Spectroscopy (2DES) with a nonlinear light source capable of generating pulses spanning 
the visible-NIR portion of the BRC spectrum. These 2DES experiments are some of the 
first to be performed on BRCs which undergo charge separation. Through comparison of 
  xvii 
the coherences in the BRC with a monomer of one of its main constituent pigments, 
Bacteriochlorophyll a (BChla), we assign multiple coherence origins, including those due 
to excited vibrational modes and those due to vibronic coupling between molecules inside 
of the BRC. The results presented in this thesis serve as the first direct comparison of 
monomeric BChla and BRC coherences. 
The coherence analysis detailed in this thesis presents several novel results. We 
significantly observe many prominent coherence modes in monomeric BChla; previous 
studies of coherence in this system have yielded conflicting reports of few or no 
coherences. We assign the observed BChla coherences to both excited and ground 
electronic state vibrational origins. We similarly observe a large number of coherence 
modes in two BRC mutants. These signals show strong signatures of vibrational 
coherence, similarly to in BChla, and additionally show signatures which are not explained 
by either purely vibrational or purely electronic origins. These signatures can be described 
by a mixed vibrational-electronic, or vibronic, model which has recently been used to 
describe coherences in a variety of photosynthetic proteins, including the BRC. We assign 
several of the signatures to the upper excitonic state of the strongly-coupled special pair, 
which has historically been difficult to resolve directly due to its low oscillator strength and 
proximity to other broad, strong transitions. The upper excitonic state is better resolved in 
this work due to vibronic coupling of the special pair states to neighboring monomeric 
BChla molecules. This vibronic coupling implies a stronger degree of coupling between 
these molecules than previously thought, providing a new perspective of the BRC as a 
system in which excitonic states are strongly delocalized over the special pair and 
monomeric BChla pigments. Accurate modeling of these signatures additionally requires 
xviii 
inclusion of special pair charge transfer states. The results presented in this thesis should 
inform future efforts to model both Bacteriochlorophyll a and BRC electronic structures 
and the charge separation process in the BRC. 
1 
CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
Photosynthesis is the process by which plants and other organisms produce 
sugars, beginning with the absorption of sunlight. Our current understanding of this 
complex reaction is the product of nearly two centuries of dedicated research, beginning 
with the discovery of plant oxygen production by Joseph Priestly in 1775  [1]. The majority 
of our understanding was developed in the 20th century; in this time ten Nobel prizes were 
awarded for discoveries related to photosynthesis, including the determination of the 
structure one of the main light absorbing molecules, chlorophyll a, and the structure of 
the protein which performs the primary steps of photosynthetic energy conversion in 
bacteria, called the Bacterial Reaction Center (BRC)  [2]. The experiments in the first half 
of the 20th century determined much about the structure and overall reaction scheme of 
photosynthesis, but until the development of the laser (Light-amplification by stimulated 
emission) in the 1960s  [3], the detailed mechanism of photosynthetic light-harvesting and 
energy conversion were limited by low-temporal resolution flash-bulb experiments  [2]. 
With the development of high-power ultrafast (10-12 -10-15 s timescales) pulsed lasers, we 
now understand that the primary steps in converting absorbed light energy into chemical 
energy occur on ultrafast timescales and that the process is highly efficient  [2]. As will be 
described in detail in Section 1.1, the initial steps in converting this absorbed light energy 
into chemical energy take place in proteins like the BRC which are generally referred to 
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as reaction center proteins. Two types of processes take place in reaction center proteins: 
downhill electronic energy transfer and charge separation. 
There are still many open questions about how the process of energy conversion 
takes place in reaction center proteins. For example, there is ongoing debate about the 
exact mechanisms of energy and charge transfer, and we lack a detailed understanding 
of the electronic structure of the reaction center. These questions are described briefly in 
Section 1.3 and are also addressed in a recent publication related to the work presented 
in this thesis  [4]. Numerous studies have recently observed long lived oscillatory signals 
in several photosynthetic proteins, including the BRC; these signals show evidence of 
long-lived coherence between quantum superposition states  [5,6] but we do not yet 
understand if and how they impact energy and charge transfer processes in 
photosynthetic proteins. Several studies have suggested that coherences enhance these 
processes  [7], which would have important implications for the fundamental physics 
taking place in these systems (Section 1.4, Chapter 3). The rapidity and efficiency of 
energy and charge transfer in the reaction centers have also made photosynthetic protein 
complexes enticing systems for developing a set of design principles for artificial light 
harvesting devices  [8–11], including dye-sensitized solar cells.  
The main focus of this thesis are coherent dynamics in BRCs from photosynthetic 
purple bacteria Rhodobacter capsulatus studied using ultrafast two-dimensional 
electronic spectroscopy (2DES). Two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy is an ultrafast 
nonlinear spectroscopy technique which is well suited to observing energy and charge 
transfer dynamics as well as coherent dynamics  [12–14]. In order to better characterize 
the coherences observed in 2DES of the BRC, we also perform coherence studies on 
3 
monomeric Bacteriochlorophyll a, the most abundant chromophore in the BRC. We 
compare the monomer and BRC data within the context of several simple models to gain 
insight into the physical origin of the coherent signals. 
Section 1.1 Introduction to Photosynthesis 
Photosynthesis describes a series of photochemical and chemical reactions that 
take place in a variety of organisms, including plants and certain bacteria, which ultimately 
uses absorbed light to convert carbon dioxide (CO2) into carbohydrates. The majority of 
organisms that perform photosynthesis are photoautotrophs, acquiring the energy they 
need to live via photosynthesis, though symbiotic organisms like lichen can gather energy 
by other means. This process of converting and storing absorbed light energy as chemical 
energy is responsible for the majority of life on Earth, as plants and other photosynthetic 
organisms sit at the bottom of the food chain.  
In photosynthetic bacteria, photosynthesis takes place in and around an 
intracellular membrane called the intracytoplasmic membrane. In plants, photosynthesis 
takes place in an organelle called the chloroplast which contain stacks of membrane 
called the thylakoid membrane. Similar to the mitochondria in many eukaryotic cells the 
chloroplast has its own genome and is a result of evolutionary endosymbiosis of 
photosynthetic cyanobacteria  [2,15,16]. The membrane is embedded with various 
protein complexes and delineates distinct intracellular spaces that are used to build up a 
charge gradient.  
Photosynthetic processes are typically divided into reactions which involve the 
absorption of light and reactions that can take place in the absence of light. The light-
driven reactions generate an electron which is used in the phosphorylation of ADP to ATP 
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and hydration of NADP to NADPH. These cofactors are then used in the Calvin Cycle 
which converts CO2, or other sources of carbon  [17], into sugars. The total reaction is 
summarized by (1.1), !"# + 2&#' + ℏ) → [!&#"] + 2' + &#" (1.1) 
where A is an electron donor. In plant photosynthesis, oxygen serves as an electron donor 
in the only naturally-occurring instance of water-splitting in the water evolving complex in 
the photosystem II reaction center. Bacterial systems use a variety of electron donors 
including oxygen, but most are anoxygenic instead utilizing sulfide, molecular hydrogen 
or similar molecules  [2,17]. The focus of this thesis are the initial steps of the light-driven 
process, where light is absorbed and converted into usable chemical energy. 
Light is absorbed by transmembrane proteins containing embedded light-
absorbing molecules (also referred to as pigments or chromophores). These complexes 
are generally referred to as pigment-protein complexes and are categorized into two 
groups: light-harvesting (LH) or antenna complexes and reaction center proteins (RC). 
Light-harvesting complexes have a large number of chromophores, often of more than 
one type, and possess a large absorption cross section to harvest incident light over a 
broad spectral range. Reaction center proteins have a few chromophores, typically 6 or 
so, and their primary function is to convert absorbed light energy into a stable charge 
separation. Photosynthetic organisms live in a variety of environments with different light 
conditions, for example purple bacteria live near the bottom of lakes and in microbial mats 
where the incident light is redder than the incident light on the surface where plants live. 
The adaptation of photosynthetic organisms is reflected in the different photosynthetic 
machinery used and it is worth noting that not all photosynthetic organisms implement a 
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light-harvesting → reaction center structure  [18]. This adaptability is well demonstrated 
by the great variety in structure and spectral properties of light-harvesting proteins  [2,18], 
whereas reaction center protein structure and function is remarkably conserved across 
species and types of organisms  [15,19]. 
Light-harvesting complexes are arranged next to reaction centers so that the 
absorbed energy can be efficiently transferred to the reaction center (Figure 1.1). The 
arrangement and ratio of light-harvesting proteins and reaction centers is adapted by the 
cell depending on the light conditions during growth  [20]. In the intracytoplasmic 
membrane of purple bacteria two types of light-harvesting complexes, called Light-
Figure 1.1 Cartoon diagram of spatial configuration of pigment-protein complexes for a purple 
bacteria (left) and Energy Funnel Diagram (right). (Left) Cartoon of the pigment-protein complexes 
in the intracytoplasmic membrane of a purple bacteria. Light-harvesting protein complexes (LHI 
and LH2) surround Reaction Center (RC) proteins, absorbing a large cross section of incident 
light and rapidly transferring absorbed energy between one another until reaching the RC. The 
ratio LH:RC depends on light conditions the bacteria is grown in  [20]. Membrane figure adapted 
from  [21]. (Right) Energetic funnel of absorbed light in light-harvesting complexes. Funnel figure 
adapted from  [2]. 
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Harvesting Complex I and II (LHI, LHII), are arranged in an antenna-like configuration 
around reaction center proteins. This arrangement of proteins functions like an energetic 
and spatial funnel, transferring absorbed energy inward towards the reaction center in a 
downhill energy fashion (Figure 1.1)  [21]. Once the absorbed energy reaches the 
reaction center, it is rapidly transferred to a low-energy state where it is transformed into 
a charge separation. The electron of this charge separated state is transferred away from 
the hole, where it can remain for several tens of milliseconds before charge recombination 
occurs  [2]. Before charge recombination, the electron is transported out of the reaction 
center and is introduced into the electron transport chain, which produces the cofactors 
used in the Calvin Cycle. In wild type BRCs the quantum efficiency of removing an 
electron following absorption of light is nearly unity  [2], making this initial light-driven 
process extremely efficient. 
Photosynthetic energy transfer processes occur on ultrafast (10-12 – 10-15 s, 
picosecond – femtosecond) timescales. Intra-protein energy transfer in LHI complexes 
occurs in a few ps  [22] and inter-protein energy transfer from light-harvesting complexes 
to the reaction center proceeds within 10-100 ps  [8,23]. In the BRC, the conversion of 
the absorbed energy to a charge separation is complete in a few ps, with downhill energy 
transfer taking place within a few hundred fs  [2,4]. The details of the energy and charge 
transfer kinetics will be discussed in the following section. 
Section 1.2 The Bacterial Reaction Center 
Function & Structure 
The Bacterial Reaction Center (BRC) (Figure 1.2) is a large multidomain 
transmembrane protein found in the intracytoplasmic membrane of photosynthetic purple 
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bacterial  [2]. Embedded in BRC protein domains L and M, or A and B in reference to 
charge separation, are 6 bacteriochlorin molecules, two ubiquinones, a carotenoid, and 
an iron ion. The 6 bacteriochlorins and two ubiquinones are arranged into two nearly 
mirror-symmetric branches. The two branches of chromophores are about ~24 Å across 
the BRC and ~31 Å from the special pair to the quinone  [24]. Four of the six 
bacteriochlorins are Bacteriochlorophyll a (BChla) molecules and the remaining two are 
Bacteriopheophytin a (BPheoa) molecules, which are similar in structure to BChla but 
lack the central magnesium ion. These 6 bacteriochlorin molecules are weakly 
Coulombically coupled to one another via dipole-dipole interactions and are weakly 
coordinated to the surrounding amino acids.  
Moving from the top to bottom of the BRC structure in Figure 1.2, two strongly 
coupled BChla molecules are referred to as the Special Pair or P (previously have been 
referred to as D). The Special Pair are the most strongly coupled out of any of the 
bacteriochlorins; this strong coupling is attributed to the small separation between the two 
molecules and their near parallel alignment  [24], such that their electronic transitions are 
excitonically split and delocalized across the two molecules. Excitonic splitting occurs 
when electronic coupling strengths, J, perturb the electronic transition energies of the 
interacting molecules’ site energies, εn and εm, to excitonic energies defined by -± =1/2(-3 + -4) ± 6(-3 − -4)# + 49#  [25,26]. Two more BChla molecules with localized 
electronic character are referred to as the monomeric BChla or B. Two 
Bacteriopheophytin a molecules are referred to as H (previously have been referred to as 
Φ). In most models of the electronic structure of the BRC, the special pair electronic 
transitions are very delocalized across both special pair BChlas as well as the neighboring 
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monomeric BChlas (B) and are referred to as the excitonic transitions P-* and P+*  [27]. 
The B and H molecules are more electronically localized such that the 4 other excitonic 
basis states are commonly referred to by their dominant site basis states contributors 
(BA*,BB*,HA*,HB*)  [27]. 
The linear absorption spectra for a BRC mutant W(M250)V and BChla in 
isopropanol are shown in Figure 1.3. Figure 1.3 shows the lowest energy electronic 
transitions, the Qy band, for BChla and the BRC. These transitions span the visible to 
near-IR spectra and are the electronic states most involved in the light-dependent steps 
of photosynthesis. The three groupings of bacteriochlorins, P*, B*, and H*, have distinct 
electronic bands listed in order of increasing transition energy. The lower-excitonic peak 
of the special pair (P-*) forms the lowest energy state in the BRC; the upper-excitonic 
peak of the special pair (P+*) is very weak and has been historically difficult to identify  [4]. 
Figure 1.2 Structure of the Bacterial Reaction Center (BRC) and Bacteriochlorophyll a (BChla). 
(Left) BRC structure highlighting the two protein domains which contain 6 bacteriochlorins and 2 
quinone molecules, labeled as described in the text. (Right) Structure of a BChla molecule (More 
detailed structure in Figure 4.1). Structure from 2.6 Å X-ray crystallography of neutral BRC of 
Rhodobacter sphaeroides. Carotenoid and Iron ion not pictured. Figure produced from Protein 
Data Bank entry 1AIJ using PyMOL. 
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When energy is transferred into the reaction center from a neighboring light 
harvesting complex, or the RC absorbs light directly, the energy is rapidly transferred in 
a downhill energy fashion (similar to in Figure 1.1) to the lower-exciton state of P (P-*), 
which serves as an energetic trap, within a few hundred fs. After energy transfer to P-* a 
charge separated state forms and an electron is transferred to the L-side quinone (P+QA-
). While energy transfer to P-* occurs along either branch of chromophores, charge 
transfer only occurs along one branch nearly 100% of the time in wild type (WT) BRCs. 
Because of this functional asymmetry, the pigments near the L-domain are referred to as 
the Active branch (A) and the other branch is labeled (B) (Figure 1.1). The excitonic states 
with dominant contributions from the A- and B-branch monomeric BChlas (BA*,BB*) and 
Figure 1.3 Room temperature linear absorption spectrum of W(M250)V BRC (orange) and BChla 
in isopropanol (blue). The BChla Qy band is peaked near 12,700 cm-1 with a vibrational shoulder. 
The BRC shows three distinct Qy bands which correspond to three groupings of bacteriochlorins 
present in the BRC, the P-*, B*, and H* bands listed in order of increasing transition energy. 
H* 
B* 
P-* 
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BPheoas (HA*,HB*) have nearly degenerate electronic transition frequencies but slight 
differences in the branches’ protein environments perturb the individual chromophores 
such that they are distinguishable  [28]. The electronic transitions of BA* and BB* exhibit 
moderate Stark shifts of a few hundred wavenumbers following charge separation  [4,29–
31], with the Stark shift of the A-branch B* transition larger than the B-branch. The final 
step in this cyclic process of energy and charge transfer is the reduction of P+ by 
cytochrome c2  [32]. 
The asymmetry in charge transfer has been a topic of intense study, with several 
biochemistry groups working to develop BRC mutants that could activate energy transfer 
along the B-branch to attempt to understand the origin of the asymmetry. One result of 
attempts to activate B-branch charge transfer is a mutant lacking the A-branch BPheoa 
called DLL  [33,34], which does not perform any charge separation due to shifting of the 
oxidative potentials into an energetically unfavorable configuration  [35]. The DLL BRC 
mutant does, however, perform downhill energy transfer among the chromophores 
present. The W(M250)V BRC mutant of Rhodobacter capsulatus (Figure 1.3) is missing 
the primary electron acceptor (QA) achieved by a single point mutation. This mutant 
functions similarly to wild-type BRCs and charge separation proceeds to form the P+HA- 
charge separated state while avoiding a long lived P+QA- state that would make data 
acquisition difficult with our experimental apparatus  [36]. Both the DLL and W(M250)V 
BRC mutants for Rh. capsulatus purple bacteria are studied and discussed in this thesis. 
The DLL BRC serves as a control for signatures of A-branch charge separation, whereas 
the W(M250)V BRC mutant allows us to study WT energy and charge transfer dynamics 
with high repetition-rate spectroscopic experiments.  
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Section 1.3 Recent Research Developments & Present Questions 
Much of the summary from the previous section is the result of several decades of 
research on BRCs using various spectroscopic techniques. Antenna proteins and 
reaction centers from purple bacteria have long served as model systems for 
understanding photosynthetic energy and charge transfer generally. Some of the reasons 
are experimental; the BRC was the first of any membrane protein to be successfully 
crystalized  [37] and there are many high-resolution X-ray crystallography 
structures  [24,37,38] available on databases like the Protein Data Bank. Additionally, the 
BRC genome is well understood and numerous mutant strains of the BRC have been 
developed and well characterized  [33,35,39,40]. From a more fundamental perspective, 
the BRC is easier to study than its plant analogue, the PSII D1D2 Reaction Center (PSII 
RC); despite very similar structure and functions, the PSII RC linear absorption spectrum 
shows a much higher degree of spectral congestion than the BRC. All Chlorophyll a (Chl 
a) and Pheophytin a (Pheo a) molecules in the PSII RC absorb in a relatively narrow
peak. For these reasons, the BRC is a good model for studying photosynthetic energy 
and charge transfer. While our understanding of the structure and function of the BRC 
has advanced greatly in the past few decades, there are still topics of debate and 
unanswered questions that require further study. As spectroscopic and theoretical tools 
have advanced, researchers have returned repeatedly to the BRC as a model system to 
improve our understanding of photosynthetic charge separation. 
Special Pair Spectral Assignment 
The special pair (P) is a dimer of strongly coupled Bacteriochlorophyll a (BChla) 
molecules with excitonic character (Figure 1.2). Because of the orientation of each 
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BChla’s transition dipole moment, the lower of the excitonic peaks has a much stronger 
transition dipole strength than the upper excitonic peak, as evident in Figure 1.3. Because 
of its weak dipole strength and the presence of other electronic transitions in the same 
region (spectral congestion) as the upper excitonic P band (P+*) has been difficult to 
assign a transition frequency. A contributing factor to this difficult is that the upper and 
lower excitonic states are primarily delocalized across the two BChla molecules  [27] and 
rapidly transfer energy between one another via internal conversion.  
Many experimental studies have attempted to locate P+* using various 
spectroscopy methods and several theoretical studies have attempted to model the 
electronic structure of the special pair by using X-ray crystallography-determined 
structures. Despite all these studies, the location of P+* as well as the coupling strength 
that gives rise to these excitonic peaks is still a matter of debate. Generally though, the 
coupling strength is thought to be on the order of 9 ≅ 276 − 400	?@AB at room 
temperature  [27,41] with P+* assignments in the range of 11,905 – 12,121 cm-1 (825 – 
840 nm) at room temperature  [27,41]. At cryogenic temperatures, the P-* band red shifts 
indicating an increased coupling of 9 ≅ 500 − 618	?@AB  [27], which is generally attributed 
to decreased interchromophore spacing  [27]. P+* is assigned in the range of 12,225 – 
12,642 cm-1 (791 – 818 nm) at these cryogenic temperatures  [27,33,42–44]. These 
assignments for P+* are in the spectral region of the strong B*-band (Figure 1.3) making 
it difficult to resolve these features even with multidimensional spectroscopy techniques.  
It has been shown that including charge transfer states in simulations of the special 
pair electronic structure leads to electronic band shifts  [45]; none of the theoretical 
studies mentioned above take charge transfer states into account. It has also been 
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demonstrated experimentally that the choice of detergent for the buffer solution of BRCs 
samples can perturb the electronic transitions of the special pair by nearly 300 cm-1 (20 
nm)  [36]. In our recent work studying energy and charge transfer in the BRC at 77 K, we 
assigned the P+* to 11,900 cm-1 by fitting the linear absorption spectrum and 2DES 
spectra simultaneously  [4]. This assignment for P+* is much lower in energy than 
previous assignments of P+*, but is additionally supported by independent analysis of the 
coherent signals described in this thesis (Discussed in Chapters 5 & 6). 
Energy & Charge Transfer Pathways 
A large body of spectroscopic research on photosynthesis has been devoted to 
uncovering the ultrafast population dynamics in the BRC using ultrafast transient 
absorption and multidimensional spectroscopies. Recounting the progress made in 
understanding these processes is outside the scope of this thesis, but we will briefly 
discuss the recent debates regarding energy and charge transfer. The reader is referred 
to several review papers for a more complete discussion  [46–50] 
Figure 1.4 shows the energy and charge separation pathways and rates for the 
W(M250)V BRC from Rhodobacter capsulatus determined from 2DES via a 
multiexponential global fitting approach  [4]. These are the results of a sister study to the 
Figure 1.4 Energy and Charge Transfer Pathways and Rates for the BRC. From Niedringhaus, et 
al.  [4]. 
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coherence data presented in this thesis. The left half of the diagram in Figure 1.4 details 
the rates and pathways of the downhill energy transfer process which reaches the low-
energy P-* within a few hundred fs; these results are in good agreement with previous 
observations of energy transfer in the BRC though the internal conversion rate (25 fs) is 
faster than previous proposals which had reduced time resolution  [4].  
The latter half of the diagram in Figure 1.4 details the charge separation pathways 
and rates. This study found that the data was fit well using this single sequential model of 
charge separation  [4], contrary to recent proposals of multiple possible charge separation 
pathways  [51–55]. Charge separation begins on the special pair (P-*) and proceeds to 
move the electron to the A-branch monomeric BChla followed sequentially to transfer to 
the A-branch BPheoa. In this study, QA was removed to prevent the buildup of the P+QA- 
state, which has a 1 ms lifetime.  
Coherent Oscillatory Signals 
In the early 1990s, the ultrafast pump-probe spectroscopy group of Jean-Louis 
Martin observed coherent oscillatory signals (coherences) in several BRC mutants which 
remained coherent for several picoseconds at cryogenic temperatures  [5] and room 
temperature  [56]. These and follow-up studies’  [5,57–63] observations were assigned to 
quantum superposition states of delocalized vibrations on the special pair BChla 
molecules and the surrounding protein  [57]. The presence of vibrational coherences 
which persisted on the same timescales as charge separation was striking as it posed the 
question that they may be important to charge transfer processes. Additionally, these 
terms were expected to decohere rapidly due to the protein and solvent environments 
surrounding the BChla molecules. These conclusions are contrasted with more recent 
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observations of coherence in BRCs using 2DES, which have either proposed the 
oscillatory signals resulted from quantum superpositions of electronic states  [58,59] or 
superpositions of states that showed significant mixing between electronic and nuclear 
(vibrational) degrees of freedom  [60–63]. A more detailed description of the results of 
these studies is discussed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5.  
At this point, most experiments studying coherences in the BRC have only 
examined portions of the Qy spectrum (the B*- and H*-bands together, or the P*-band). 
The work presented in this thesis presents 2DES coherence results covering nearly the 
entire Qy band of the BRC. In addition, most of the previous studies have examined the 
oxidized BRC, which does not perform charge separation. By comparing the coherence 
signals observed in the BRC with similar studies of BChla we will be able to better 
determine the physical origin of the coherence dynamics in the BRC. 
Section 1.4 Coherences in Photosynthetic Systems 
In the late 2000s a series of 2DES experiments on the Fenna-Matthews-Olson 
(FMO) antenna complex of green sulfur bacteria observed long lived coherences at 
cryogenic  [6] and room temperatures  [64]. The coherent signals from these studies were 
attributed to superposition states of excitonic states given the apparent match between 
the frequency of the oscillatory signals and exciton difference frequencies from electronic 
structure models of the FMO. These studies started a wave of experimental and 
theoretical work investigating the origins and implications of coherent dynamics in 
photosynthetic protein complexes. These efforts have been well summarized in several 
review articles  [7,8,13] and will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. 
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The excitement regarding coherences in photosynthetic proteins was generated 
by proposals that coherences could be functionally important for ultrafast energy transfer 
in light-harvesting proteins and for the ultrafast and efficient energy and charge transfer 
in reaction center proteins  [7,8]. Some studies have proposed that the superposition 
states of delocalized electronic states could more efficiently sample the environmental 
fluctuations to seek out the most energetically favorable path, or even employ pathway 
interference to enhance energy transfer efficiency. These studies differ in the degree to 
which coherence is preserved by the surrounding protein  [58,64–66]. Not long after the 
2DES studies of coherence in the FMO, several 2DES studies observed oscillatory 
signals due to vibrational coherences which showed similar behavior as the signals 
assigned as electronic coherence in the FMO  [67,68]. Several groups then proposed a 
third model of coherences which involved superposition states of an electronically 
coupled dimer with excited state vibrational modes. This proposed mixed vibrational-
electronic, or vibronic, model was proposed in part because of the observation that 
coherence frequencies matched known vibrational frequencies as well as exciton 
difference frequencies  [26,69,70]. In vibronic coupling, where coupling between states 
results in mixing between electronic and vibrational degrees of freedom, an excitonic 
energy gap between two states is bridged resonantly by a vibrational mode. The 
vibrationally-assisted resonance has been shown to enhance energy transfer in 
simulations of plant reaction center dynamics  [71,72]. It is still unclear whether these 
proposed effects are present, due to inherent approximations in the models used, and 
difficulties in interpreting the data in these spectrally congested systems. In the case of 
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vibronic coupling, it may be true that the coupling enhances energy transfer, but it is not 
clear whether coherence is necessary to produce that enhancement.  
While coherences have been observed in photosynthetic proteins at room 
temperature  [56,63,64] the majority of coherence studies are conducted at cryogenic 
temperatures where homogeneous widths are narrower and perturbations from the 
solvent and protein environments are smaller. The observation of coherences primarily 
at cryogenic temperatures and the fact that these studies are performed using coherent 
pulsed light have called into question whether or not the coherent dynamics observed 
using these methods could actually be functionally relevant. The broadband coherent 
excitation used in 2DES experiments on vibronically coupled systems leads to readily 
observed coherent dynamics. These coherent dynamics may reflect functionally 
important electronic-vibrational resonances, but are more likely not representative of the 
dynamics that are initiated by the absorption of sunlight. This question remains a matter 
of debate  [73–75]. 
Section 1.5 Thesis Overview 
There is much we can learn about photosynthesis by studying coherences. 
Coherences can tell us about the electronic and vibrational structure in systems with weak 
or dark transitions  [76] and help us understand how models of electronic structure fall 
short for both the BRC (discussed in Chapter 6) and molecules  [77,78]. Additionally, 
studying how coherences are affected by and affect the structure of a system may help 
us to design more efficient artificial light harvesting devices  [7,8,10,11].  
Chapter 2 describes the theory and experimental setup of Two-dimensional 
electronic spectroscopy (2DES) and describes the basic signals we observe. Chapter 3 
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provides an overview of coherence signals, including several key models used in 
simulating and interpreting 2DES coherence data: the purely-vibrational displaced 
oscillator, purely-electronic electronic dimer, and the mixed vibrational-electronic vibronic 
models. Chapter 3 also reviews previous observations of coherences in the Bacterial 
Reaction Center and monomeric Bacteriochlorophyll a. In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 we 
present 2DES results on Bacteriochlorophyll a and BRCs and present our analysis of the 
coherences signals in each system. In Chapter 6 we compare the coherence signals of 
these two systems and discuss observations of vibronic coupling in the BRC. Chapter 7 
provides a brief summary of this thesis and proposes several experiments to follow-up on 
the work presented. 
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CHAPTER 2  TWO-DIMENSIONAL ELECTRONIC SPECTROSCOPY 
The experimental challenges inherent in studying photosynthetic energy and 
charge transfer - including ultrafast timescales, large inhomogeneous broadening, and 
spectral congestion - have made it historically difficult to characterize these systems. 
Ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopies, which measure the temporal evolution of a 
given system by probing the third order nonlinear material polarization, could achieve the 
necessary time resolution using pulses with duration on the order of tens of fs. This 
method suffers, however, from time-frequency uncertainty, either retaining time resolution 
using spectrally broad pump and probe pulses but losing certainty of which transition was 
excited or using narrowband pump pulses with longer temporal width and therefore lower 
temporal resolution. Two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy (2DES) is a method which 
studies the same types of signals as transient absorption spectroscopy but with an 
additional frequency axis due to the addition of a second pump pulse. The time-domain 
Fourier transform version of this method allows for simultaneous high frequency and high 
temporal resolution and is well suited to studying photosynthetic energy and charge 
transfer processes. 2DES is a type of multidimensional spectroscopy particularly suited 
for studying electronic dynamics.  
2DES was developed in the late 1990s  [12,79] based on a vibrational analogue, 
two-dimensional infrared spectroscopy, which in turn was based on Nuclear Magnetic 
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Resonance techniques. 2DES is a four-wave mixing experiment whereby a series of three 
pulses measures the temporal dynamics of an induced electronic nonlinear material 
polarization in a system (Figure 2.1) by scanning interpulse delay times and Fourier 
transforming into the frequency domain. Fourier transforming with respect to the first time 
delay between two pump pulses, t1, yields the excitation frequency axis, ω1; the detection 
axis, ω3, is directly measured in a spectrometer using a heterodyne detection technique 
called spectral interferometry  [80]. This allows us to track the electronic dynamics as a 
function of excitation and detection frequencies for a given t2 delay. 
This chapter will review the basic theory of the 2DES method, will discuss the 
experimental apparatus and broadband pulse generation techniques using nonlinear 
optics, and will briefly review the 2DES signal analysis. For a more detailed theoretical 
treatment, the reader is referred to several texts on nonlinear optics  [81], ultrafast 
optics  [82], quantum optics  [83], and nonlinear spectroscopies  [14,84–86].  
Section 2.1 Theory 
Semiclassical Response Theory 
Two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy measures the third-order nonlinear 
material polarization, EFG (H), through a series of three interactions of the electric field of 
the exciting laser pulses, I(H), with the material, approximated as an electric dipole in 
most formulations of 2DES. The standard formalism in describing the theory of 2DES 
uses semiclassical response theory, treating the electric field classically and the material 
quantum mechanically. In this discussion, the material will be described in the density 
matrix representation, JKL, where indices M and N correspond to eigenstates represented 
by the ket, |M⟩, and bra, ⟨N|. This representation is particularly useful for describing the 
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evolution of the system using the Liouville formalism, in which the Hamiltonian is 
commuted with the density matrix, such that the system can be acted on by the ket or bra 
sides; 
RRS J = − Kℏ T&UJ − J&UV  (2.1)= −MℒXJ 
where ℒX is the Liouville superoperator. Just as the Hamiltonian is often grouped into the 
material component, the perturbative interaction component, and system-bath coupling, 
so can the Liouville superoperator be grouped. 
The material polarization can be described by expanding in a power series with 
respect to the incident electric field in the frequency domain, I()), E()) = YZ[\(B)I()) + \(#)I#()) + \(])I]()) + ⋯_ (2.2)	
Figure 2.1 Pulse sequence used in 2DES. Three pulses, two pumps and a probe, induce a third 
order polarization generating a signal which is heterodyne detected with a fourth pulse serving as 
a local oscillator. A 2DES spectrum for a given t2 is collected by scanning the inter-pump time, t1, 
and detecting the emitted signal at t3; Fourier transformation of t1 yields the excitation frequency 
axes, ω1, and the detection frequency axes, ω3, is detected directly in a spectrometer. Scanning 
the waiting time, t2, allows for detection of dynamical behavior. 
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= E(B)()) + E(#)()) + E(])()) +⋯	= E(B)()) + EFG()) 
where susceptibility, \(3), represents the material response. Expressions for each order 
of E(3)()) = YZ\(3)I3()) can be derived using a perturbative approach with the 
electromagnetic wave equation in Equation 2.3 to solve for orders of \(3). The linear 
polarization term, E(B)()) = YZ\(B)I()), is responsible for linear absorption and for linear 
dispersion, or the linear index of refraction. The second order term, E(#)()), is only 
nonzero in noncentrosymmetric materials due to inversion symmetry and is responsible 
for second harmonic generation and other three-wave mixing processes. The systems 
studied in this manuscript are isotropically oriented molecules and protein complexes so \(#) is neglected. The third order term, E(])()), is responsible for four wave mixing as 
observed in pump-probe and 2DES spectroscopies, as well as third harmonic generation 
and cross wave polarization. The nonlinear polarization, EFG()), is also responsible for 
effects such as self-focusing and self-phase modulation that lead to supercontinuum 
generation. Nonlinear susceptibilities, \FG, are very weak; in condensed matter 
\(#)~10AB#	@/b and \(])~10A#c 	d4ef#, with higher order susceptibilities decreasing in
strength in a similar fashion. The linear susceptibility, however, is on the order of 1; we 
are not able to study temporal electronic dynamics but only absorptive and dispersive 
properties with this term. Thus, to study the electronic dynamics, the susceptibility with 
the largest signal strength is the third order term. Higher order terms have been studied 
in other spectroscopies but will not be discussed here.  
Time-domain experiments measure the optical response function of a material via 
an induced polarization, E(g, H), which is related to susceptibility via Fourier 
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transformation. The induced polarization acts as the source term in the electromagnetic 
wave equation, which generates a signal field that we can measure, Ih, ∇#Ih(g, H) − jkY lmlSm Ih(g, H) = jZ lmlSm E(g, H) (2.3)
where Y is the material dielectric response, Y = (1 + \)YZ. Solutions to the homogeneous 
form of the wave equation in vacuum are electromagnetic plane waves of the form I(g, H) = nopZqAKrSsKt∙gsKv + ?. ?. (2.4) 
where ω is the frequency of the plane wave oscillation, t is the wave vector, x is some 
arbitrary phase factor, and no is the polarization direction. From here on we will neglect the 
polarization direction of the electric fields and the transition dipole moments. 
For an arbitrary ySz-order of the polarization, the time-dependent polarization 
depends on the sample response function, {(3)(H3, H3AB, … , HB), as well as the y electric 
fields from each individual light-matter interaction  [14] }(3)(H) = 	∫ Ä3 ∫ Ä3AB ∫ ÄB{(3)(H3, H3AB, … , HB)ÅZÅZÅZ  (2.5)	× p(H − Ä3)p(H − Ä3 − Ä3AB)…p(H − Ä3 − Ä3AB − ⋯− ÄB) 
where Ä3 are the absolute interaction times of each light-matter interaction. The ySz order 
response function, {(3)(H3, H3AB,… , HB), includes the material response and is related to 
the ySz order susceptibility. Using Liouville formalism to represent the quantum system, 
the response function is given by  {(3)(H3, H3AB, … , HB) = dKℏf3 ÉÑ[ĵÜ4áS(Ä3)àâÜ4áS(Ä3AB)àâAB …Ü4áS(ÄB)àBJoäã] (2.6)
where ĵ = å ∙ çé is the transition dipole oriented along the å direction of a given incident 
electric field, Ü4áS(Ä3) ≡ exp	(−Mℒ4áSH) is the free evolution operator that describes how 
the system behaves between pulses and is defined by the material Liouville 
superoperator, ℒ4áS, which is a construct of the material Hamiltonian, &U4áS, defined as  ℒ4áS'X = Bℏ [&U4áS, 'X] (2.7)
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In Equation 2.6, Joäã is the equilibrium density matrix state before the perturbation, usually 
taken to be in the ground state Joäã = |ì⟩⟨ì|, and, finally, à3 is the transition dipole 
superoperator which is describes the interaction of the ySz electric field with the material 
transition dipole, defined in the interaction Liouville superoperator, ℒK3S'X = − Bℏ Tĵ, 'XVp(H) = −àî'Xp(H) (2.8)
The expression inside the trace of Equation 2.6 describes the successive action of electric 
fields, first acting on the equilibrium system Joäã with transition dipole superoperator à, 
followed by system evolution during Ä, repeated by additional fields moving right to left. 
Taking the trace of the equilibrium state acted upon by the transition dipole 
superoperators and evolution operators extracts only those pathways that end in a 
population, generating a correlation function. If we assume the electric field interactions 
are sufficiently short that they can be described by a delta function we can work in the 
impulsive limit and make a change of variable to the time between light matter 
interactions. The third order polarization from the expression in Equation 2.5 then 
becomes }(])(H) = ∫ t] ∫ t# ∫ HB{(])(t], t#, tB)ÅZÅZÅZ  (2.9)	× p(H − t])p(H − t] − H#)…p(H − t] − t# − tB) 
with response function {(])(H], H#, HB) = M]ÉÑTĵcÜ4áS(H])à]Ü4áS(H#)à#Ü4áS(HB)àBJoäãV (2.10)	= ñ Mℏó] ò(H])ò(H#)ò(HB) ×ô(öõ(H], H#, HB) − öõ∗ (H], H#, HB))cõùB  
where Equation 2.10 results from expansion of the operators in Equation 2.6. ò(H3) are 
Heaviside functions to enforce temporal ordering of the three electric field interactions. 
The system response functions are given by öõ and öõ∗ , four-point correlation functions 
for a given ordering of light-matter interactions within the trace, for example: 
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öc(H], H#, HB) = ÉÑ[ĵ(HB + H# + H])ĵ(HB + H#)ĵ(HB)ĵ(0)Jäã] (2.11) 
The solutions to the wave equation in Equation 2.3 with polarization, }(])(H), as 
the source can be derived after making the temporal and spatial slowly varying envelope 
approximation (SVEA) which says that the envelope of the resulting field does not vary 
much during an optical period. We can solve for the electric field generated by the induced 
polarization, Ih(H), using the wave equation and find that it is proportional to }(])(H) and 
therefore related to the response function and the incident electric fields, Ih(H) ≈ M)}(])(H) (2.12)	≈ M{(])(H], H#, HB) × p(H − H])p(H − H] − H#)p(H − H] − H# − HB) 
We now focus our attention on the incident electric fields and assume they each 
can be described as plane waves in Equation 2.4. Substituting plane wave expressions 
for each field into Equation 2.9, including the complex conjugate terms, would yield (3!)] = 6] = 216 possible combinations. Each combination will have some exponential 
term q°¢[M(ΣK ± t§ ∙ g§ − ΣK ± )KH + ΣK ± xK)_, where the emitted signal will have wave 
vector th = ±t• ± t¶ ± tß, frequency )® = ±)B ± )# ± )], and phase x® = ±xB ± x# ±x]. We can initially eliminate many of these possible combinations with a few 
assumptions; if we assume that the emitted field will have a similar frequency as the 
absorbed frequency and that we will be able to detect any oscillations during t2, we can 
eliminate third harmonic terms like )® = ±()B + )# + )]) and double quantum terms like )® = ±(	)B + )# − )]), leaving only )® 	= 	−)B + )# + )] and )® = )B − )# + )]. This 
then also imposes x® = 	∓xB ± x# + x] and th = ∓t• ± t¶ + tß and in a diffractive-optic 
noncollinear geometry defines the emitted signal types. 
Many 2DES experiments utilize a noncollinear beam geometry of which there are 
typically two types, a pump-probe and box-CARS geometry. In the pump probe geometry, 
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the signal field is emitted in the same direction as the probe beam which allows for 
detection of the real absorptive signal directly. This method suffers from reduced signal 
to noise ratios compared to “background-free” approaches  [87,88]. Several box-CARS 
geometry experiments use a diffractive optic to create spatially separated beams for each 
light-matter interaction  [89]. The resulting signal field is then emitted in a direction 
different than any input beams for background-free signal detection. For the diffractive-
optic based setup there are two signal types resulting from one light-matter interaction 
per beam, the rephasing (R) and nonrephasing (NR) signals defined by the respective 
phase matching conditions: ™´ = −™B + ™# + ™] (2.13)	™F´ = ™B − ™# + ™] 
With these limited conditions applied, the expression for the third order polarization in 
Equation 2.9 can be reduced to }(])(H) = ∫ t] ∫ t# ∫ HB({(´])(t], t#, tB) + {F´(])(t], t#, tB)ÅZÅZÅZ ) (2.14)	× p(H − t])p(H − t] − H#)…p(H − t] − t# − tB) 
where the rephasing and nonrephasing response functions can be described by {(´])(H], H#, HB) ∝ I•∗I¶Iß = pBp#p] (2.15)× expTM[(−t• + t¶ + tß) ∙ g + (−xB + x# + x]) + )®H_V	{F´(])(H], H#, HB) ∝ I•I¶∗Iß = pBp#p]× exp	[M[(t• − t¶ + tß) ∙ g + (xB − x# + x]) + )®H_] 
where subscript n refers to the pulse interaction ordering, and )® = ∓)B ± )# + )] for 
rephasing and nonrephasing, respectively. The total response function of the system can 
be measured by measuring the rephasing and nonrephasing signals and adding them 
together. 
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Coupling to a Bath 
In many theoretical treatments of molecular systems, decay and dephasing 
contributions are included by modeling interactions of the system with a fluctuating bath. 
A common assumption is that the bath is composed of harmonic oscillators and can be 
described by some spectral density function. Coupling between the system and bath is 
responsible for different spectral broadening contributions including homogeneous and 
inhomogeneous broadening. Homogeneous broadening can be modelled by fast bath 
fluctuations and inhomogeneous contributions by slower bath fluctuations  [14,84]. 
Features of 2DES 
Two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy measures the complex third order 
response function of the material with a series of three pulses with controlled time delays 
(Figure 2.1). We can study the evolution of the absorptive portion of the response function 
by taking the real part of this signal. The real absorptive signal is the same signal that is 
measured in wavelength-resolved pump probe spectroscopy, but 2DES additionally 
resolves the excitation frequency, providing two-dimensional correlation maps of 
excitation and detection frequency as a function of waiting time, t2. 
One of the main advantages of using 2DES over other spectroscopies is the ability 
to distinguish between different broadening contributions. This is particularly important for 
molecular systems and ensembles of molecules where broadening contributions can be 
large and can be difficult to distinguish from independent transitions with a similar 
frequency. Homogeneous broadening is distributed along the antidiagonal in 2DES 
spectra (Figure 2.2). In the condensed phase, the homogeneous width is primarily 
determined by coupling of the electronic transition to fast fluctuations of the surrounding 
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bath (e.g. solvent molecules, protein amino acids)  [90]. There are many possible sources 
of inhomogeneous broadening in atomic and molecular optics, but the main contributors 
in solution are different solvent environments, or in the case of photosynthetic proteins, 
variations in the surrounding protein matrix. Inhomogeneous effects result in different sub-
ensembles with shifted transition frequencies so that the ensemble measurement is 
elongated along the diagonal (Figure 2.2). Chlorins in solution, like Bacteriochlorophyll a, 
are very inhomogeneously broadened due to multiple cofactors which can interact via 
Figure 2.2 Cartoon ensemble of monomeric molecules. (Left) Jablonski diagram of molecule with 
electronic mean excited state |a0⟩ and shifted excited states due to different microenvironments. 
(Top right) Cartoon linear absorption spectrum of this ensemble showing the Gaussian distribution 
of transition energies each with some Lorentzian homogeneous linewidth. Without prior 
knowledge of the homogeneous linewidth, linear absorption spectra cannot distinguish between 
the contributions of these two broadening sources to the overall measured spectra (black). 
(Bottom right) Cartoon 2DES spectrum at early t2 demonstrating the ability of 2DES to resolve 
inhomogeneous and homogeneous broadening contributions separately. Fast environmental 
fluctuations are experienced for the entire ensemble and are measured along the antidiagonal. 
Before dephasing effects are prominent the inhomogeneous width is distributed along the 
diagonal line. As dephasing effects take place the molecules lose correlation and the peak will 
round out, obscuring the homogeneous linewidth.  
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hydrogen bonding and coordination with solvent molecules. These molecules are similarly 
inhomogeneously broadened in protein environments.  
2DES is capable of resolving many properties of monomeric systems including 
dephasing of electronic coherences, population decay, dynamical interactions with the 
environment that lead to fluctuations in frequency (spectral diffusion). Additionally, 2DES 
can resolve energy transfer between coupled transitions and can also be used to 
Figure 2.3 Cartoon molecular system with two electronic transitions and unknown electronic 
coupling. (Top left) Cartoon linear absorption spectrum for a system with two electronic transitions 
with frequencies A and B, shown by a Jablonski diagram (Bottom left). The black curve in the 
absorption spectrum shows what is measured using linear absorption spectroscopy and the green 
and blue curves shows two peaks which may be recovered from fitting. The linear absorption 
spectrum may look similar for three distinct systems, where there is no coupling between |a⟩ and 
|b⟩, weak electronic coupling (J > 0 cm-1), and strong electronic coupling (J ≥ 100 cm-1). (Right) 
2DES cartoon maps at t2 = 0 fs (top row) and t2 > 0 fs (bottom row) are able to distinguish these 
three scenarios and directly measure the homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadenings 
present in the system. (J = 0 cm-1) Two diagonal peaks corresponding to |a⟩ and |b⟩ transitions 
decay with increasing t2 and no cross peaks are present. (J > 0 cm-1) The same two diagonal 
peaks are present at t2 = 0 fs as in the uncoupled case, but an additional cross peak grows in at 
t2 > 0 fs indicating energy transfer and weak coupling between the transitions. The positioning 
below the diagonal indicates downhill energy transfer. (J ≥ 100 cm-1) At t2 = 0 fs two cross peaks 
are already present indicating a shared ground state between |a⟩ and |b⟩, due to strong excitonic 
coupling. 
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distinguish between weak and strong coupling regimes (Figure 2.3). A solution of 
uncoupled molecules would have 2D spectra with signals along the diagonal (ω1 = ω3), 
corresponding to populations which remain in the same transition and which decay with 
the excited state lifetime. The main signatures that indicate couplings in 2D spectra are 
cross peaks or signals off of the main diagonal line (ω1 ≠ ω3). For a weakly coupled system 
where each electronic transition remains localized and can be described in the site basis, 
cross peaks grow in as a function of waiting time, t2, as the energy is transferred between 
transitions. In a strongly coupled system with excitonic character, the shared ground state 
leads to cross peaks which appear at t2 = 0, and decay with similar timescales as the 
excitonic state lifetimes. This is especially useful for photosynthetic protein complexes 
where we expect a mixture of strongly and weakly coupled transitions.  
Up until this point we’ve treated the signals resulting from the sequence of 
three light-matter interactions by the pulses of light in a very general way. There are three 
types of signals present in third-order polarization spectroscopies like transient 
absorption and multidimensional spectroscopies; they are referred to as stimulated 
emission (SE), ground state bleach (GSB), and excited state absorption (ESA). Before 
going into detail about each type of signal, it is useful to describe two types of 
diagrams which describe the material response function (like in Equation 2.9) in terms 
of individual light-matter interactions. Figure 2.4 shows two types of diagrams, Double-
Sided Feynman Diagrams (DSFD) and one I will be referring to as Light-Matter 
Interaction Diagrams (LMID), which present the pertubative third-order response 
function induced by the 2DES pulse sequence in different ways.
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The DSFD presents the state of the system in the density function form, where |≠⟩⟨≠| = Jáá, in the vertical box and tracks the transitions probed by each individual pulse, 
represented by arrows. Time progresses vertically with horizontal bars indicating a light-
matter interaction event and the space between vertical bars corresponding to free 
evolution of the system. In these DSFDs, the phase-matching condition for the rephasing 
signal can be invoked to restrict the possible diagrams that will contribute to the rephasing 
signal. The direction each arrow points (left vs right) is related to the sign in the phase-
Figure 2.4 Double-sided Feynman Diagrams (DSFD) (bottom left) and Light-matter interaction 
diagrams (bottom right) are useful tools for interpreting possible light-matter interaction pathways 
observed in two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy (2DES). For a given 2DES pulse sequence 
(top) and arbitrary system with four states, |g⟩, |g’⟩, |a⟩, and |a’⟩, each pulse interacts with the 
system once either with the bra (⟨.|) or ket (|.⟩) direction of the density matrix. This is represented 
directly in the DSFD case and by either solid or dashed lines, respectively, in the light-matter 
interaction diagram. During each interpulse waiting time the systems freely evolves. 
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matching equation, ™´ = −™B + ™# + ™], and its position relative to the system describes 
whether the interaction is absorptive (exciting a transition) or emissive (stimulating 
emission). The second diagram type presents the system in a Jablonski diagram and 
each light-matter interaction is represented by vertical arrows with time progressing along 
the horizontal axis. This representation contains the same information about phase-
matching and the state of the system as the DSFDs but is better for representing systems 
with states of mixed character.  
Figure 2.5 shows three DSFDs depicting stimulated emission, ground state bleach, 
and excited state absorption signals for the rephasing signal. For stimulated emission and 
excited state absorption pathways, the two pumps initially excite the system to an 
electronic excited state population (Figure 2.5); if the probe interaction acts on the bra-
side of the density matrix it will stimulate emission which results in an increase in probe 
transmission and will produce a positive signal. Alternatively, if the probe interacts on the 
ket-side of the density matrix and is absorbed by a transition to a higher lying state, the 
Figure 2.5 Double-sided Feynman Diagrams (DSFD) depicting rephasing signals. (Left) Jablonski 
diagram of an arbitrary system with electronic states |g⟩, |a⟩, and |b⟩. State |b⟩ is far from 
resonance with the pulses used. (Right) Double-sided Feynman diagrams (DSFD) depicting 
stimulated emission (SE), ground state bleach (GSB), and excited state absorption (ESA) signals 
in a population during t2. 
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probe transmission decreases and results in a negative signal. Ground state bleach 
signals result from the two pumps both interacting with the bra-side of the density matrix, 
corresponding to absorption and emission from the same transition, the probe can only 
be absorbed by the system. GSB pathways result in a decrease in probe absorption, but 
due to the odd number of interactions with the ket-side, acquire another negative sign 
such that the GSB signals are also positive.  
In systems where the nonradiative relaxation of the excited state is small, the SE 
and GSB signals will significantly overlap. In this example (Figure 2.5) the state resulting 
in a ESA signature was a higher-lying electronic state far from resonance with our pulses 
so that it could not be excited directly. Generally, ESA signatures can also arise from the 
formation of new states that form over the course of the waiting time, t2. 
Section 2.2 Experimental Setup 
Interferometer Setup 
We use a hybrid diffractive-optic and pulse-shaping based 2DES spectrometer 
(Figure 2.6) which combines the phase-stability of the pump-probe geometry and the high 
S/N from the background-free signal detection of the box-CARS geometry  [91]. A 
Ti:Sapphire regenerative amplifier (Spitfire Pro, Spectra Physics) produces 4 mJ of 40 
nm pulses centered at 800 nm at 500 Hz. 1 mJ of the regen light is fed into a home-built 
Degenerate Optical Parametric Amplifer (DOPA) (Figure 2.9), based on a design by 
Siddiqui, et al.  [92], which generates 8 μJ of broadband near-IR light centered at 800 nm. 
The DOPA light is split by an 80/20 beam splitter into pump and probe paths, respectively. 
Both beams are partially compressed using chirped mirrors and partially by pulse 
shapers. The pump beam is compressed by an acousto-optic programmable dispersive 
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filter pulse shaper (Dazzler, Fastlite) which is also used to create a copy of the pump 
pulse with a controllable time delay, t1. The Dazzler is also used in phase cycling by 
applying a constant phase factor to the two pump pulses. The pump beam is compressed 
by a spatial light modulator (femtoJock, Biophotonics) and is delayed from the pump 
pulses by a retroreflecting computer controlled delay stage.  
Figure 2.6 Hybrid diffractive optic and pulse-shaping based 2DES setup  [91]. Light from a 500 
Hz Ti:Sapphire regenerative amplifier is fed into a Degenerate Optical Parametric Amplifier 
(DOPA) (Figure 2.9) which generates 8 μJ of light spanning 680 – 920 nm. DOPA light is split by 
a 80/20 beam splitter into the pump and probe beams. Pump and probe beams are partially 
compressed with Chirped Mirrors (CM) before traversing an acousto-optic programmable 
dispersive filter (AOPDF) pulse shaper and spatial light modulator (SLM) pulse shaper, 
respectively. The AOPDF pulse shaper also generates a copy of the pump pulse at a controllable 
time delay, t1. Scanning The probe beam is delayed from the two pump pulses using a 
retroreflecting stage with controllable time delay, t2. Both beams are then focused onto a 
Diffractive Optic (DO) which diffracts beams along the plane perpendicular to the page; a mask 
filters all but the ±1 pump orders and the -1 and -3 probe orders. The -3 probe beam is attenuated 
and passes through a 0.5 mm fused silica delay plate. These four beams are focused to the 
sample plane and the generated four-wave mixing signal is heterodyne detected in a 
spectrometer. Figure adapted from  [93]. 
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The pump beam with two pump pulses and the probe beam are collimated and 
focused by a 50 cm curved mirror to a transmissive diffractive optic to generate the beam 
geometry needed for the box-CARs configuration (Figure 2.7). A transmission mask is 
applied at 2Æ and filters all but the ± 1st orders of the pump path and the -1st and -3rd 
orders of the probe path. The -1st probe beam is used as the probe pulse and the -3rd 
order is used as the local oscillator, delayed by a 0.5 mm thick delay plate and attenuated. 
These four beams are focused to the sample plane and the scattered four wave mixing 
signal is collected in the local oscillator direction in a spectrometer.  
Spectral Interferometry & Signal Phasing 
For a diffractive optic based experiment, the rephasing and nonrephasing signals 
are emitted into different phase-matching directions. These separate contributions can be 
Figure 2.7 Cartoon 2DES beam configuration demonstrating the noncollinear box-CARS beam 
geometry. After pump and probe beams traverse a transmissive diffractive optic, the ± 1 orders 
of the pump and -1 & -3 orders of the probe are focused to the sample plane where they interact 
with the sample. The -3 order passes through a 0.5 mm fused silica delay plate (~800 fs delay) 
and is attenuated to serve as the local oscillator (LO) and is assumed to not to contribute to the 
measured third order polarization given the temporal isolation. The four-wave mixing signal is 
scattered into the LO direction due to phase matching; the rephasing and nonrephasing will 
scatter into the LO direction when either the +1 or -1 order pump pulses arrives first given the 
phase matching conditions ™´ = −™B + ™# + ™] and ™F´ = ™B − ™# + ™]. 
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measured by collecting the different phase-matched signals or by switching the 
interaction ordering of the two pump pulses. Experimentally, the latter approach is 
typically easier to implement. 
Following the two pump pulses and the probe pulse is an attenuated pulse at a 
fixed time delay following the probe called the local oscillator (LO). This pulse has the 
same wave vector as the signal emitted from the third order polarization and is used to 
heterodyne detect the signal field in the spectrometer in a process referred to as spectral 
interferometry first proposed by Lepetit, et al.  [80]. After reflecting off the spectrometer 
diffraction grating the LO and four wave mixing signal interfere in the frequency domain 
Figure 2.8 6-Pulse Timing and Phase Matching Scheme. The 6-pulse train used in the hybrid 
diffractive-optic and pulse-shaping 2DES setup is able to simultaneously measure rephasing, 
nonrephasing, and transient grating third order signals simultaneously from the different phase-
matched pulse-interactions depicted above. Interaction ordering starts nearest the center of the 
box moving outwards. Transparent circles with dashed outlines represent the two pump pulses 
not involved in the given signal. Figure adapted from   [91]. 
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which manifests as interference fringes. The spectrum measured in the spectrometer has 
the form ØSkS = |p®(H) + pG∞(H)|# (2.16)	= |p®(H)|# + |pG∞(H)|# + 2öq[p®(H)pG∞∗ (H)] 
The complex signal field is detected in the frequency domain, p®()), and can be 
recovered by Fourier transforming the spectrum to the time-domain, windowing out the 
time-delayed signal field which is separated from the other contributions at the DC peak, 
and inverse Fourier transforming back,  [80] p®()) ∝ ℱAB[ò(H])ℱ[ØSkS())]] (2.17) 
In experiments which utilize a local oscillator for heterodyne detection it is also 
necessary to determine the phase acquired by local oscillator, xG∞, due to differences in 
its path compared to the probe pulse so that the signal field can be accurately determined. 
This phase is determined by comparing the real absorptive signal at t1 = 0 projected along 
the detection axis, which is related to the transient grating signal {≤≥ , with the pump probe 
spectrum and finding a phase factor, Δx, which minimizes the difference between these 
two signals min∏ReTSªº())qKΩvV − {ææ())∏# (2.18)
After detection of the emitted signal field it is sometimes necessary to separate out the 
rephasing and nonrephasing signals so that the real absorptive signal can be constructed. 
This can be done by exploiting the different phase dependences of the rephasing and 
nonrephasing signals, x´ = −xB + x# + x] and xF´ = xB − x# + x], in a process called 
phase cycling. If we apply a constant phase factor, ø3, to the first and second pump 
pulses such that  x´ = −(xB + øB) + (x# + ø#) + x] (2.19)	= −xB + x# + x] − Δø	
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xF´ = (xB + øB) − (x# + ø#) + x]	= xB − x# + x] + Δø 
where Δø = øB − ø#, we can distinguish the rephasing and nonrephasing signals by 
filtering the total signal by its dependence on the added constant phase factors. 
Following phase cycling to distinguish the rephasing and nonrephasing 
contributions, the data is Fourier transformed with respect to t1. Experimentally, we are 
able to resolve the excitation frequency axes while sampling t1 sparsely by detecting the 
signal in the rotating frame with respect to some lock frequency )¿k¡¬. For a given t2 we 
can plot the excitation frequency, ω1, against the detection frequency, ω3 in frequency-
frequency correlation plots.  
 For a given shot of the experiment there are 6 pulses at the sample plane, 2 pump 
pulses per pump beam in addition to the probe and local oscillator pulses. This 6-pulse 
scheme means for any shot of the experiment we are exciting rephasing, nonrephasing, 
and two transient grating signals simultaneously (Figure 2.8). We can extract the 
individual signals by using phase cycling described briefly above. We can use the signal 
phases from Equation 2.19 for the rephasing, {´ ∝ qA√Ωƒ, and nonrephasing signals, {F´ ∝ qKΩ≈ , to distinguish them from the transient grating signals where the constant 
phase contributions cancel out, x≤≥ = (x3 + ø3) − (x3 + ø3) + x] = x], where n is 
either the first or second pump pulse. Phase cycling is also used to suppress some 
scattering contributions. The total phase scheme is comprised of 6 pairs of phases: {øB, ø#} ∈ {{0,0}, {0, 2…/3}, {0, 4…/3}, {…, …}, {…, 5…/3}, {…, 7…/3}} (2.20) 
which does not significantly increase the acquisition time of the experiment  [91]. 
The experiments presented in this manuscript were all performed using an all-
parallel pulse polarization scheme but it is also possible to control the relative polarization 
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between the pump and probe pulses using a combination of  /2 waveplates and wire grid 
polarizers. In our work studying the population kinetics of bacterial reaction centers we 
have demonstrated our ability to measure the magic angle polarization components which 
are independent of the angle between transition dipoles probed  [4,93]. There are also 
many schemes to control the pulse polarization of each pulse in 2DES setups which 
control the coherence time, t1, with glass wedges  [59,61,94]. Such schemes have been 
used to enhance weak cross-peak features and suppress unwanted vibrational 
coherence signals. 
Coherence Experiments 
The data presented in this manuscript were collected scanning the coherence time 
from 10 ≤ HB ≤ 	−390	ÆÕ in 10 fs steps and the local oscillator was delayed from the three 
pulse-sequence by about 830 fs. The waiting time was scanned -50 ≤ H# ≤ 3,500	ÆÕ in 10 
fs steps, which after Fourier transformation yields a coherence frequency, ω2, resolution 
of 1/(3,420	ÆÕ	 ∗ 	?) = 9.75	?@AB. The highest possible frequency we can excite depends 
on either the longest pulse duration or the sampling rate, whichever is largest. Oscillatory 
signals with periods shorter than this limiting parameter cannot be resolved. The Nyquist 
criterion requires sampling at twice a given frequency in order to reliably resolve it. Given 
this definition, the Nyquist frequency using the H# sampling spacing of 10	ÆÕ is )#,Œœ– =1/(2 ∗ 10ÆÕ ∗ ?) = 1,667	?@AB. The frequency resolution is only dependent on the length 
of the coherence scan, whereas the Nyquist frequency also depends on the duration of 
the pulses used. The numbers presented here give an upper limit on the Nyquist 
frequency and pulse-duration-limited numbers are presented at the beginning of each 
results section. Coherence signals are typically ≤10% of the total signal strength and can 
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be difficult to resolve in low signal to noise experiments; increasing the averaging time 
can help improve the S/N to a point, but there are several other ways to improve the signal 
to noise that focus on the light source stability.  
Phase stability during t2 is very important in 2DES studies of coherence as is 
general spectral stability. Some of the main contributors to noise in coherence scans are 
air currents, which can be mitigated by using an enclosed setup, and chirp drift. Chirp drift 
occurs when the motor controlling the compressor inside of the regen moves slightly or 
due to other small changes internal to the regen; a small chirp drift has a very dramatic 
impact on the light produced by nonlinear light sources, such as the DOPA, where pulse 
signal generation is optimized at specific chirp values. Chirp drift can manifest as large 
laser power fluctuations which show up in the signals or as a decrease in spectral stability, 
which can wash out weak oscillatory signals. Chirp drift can be mitigated by optimizing 
the regen and the nonlinear light source and, in the case of slow chirp drift over the course 
of a few hours, can be corrected in between experimental scans.  
Light Sources 
All of the experiments presented here were performed using light from a home built 
Degenerate Optical Parametric Amplifier (DOPA) based on a design by Siddiqui, et 
al.  [92] and depicted in Figure 2.9. This particular DOPA design has been discussed in 
detail elsewhere  [93]. Briefly, 1 mJ of 800 nm 500 Hz light from a Ti:Sapphire 
regenerative amplifier is split into two paths, white light seed generation and second 
harmonic generation pump path. Along the white light seed path, the 800 nm light is first 
focused to a YAG crystal to produce spectrally broadened white light which is pumped by 
800 nm light in a collinear optical parametric amplifier (OPA) to generate a 1.3 μm signal. 
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The signal is amplified again by 800 nm light in a second OPA; the 1.3 μm signal passes 
through a long pass filter and is focused to a sapphire crystal to generate white light. 
Many Noncollinear Optical Parametric Amplifiers (NOPA)  [95] use the 800 nm regen light 
directly to generate white light but this results in substantial spectral structure and 
instability around 800 nm. Using the 1.3 μm OPA output to generate the seed white light 
yields a stable and smooth spectrum over the region from about 650 – 950 nm. The 
portion of the regen light directed along the pump path is sent through a nonlinear BBO 
crystal to generate a strong 400 nm beam to be used as a pump in the final stages in the 
DOPA. The white light seed is then pumped in a final OPA stage by the strong 400 nm 
pump to produce broadband light from about 680 – 920 nm (Figure 2.10) with ≤1% “long-
term” stability. The DOPA spectra shown in Figure 2.10 are from the final pump and probe 
spectra used in the Bacterial Reaction Center experiments in Chapter 5; these spectra 
Figure 2.9 Degenerate Optical Parametric Amplifier (DOPA) Setup. DOPA light source design 
based on design by Siddiqui, et al.  [92]. 1 mJ of 500 Hz light from a Ti:Sapphire regenerative 
amplifier is split into white light and pump beam baths. The white light is generated by focusing 
the output of a two-stage collinear optical parametric amplifier which generates, 5 μJ between 1.2 
– 1.6 μm, to a sapphire plate. Using the OPA output to generate the white light avoids instability 
that would result from using the regen light directly. The pump beam is generated via second 
harmonic generation in a BBO crystal to 400 nm. The final DOPA signal is generated by collinear 
amplification of the white light with the strong 400 nm beam. Typical DOPA output is 8 μJ with 
stable spectrum from 670 – 920 nm. Figure by Andrew Niedringhaus  [93].
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are narrower-band than the output of the DOPA due to the pulse shapers used in 
compression and phase cycling.  
Figure 2.10 DOPA Spectra. DOPA Spectra from the pump (blue) and probe (orange) arms of the 
2DES experimental setup (Figure 2.6). The output of the DOPA spans 680 – 920 nm, however 
the pulse shapers used to compress the pulses reduce the pump and probe bandwidths.  
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CHAPTER 3  COHERENT OSCILLATORY SIGNALS 
The first observations of coherences in photosynthetic protein complexes were 
performed using ultrafast pump-probe spectroscopy  [5]; this study resolved long-lived 
phase-stable oscillatory signals in photosynthetic bacterial reaction centers which 
persisted for several picoseconds. These long-lived phase-stable oscillatory signals were 
resolved during the pump-probe waiting time, t2, appearing as weak periodic modulations 
of a strong exponentially decaying signature from energy transfer and population decay. 
Prior to this observation it was assumed that systems would be excited into electronic 
populations following two light-matter interactions with the pump pulse and that any off-
diagonal coherence terms would decay very rapidly on account of strong coupling with 
the bath; because of these assumptions this time delay is sometimes referred to as the 
population time.  
Oscillatory signals observed after two light-matter interactions – during the pump-
probe delay time in pump-probe experiments or during t2 in 2DES – have been referred 
to as coherences, zero electronic quantum coherences, quantum beats, or coherent 
oscillations almost interchangeably. For clarity, this use of the term coherence is different 
than the coherences excited by a single light-matter interaction. When exciting with 
visible-near IR light, such coherences typically correspond to one quantum electronic 
coherences and decay with the electronic dephasing rate. In this thesis we will use 
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coherences or coherent oscillations, and coherent dynamics when describing the time-
dependent behavior of oscillatory signals. We are able to analyze the coherences 
following subtraction of a fit to the population signals by Fourier transforming from t2 to 
the coherence frequency axis, ω2. Because of the time-frequency uncertainty relation, we 
typically analyze coherence signals in a static way, looking for prominent frequencies and 
mapping the FT amplitude as a function of (ω1,ω3) or coherence maps. Time-frequency 
analysis methods are being increasingly used to analyze dynamical behavior of these 
oscillations. 
A quick historical note regarding the observation of coherences using ultrafast 
spectroscopy: the first observation of coherence in photosynthetic proteins in 1991 were 
performed using state of the art dye-based colliding-pulse ring lasers  [96] which 
generated 45 & 80 fs pulses [5]. These studies were performed only a few years after the 
first commercial Titanium Sapphire lasers were made available in 1988 and one year after 
the development of Kerr lens mode locking, which made femtosecond pulse generation 
more readably attainable  [3]. Our ability to resolve coherences is directly tied to our ability 
to make shorter and shorter pulses (and broader and broader pulse spectra) and we can 
correlate the rise in observations of coherences in various systems with the progress of 
stable femtosecond laser technology.  
Coherence signals have been observed in a wide variety of systems using ultrafast 
spectroscopy techniques over the past several decades, including a variety of 
photosynthetic proteins from various organisms including bacterial reaction 
centers  [5,30,41,51,56–63,97–104], the plant analogue Photosystem II D1D2 Reaction 
center  [71,72], and antenna complexes  [6,64,73,105–109], monomeric molecular 
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systems  [110] including porphyrins  [77,78,105,111–116], polymers  [117], metal 
nanoclusters  [118], organic photovoltaic materials  [119], and quantum dots  [120]. The 
first 2DES experiment to observe coherences in photosynthetic proteins  [6] helped to 
launch the current fervent community of spectroscopists and theorists working to 
understand coherence dynamics in these systems. There have been numerous 
theoretical studies which have sought to provide guidance for the types of signals that 
should be observable in 2DES spectroscopy for different modes and have also modeled 
the impacts coherent dynamics, in particular mixed vibrational-electronic coherences, 
have on energy and charge transfer kinetics.  
This chapter will focus on current theory and experimental methods attempting to 
understand and characterize coherences. The latter half of this chapter will review 
Figure 3.1 Double-sided Feynman Diagrams (DSFD) depicting signals evolve as coherent 
oscillation during the waiting time, t2. (Left) Jablonski diagram of an arbitrary system with 
electronic states |g⟩, |a⟩, and |b⟩ and vibrational states |g’⟩, |a’⟩, and |b’⟩. (Right) Double-sided 
Feynman diagrams (DSFD) depicting stimulated emission (SE), ground state bleach (GSB), and 
excited state absorption (ESA) signals in a coherence during t2. Coherence signals corresponding 
to superposition states between combinations of electronic or nuclear states, oscillating at the 
difference frequency. Above each DSFD is the oscillatory term that arises from the superposition, 
oscillating at some frequency with some sign. Coherences can be prepared by the first two pump 
pulses in excited (SE & ESA) and ground states (GSB) directly. 
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previous observations of coherences in Bacterial Reaction Centers and 
Bacteriochlorophyll a.  
Section 3.1 Theoretical Modeling 
Multidimensional spectroscopy is particularly suited for studying coherent signals 
like those initially observed in the BRC using pump-probe spectroscopy  [5]. The ability 
to distinguish excitation and detection frequencies (ω1,ω3) together with the selectivity of 
the phase matching conditions allow us to easily determine which light-matter interaction 
pathways result in coherent dynamics during t2 (Figure 3.1). For simple model systems, 
all the pathways resulting in coherence can be easily enumerated, providing a particularly 
useful tool when considering different possible physical origins. In most systems the 
origins considered are due to electronic superposition states, nuclear vibrational 
superposition states, or mixtures of these two. In this section we will outline three 
prominent models of coherences commonly considered in coherence studies and will 
discuss several less common phenomena contributing to coherent dynamics. 
Simple Model Systems 
After the initial observation of coherences using 2DES in the Fenna-Matthews-
Olson antenna complex, many theoretical studies attempted to model the 2DES signals 
expected for coherences in different types of systems. The approach used across studies 
share many commonalities, including use of the semi-classical approach, describing the 
electric field of the light classically and the system quantum mechanically. Standard 
treatment also includes assuming only resonant excitation interactions; the electric-dipole 
and rotating-wave approximations; and considering an isotropically oriented sample. 
Most theoretical studies also implement the Born-Oppenheimer approximation for 
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nonadiabatic dynamics and the secular approximation for systems with weak system-bath 
coupling, though a few which include nonsecular terms will be described later in this 
section. The secular approximation eliminates coherence-coherence and population-
coherence transfer mechanisms. Several of these studies treat coupling to the bath  [121–
123] or disorder in the system explicitly  [26].
Purely Vibrational Model 
The first model we’ll consider here represents coherences between two vibrational 
states on the same electronic state (Figure 3.2) that is coherences which are purely due 
to a quantum superposition of vibrational states (“purely vibrational”). A similar model was 
used to describe the coherences observed in the initial observations of coherences in the 
BRC [5]. There are several studies which treat this model in a very similar 
fashion  [26,69,121,123–125]; working with the harmonic approximation for vibrational 
motion along one nuclear coordinate and a diabatic representation of electronic states. A 
typical Hamiltonian used for a displaced harmonic oscillator is shown in Equation 
(3.1)  [121],  & = |ì⟩(Ω“”‘” + B#’)⟨ì| + |a⟩(Ω “”‘” + B# − d ÿŸsÿ√# ’ + -œ)⟨a|  (3.1)
with ground and excited electronic states, |g⟩ and |a⟩, harmonic ladder operators ” and ”‘ operating on a vibration with frequency Ω. The excited state is displaced along the 
nuclear coordinate, q, by dimensionless displacement d (see Figure 3.2). The 
displacement is related to the coupling of an electronic transition to a different vibrational 
quantum (0-0 à 1-1) and can also be described by the Franck-Condon factor. The 
displaced harmonic oscillator is comprised of two diabatic electronic states with one 
Franck-Condon active vibrational mode per electronic state. This model is generally only 
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extended for a single Franck-Condon allowed vibration as vibronic coupling (coupling of 
an electronic transition to vibrational modes) is fairly weak (or d ≪	1) in chlorin molecules 
and the probability of exciting a higher lying vibrational mode is low. 
Applying the selection rules for Feynman pathways from a 2DES experiment we 
can easily enumerate 8 rephasing and 8 nonrephasing pathways that result in signals 
that oscillate with the vibrational frequency, Ω, during t2 (Rephasing pathways are shown 
in Figure 3.2). Of the 8 rephasing pathways, three pairs of two have the same (ω1,ω3) 
values so that when all 8 pathways are modelled there are five distinct peaks in the 2D 
coherence map (defined in in detail in Section 3.3) (Figure 3.2) which form a “chair” 
pattern where the left edge is aligned with the zero phonon 0-0 transition frequency. 
Butkus, et al. have characterized the amplitude of different signals as a function of the 
Huang-Rhys factor  [126]. They show that the diagonal signal in Figure 3.2 at (A,A) and 
off-diagonal at (A+Ω,A) should have comparable amplitude and opposite phase and that 
the upper off-diagonal at (A,A+Ω) is roughly half the amplitude of the previous 
peaks  [126]. The 2D map in Figure 3.2 shows the expected spectral location of different 
coherent modes for an ideal displaced oscillator system. In reality, molecular systems 
have large inhomogeneous broadening which effectively smears each of the 5 signals in 
Figure 3.2 along the diagonal. This is demonstrated in the largely vibrational coherence 
map modelled by Butkus, et al in another study which models an electronic dimer with 
vibrational modes and coupling to a disordered bath  [26]. 
This displaced oscillator model provides a good approximation for qualitative and 
quantitative behavior of molecular vibrational contributions in a 2DES spectrum, as will 
be demonstrated in Chapter 4, and has been previously remarked on in 2DES studies of 
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Chlorophyll a  [77]. There are, however, several shortcomings to this model. It assumes 
harmonic electronic potentials but anharmonicity effects are large in chlorophyll 
molecules  [127]. This model also assumes that the vibrational frequency is the same on 
both electronic states. Vibrational spectra of chlorins show that this is true for most 
vibrational modes (within experimental resolution). However there are several modes 
where the ground and excited state vibrational frequencies different by about ~5 cm-
1  [128,129]. Differences in the ground and electronic vibrational frequency leads to 
deviations from the “chair” pattern in Figure 3.2. The displaced oscillator model also 
assumes that jä¿ä¡S‹k3K¡  does not change with the nuclear coordinate, ›fiKÿ (Condon 
Approximation)  [130]. These and other effects will be considered when interpreting the 
coherence maps of BChla in Chapter 4.  
One final note about vibrational coherences is that their decoherence rates are 
impacted by the disorder and coupling to the bath, in addition to the lifetime of vibrational 
population relaxation (on the order of several picoseconds in Chlorophyll a  [131]) and the 
excited electronic state lifetime. 
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Figure 3.2 Vibrational Displaced Oscillator. (Top left) Jablonski diagram of a 4-level displaced 
oscillator. Two electronic states, ground |g⟩ and excited state |a⟩, are represented by a harmonic 
potential which each have two vibrational modes, the zeroth |n⟩ and first |n’⟩ vibrational mode with 
frequency Ω, which is assumed to be the same on the ground and excited state. The excited state 
is shifted along the nuclear coordinate, q, with respect to the ground state by some displacement 
d. The displacement, d, is related to the reorganization energy (  = Ω ∗ #/2) and the Huang-
Rhys factor ({ = #/2) of vibrational mode Ω which describes the vibronic coupling between 
electronic and vibrational degrees of freedom. Only one excited vibrational mode is included per 
electronic state as the Huang-Rhys factors in chlorins are small and the probability of excitation 
to a higher vibrational state is low. (Top right) Coherence map showing the expected distribution 
of Rephasing coherence signals. The key to the right describes the sign and type of each signal. 
In the vibrational displaced oscillator all coherences oscillate with the vibrational frequency, Ω, 
and pathways are limited to ground state bleach and stimulated emission. (Bottom) Double-sided 
Feynman diagrams for each of the 8 signals shown in the 2D map. Based on models 
by  [121,126].
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Purely Electronic Model 
The second model system to consider is an electronic dimer (Figure 3.3) which 
produces coherences oscillating with the excitonic difference frequency, ΔE, during t2. 
This model was used in the interpretation of coherences in the Fenna-Matthews-Olson 
antenna complex  [6,64,106], as the frequency of observed modes coincided with 
expected exciton difference frequencies calculated based on an electronic Hamiltonian 
with no vibrational modes. It was also invoked in early 2DES coherence studies of the 
Bacterial Reaction Center  [59,132], and has been modelled in several theoretical 
studies  [26,45,121,126,133–136]. The electronic dimer model is comprised of two 
strongly coupled two-level systems resulting in delocalized excitonic states. Many 
treatments use a homodimer with identical electronic frequencies. A typical electronic 
dimer excited state Hamiltonian is shown in Equation 	 (3.2)  [121]: &äfl¡ = YB|qB⟩⟨qB| + Y#|q#⟩⟨q#| + (9áÿ|qB⟩⟨q#|+9ÿá|q#⟩⟨qB|)	 (3.2) 
After diagonalization of this Hamiltonian, the singly excited state energies are given by -ä‡,äm = B# (YB + Y#) ± B#6(Y# − YB)# + 49# = 	Y ± 9 for a homodimer (YB = Y# = Y), where J is 
the coupling and is usually Coulombic  [26,137] and assumed to be independent of 
nuclear coordinate. The doubly excited state energy is given by -· = 2Y − Δ, where Δ is 
the bi-exciton binding energy which is typically assumed to be negligible  [126]. Analyzing 
the third order polarization, as described in Chapter 2, results in 4 rephasing and 4 
nonrephasing coherence signals (Rephasing signals in Figure 3.3) which all oscillate with 
the exciton difference frequency, Δp = |-ä‡ − -äm|, during t2. Of the 4 pathways for each 
signal, two groups of two have the same (ω1,ω3) values so only two distinct peaks are 
expected in the 2D coherence maps (Figure 3.3). These peaks are distributed 
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symmetrically about the diagonal (ω1 = ω3) line with equal amplitude and are expected to 
oscillate in phase with one another  [26,126,137]. 
A major source of debate in the coherence community is with regards to the 
assertion that electronic coherences in protein complexes could last for 
picoseconds  [58,59,66,106]. Given that electronic coherences are due to superposition 
states of two different electronic states, the electronic dephasing which is measured to be 
Figure 3.3 Electronic Dimer Model. (Top left) Jablonski diagrams showing an electronic dimer 
with degenerate electronic transitions (|e1⟩,|e2⟩) coupled by some coupling J in the site basis. The 
diagonalized excitonic basis shows the splitting of the energy levels into two delocalized singly 
excited states (|a⟩,|b⟩) and a doubly-excited state (|f⟩). (Top right) 2D map showing the expected 
distribution of Rephasing coherence signals; sign of oscillation is indicated by the color of the 
symbol. In an electronic dimer all coherences oscillate at the exciton difference frequency, ΔE = 
B – A, where B and A are the individual excitonic frequencies. (Bottom) Double-sided Feynman 
diagrams illustrating the light-matter interactions corresponding to the signals in the 2D map.  
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on the order of a few tens femtoseconds in similar antenna proteins  [138,139] should 
limit the observation windows for the coherences. Several of these early studies had 
proposed that the protein environment is able to extend these electronic dephasing times 
via correlated fluctuations in the electronic energy gap  [58] and that the protein even 
helps to maintain correlation between electronic states on a long timescale  [64,66]. 
Others have proposed that the longevity of the observed coherences is due to mixing 
between electronic and vibrational degrees of freedom  [60,61,69–72,140], where rapidly 
decaying electronic coherences transfers to a vibrational coherence which have longer 
dephasing times. 
Mixed Vibrational-Electronic Model 
This brings us to our final simple model system, the mixed vibrational-electronic 
(vibronic) dimer (Figure 3.4). This model was initially proposed by Womick & Moran  [141] 
and typically consists of a coupled dimer of two-level vibrational displaced oscillators. In 
this model, the excitonic splitting is determined by the electronic coupling and the coupling 
to vibrational levels is expressed by the nuclear coordinate displacements. This type of 
model has been used in several theoretical studies  [25,69,70,123,136,137,142–146] and 
has been increasingly applied to explain the origin of coherences in photosynthetic protein 
complexes. 
The 2D coherence distribution for the vibronic model includes contributions similar 
to the electronic dimer and intramolecular vibrational modes similar to the monomeric 
displaced oscillator. There are many new signals which arise from the coupling which 
oscillate at the exciton difference frequency, ΔE; the vibrational frequency, Ω; as well as 
sum and difference frequencies of these two frequencies, ΔE±Ω. This model exhibits 
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complicated amplitude and phase behavior, which have been examined and discussed 
in detail in a study by Butkus, et al. that looks at four different cases with varying coupling 
strengths, J, vibrational frequencies, and Huang-Rhys factors  [137].  
A main feature of the vibronic model is the role that vibrational levels have in 
bridging energy gaps between electronic states  [141]; the vibrational-electronic 
resonance can also lead to non-adiabatic energy transfer on the excited state and 
amplified Raman coherences on the ground electronic state  [70,142,147]. This type of 
resonance has also been shown experimentally to enhance weak or dark states via 
intensity borrowing from a stronger state  [76]. Several theoretical models have shown 
that vibronic coupling enhances the speed of energy transfer in reaction centers at 77 
K  [71,72] and light-harvesting proteins at cryogenic temperatures  [70] and room 
temperature  [144]. 
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Figure 3.4 Mixed Vibrational-Electronic Model. (Left) Cartoon Jablonski diagrams for the 
electronic contributions to the undiagonalized site basis and the 8-level system of electronically 
coupled displaced oscillators. Two singly-excited electronic states, |a⟩ and |b⟩, each have two 
vibrational levels, |n⟩ and |n’⟩, as does the doubly excited state, |f⟩, and the ground state, |g⟩. 
Vibrational levels are spaced by frequency Ω for all four electronic states. Exciton binding energy 
is assumed to be small such that F = A+B. (Right) 2D map showing the expected distribution of 
coherence signals. Each excitonic transition, |a⟩ and |b⟩, have signals which correspond to 
intramolecular vibrations the same as shown in Figure 3.2; for conciseness these signatures are 
represented by colored ovals. Additionally, the electronic dimer pathways from Figure 3.3 are also 
present in this model but are depicted explicitly. The vibronic model results in coherences at the 
exciton difference frequency, ΔE, the vibrational frequency, Ω, and the sum and difference of 
these two frequencies. The key above the 2D map labels which of these frequencies each signal 
oscillates at and with what sign.  [26,137] 
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Figure 3.5 Mixed Vibrational-Electronic Model Double-sided Feynman diagrams for signals 
unique to the mixed vibrational-electronic model (neglecting intramolecular pathways which are 
shown in Figure 3.2). Cartoon 2D map for these signatures is presented in Figure 3.4.  [26,137] 
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Coherence Transfer 
A final note to close out the review of theoretical descriptions of coherence is that 
there have been several experimental observations of coherence transfer signals, which 
arise from nonsecular pathways  [61,118,148–152]. As mentioned at the beginning of this 
chapter, most theoretical studies of coherences have made the secular approximation, 
neglecting terms including coherence transfer and population to coherence transfer 
(Figure 3.6). There are however a few theoretical studies which have treated nonsecular 
terms  [45,153]. One of these studies primarily focuses on the improved modelling of the 
BRC special pair band temperature-dependence by including charge transfer states  [45]. 
This study also includes nonsecular terms and shows that coherence transfer is likely to 
occur when charge transfer states are included  [45].  
Figure 3.6 Coherence Transfer Pathways. If the secular approximation is neglected several new 
pathways emerge where coherence transfer is allowed  [45,153]. (Right) DSFD and LMID 
depicting coherence to coherence transfer. (Right) DSFD and LMID depicting population to 
coherence transfer. 
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Section 3.2 Coherences in Bacterial Reaction Centers and Constituent Monomers 
Coherences in the Bacterial Reaction Center 
As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the first observation of coherences 
in any photosynthetic protein complex were in Bacterial Reaction Centers (BRC) at 
cryogenic temperatures  [5]. These studies were performed on R-26 mutant BRCs from 
Rhodobacter sphaeroides as well as the DLL mutant BRCs from Rhodobacter capsulatus 
using 45- and 80-fs pulses centered on the lower excitonic special pair state, P_*. R-26 
BRCs lack the carotenoid but perform energy and charge transfer similar to the wild type 
reaction centers, whereas DLL BRCs lack the A-branch BPheoa and do not perform 
charge transfer. The study reported weak, low-frequency periodic modulations of the total 
pump-probe signal in both BRCs, but more prominently in the DLL mutant which remains 
in the P-* state for a longer time than RCs which proceed to charge separation. These 
oscillations persisted on a picosecond timescale, indicating that coherent vibrational 
relaxation for certain modes occur on the same timescale as charge transfer processes. 
In this initial study they considered several possible explanations for these oscillations 
including vibrational wavepacket motion on the excited electronic state, impulsive Raman 
excitation of ground electronic state wavepacket motion, and electronic superposition 
state of different electronic states. The first two proposals can be described as purely 
vibrational in origin and the third as a purely electronic process. 
The conclusion of this initial study was that the long-lived coherences originated 
from excited electronic state vibrational wavepacket motion delocalized across multiple 
molecules. The authors proposed that charge transfer occurred adiabatically, modulated 
by the oscillating delocalized charge distribution on the special pair, and that this may 
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explain the rapidity and efficiency of charge transfer. This initial study was expanded upon 
by follow-up studies that showed these coherences persisted up to room 
temperature  [56,97] and coherences were present with longer dephasing rates in 
membrane-bound BRCs  [97–99,102]. Studies on a host of mutant BRCs determined that 
these coherences were delocalized across both special pair molecules and the 
surrounding protein matrix  [30,57,103,154]. Studies which saw P-band coherences form 
following downhill energy transfer from the B*- and H*-bands suggested a functional 
importance of these low frequency coherences in the BRCs  [51]. Low-frequency 
coherences have also been observed in spontaneous fluorescence of BRCs, 
strengthening the assignment of coherences to excited electronic state vibrational 
wavepacket motion  [100]. Other transient absorption studies also observed low-
frequency coherences following energy transfer of B* to P* and suggested that rapid 
energy transfer could create vibrational wavepackets in the upper exciton state, 
P+*  [41,101]. The results of nearly a decade of intense scrutiny of coherent oscillations 
in BRCs using transient absorption spectroscopy indicate that long-lived low-frequency 
oscillations on P* are due to delocalized interdimer vibrational wavepacket motion  [57]. 
Not long after the first observation of coherences in photosynthetic proteins using 
two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy (2DES) in the Fenna-Matthews-Olson antenna 
complex using  [6], two-color electronic coherence photon echo experiments by Lee, et 
al. resolved coherent oscillations due to electronic superposition states between the B*- 
and H*-bands of chemically oxidized R-26 BRC from Rho. Sphaeroides at 77 K & 180 K. 
These coherences persisted for several hundred femtoseconds, longer than the 
electronic dephasing rates of the individual states and longer than the downhill energy 
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transfer process to the special pair, which the authors interpreted to indicate strong 
correlations between the surrounding protein environment and the B* and H* transition 
energies. This strong correlation was taken to indicate that the protein protects electronic 
coherences allowing them to persist long enough to enhance energy transfer 
processes  [58]. In a follow-up two-color coherence photon echo study by Ryu, et al. the 
coherences between the B*- and H*-bands were reexamined considering vibrational, 
electronic, and a mixed vibrational-electronic model. The conclusions of this study were 
that the coherences between the B*- and H*-bands were due to vibrational-electronic 
mixing between excited electronic states of B* and H* pigments; a 685 cm-1 
bacteriochlorophyll vibrational mode nearly resonant with the excitonic energy gap of 
these two states is excited on the ground state of B and is enhanced due to excited state 
vibronic mixing  [60]. 
A 2DES study also of chemically oxidized R-26 BRCs from Rho. sphaeroides and 
covering the B*- and H*-bands saw oscillatory signals in the cross peaks of B* and H* in 
the 500 – 700 cm-1 range  [59]. This study reported 2DES data using both an all-parallel 
pulse polarization scheme and a double-crossed polarization scheme which selectively 
excited pathways between nonparallel transitions. In their cross-polarized data they saw 
two persisting oscillatory modes at ~570 & 750 cm-1. Given the selectivity of the pulse 
scheme used they were able to eliminate the possibility that these coherences were due 
to purely vibrational coherences; this initial work concluded that these two modes were 
electronic in origin  [59]. In a follow-up study by the same group, Paleček, et al.  [61] 
showed that the coherences discussed in  [59] were due to mixed vibrational-electronic 
coherences. Paleček, et al. showed how initial excitation of electronic coherences in the 
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B*-H* crosspeaks could rapidly decay to long-lived ground state vibrational coherences. 
This follow up study shows some of the clearest evidence of vibronic coherence 
signatures to date.  
Many additional coherence frequencies are present in the study by Paleček, et al. 
which exhibit destructive-interference signatures at the diagonal peaks; the authors 
propose a mechanism termed Energy Transfer Induced Coherence Shifts (ETICS) 
whereby rapid energy transfer from H* to B* and from B* to P* results in the excitation of 
a ground electronic state vibrational coherence. The “shift” into the ground state acquires 
a π phase shift which interferes destructively with the ground state bleach pathway at the 
diagonal peak position. This type of signature is also evident in our observations of 
coherences in the BRC. However, similar signatures are also present in our monomeric 
data on Bacteriochlorophyll a and Chlorophyll a, where we do not expect to see any 
energy transfer. These results are discussed in detail in the Chapters 4-6. 
The first 2DES study to look at coherences in BRCs which undergo charge transfer 
were performed on several different mutants which shifted the P-* band around; the goal 
of this study was to correlate changes in energy transfer with coherent oscillatory 
behavior  [62]. While some of the BRCs studied can perform charge separation this study 
only presents data up to 1 ps, before appreciable charge separation has occurred. This 
study observes many coherences with similar frequencies to those reported previously 
in  [59] and later in  [61] which they interpret as vibronic in origin given the relative 
amplitudes of different signatures and by comparing which modes are present in different 
BRC mutants.  
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A very recent 2DES study on a QA-devoid BRC mutant A(M260)W from Rho. 
sphaeroides similar to the mutant studied in this thesis is the first published 2DES study 
to show strong coherences in the P-* region  [63]. Interestingly this study only resolves 
low-frequency coherences, in keeping with the early pump-probe studies of the P-* band, 
despite also covering part of the B*-band which has been shown to have several high 
frequency coherence modes  [59,60]. All of these coherence results for the BRC are 
summarized in Table A.2. 
Coherences in Bacteriochlorophyll a 
An important consideration in the above-mentioned studies of coherence in 
bacterial reaction centers was the coherent behavior of monomeric solutions of 
Bacteriochlorophyll a. Many of the BRC studies reference resonance Raman studies of 
BRCs when comparing the frequencies of coherence modes observed and generally find 
good agreement which is important in considering the origin of coherences and has been 
integral in the assignment of vibrational and vibronic origin in several studies  [57,60–63]. 
Early room temperature coherence studies of monomeric BChla did not resolve prominent 
coherent oscillations  [155]; coherence studies of the BRC following this study used this 
information to inform their conclusions, specifically that coherences in BRCs were not due 
to intramolecular vibrational modes. Not long after this initial study, another transient 
absorption study failed to see BChla coherences at room temperature, however, was able 
to resolve a single low-frequency coherence at 4.2 K  [105]. In 1997 a 3-pulse photon 
echo study by Arnett, et al. observed room temperature coherent oscillations in 
Bacteriochlorophyll a in tetrahydrofurane and pyridine solutions, several of which were in 
the same frequency regime as the low-frequency oscillations observed in the 
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BRC  [111,112]. The first 2DES study of BChla in several different solvents found that the 
majority of oscillatory signals were due to the solvent with the exception of two higher 
frequency modes, 550 & 730 cm-1, which were present in all the different samples. This 
study was used to strengthen the assignment of coherence in the Fenna-Matthews-Olson 
complex as electronic in origin  [115]. However, an ultrafast pump probe study of 
Chlorophyll a published a year prior to the study on BChla with 2DES showed a large 
number of oscillatory modes which were interpreted as vibrational in origin given their 
frequency match to resonance Raman and their phase-behavior  [114]. Several 2DES 
studies of coherence in Chla also saw many strong coherence modes which were 
assigned to vibrational origin  [77,116].The vibrational properties of BChla and Chla are 
not very different from one another. Huang-Rhys factors in both molecule are S ≅ 
0.01  [127,129], with Chla being slightly more strongly vibronically coupled than BChla. 
Recently a 2DES study of coherences in BChla also showed several low-frequency 
modes which were assigned to vibrational origins  [78]. These coherence results for 
BChla are summarized in Table A.1. 
Section 3.3 Signal Analysis Method 
The most straightforward method for analyzing coherences in 2DES data involves 
1) fitting and subtracting out exponential population dynamics, 2) Fast-Fourier
transformation with respect to t2 to generate a three-dimensional frequency solid, and 3) 
analysis of the most prominent coherence modes with respect to frequency and two-
dimensional phase and amplitude distribution. Some coherence studies have focused on 
the oscillatory signals in single 2D point (ω1,ω3)  [6,64,106] or the (t1,t2) for a single 
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ω3  [58,60], but considering the full 3D matrix simultaneously provides a more rigorous 
way to compare to the toy models in Section 3.1. 
Most experimental coherence studies to date have focused on coherences of the 
real rephasing signal. The rephasing signal contains similar information as the 
nonrephasing signal but is sometimes preferred due a higher signal to noise ratio; the 
real rephasing signal is used instead of the real absorptive signal because it offers better 
pathway selectivity. Recently coherence studies have analyzed the complex rephasing 
signals, which provide an additional method for separating out coherence pathways 
based on the sign of the oscillations. This was first proposed in a theoretical study of 
coherences in quantum dots  [120] and first demonstrated in a 2DES study of coherences 
in P3HT photovoltaic materials  [119]. This method of coherence analysis has notably 
been used to explain destructive interference signatures in BRCs  [61].  
In this thesis 2DES data is fit using a user-defined multi-exponential model which 
includes damped oscillatory terms, allowing for the simultaneous fit of exponential 
population dynamics and oscillatory coherence dynamics. This model is used to fit the 
entire 2DES data simultaneously using a global search algorithm, explained in detail 
elsewhere  [156]. The exponential portion of the fit is subtracted from the 2DES data, 
leaving an oscillatory residual signal. If no oscillatory signals are included in the fitting 
model slow oscillatory signals may be fit as fast decay components, resulting in a distorted 
residual. For this reason, it is important to include damped oscillators in the fitting model 
especially in systems with strong low-frequency coherences. In the case of the BRC and 
BChla presented in this thesis, low-frequency modes are not very prominent, and choice 
of fitting model was not found to be critical.  
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After removal of the populations kinetics, the oscillatory residual is Fourier 
transformed with respect to t2 using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) function in Matlab. 
Data is typically zero-padded from 350 to 1000 points. In the case where either the real 
or imaginary part of the signal is analyzed separately, both the +ω2 and -ω2 contain the 
same information and the size of the matrix can be reduced by half. This is particularly 
important as an interpolated full resolution 2DES data set can be several gigabytes in 
size. In the case where we want to look at the separated positive and negative coherence 
frequency components, ±ω2, we perform the fitting for the real and imaginary parts of the 
rephasing data separately; this is necessary because the fitting algorithm cannot work 
with complex valued data. Following subtraction of the fit from the real and imaginary 
parts, the complex residual is reconstructed by adding the components together öq[{‹ä®] + 	M ∙ Ø@[{‹ä®]. The rest of the analysis is the same as for the real rephasing 
signals except that the full FFT matrix must be retained as the +ω2 and -ω2 contain 
different information.  
Following Fourier transformation to ω2 coherence frequency, the data can be 
analyzed in a variety of ways. Often the first analysis used is to take the Frobenius norm 
of the 3D frequency solid (3.3) to look at which modes are present in the data. The 
Frobenius norm sums over the ω1 and ω3 axes, resulting in an amplitude spectrum of ω2 
representing all of the oscillatory components present. The Frobenius norm is given by: 
|{()#)| = ‚∑ ∏{[)B,K , )],L, )#_∏#K,L (3.3) 
Frobenius spectra for BChla and the BRC are presented in Chapters 4 & 5. Peaks in the 
Frobenius spectra correspond to prominent coherence modes and the baseline of the 
spectrum represents the amount of oscillatory noise in the spectrum. A useful first step in 
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interpreting the coherence data is to compare the frequencies of peaks in the Frobenius 
spectrum with values from the vibrational spectroscopy literature and exciton difference 
frequencies, in the case of a system with multiple coupled transitions.  
Several factors can contribute to ambiguity when trying to attribute a certain peak 
frequency to one of the model systems presented in Section 1.1.  The width of a peak in 
the Frobenius spectrum is affected by multiple factors and is fundamentally limited by the 
lifetime of the oscillatory mode being resolved. In the case of rapidly dephasing electronic 
coherences, the width is expected to be quite large, whereas typical linewidths for 
Chlorophyll and Pheophytin vibrations have been measured using hole-burning to be < 5 
cm-1 [131]. Experimentally, the factor that most affects the peak widths is the coherence
frequency resolution, Δω2, determined by the length of the t2 scan. For most experiments 
presented here the t2 scan is 3,500 fs which corresponds to Δω2 = 9.6 cm-1. The width of 
peaks can be impacted by inhomogeneous effects where the same mode may have a 
slightly different frequency or dephasing rate in different parts of the 2D spectrum. 
Additionally, if a sample has many coherences, closely spaced modes which cannot be 
resolved by the experiment may appear as one broad peak. This is particularly evident in 
the low-frequency region of Frobenius spectra of both BChla (Figure 4.6) and the BRC 
(Figure 5.6) as BChla and BPheoa have very spectrally congested vibrational spectra 
(See Table A.4). A final note is that the maximum resolvable coherence frequency is 
determined by the Nyquist frequency, which is defined as half the sampling rate. For the 
experiments presented here, the sampling rate of the waiting time, t2, is 10 fs which 
corresponds to a Nyquist frequency of 1,667 cm-1.  Because our ability to resolve high 
frequency modes is also impacted by the duration of our pulses, which for the experiments 
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presented in this thesis range from 9 – 14.5 fs, we cannot confidently resolve coherence 
frequencies greater than 1,110 cm-1 (Nyquist frequency using the largest pulse duration). 
Another standard way to represent the coherence data is to plot the 2D (ω1,ω3) 
distribution for given coherence frequency, ω2. These plots are referred to as coherence 
maps if plotting the absolute value of the FT signal, and phase maps if plotting the phase 
angle of the FT signal. Plotting the coherence data in this way allows for comparison with 
the expected coherence maps for the toy models presented in Section 1.1 as well as the 
real absorptive signal. Several coherence maps are presented for BChla and the BRC in 
Chapters 4 and 5. If analyzing the complex signal of either rephasing or nonrephasing, 
comparing the amplitude distribution for a given coherence frequency of the -ω2 and +ω2 
can help in interpreting a mode where the model assignment is not clear from the real 
signal maps. By identifying the magnitude and sign of the (ω1,ω2,ω3) frequencies that 
lead to a particular signal, we can develop new models to explain the system being 
studied. This approach has been used in understanding signals in both the BChla and the 
BRC data sets which are not readily explained by the simple models in Section 1.1. 
When comparing coherence signals to the toy models and theoretical studies 
described in Section 1.1 it is important to also consider the impact that the experimental 
apparatus has on the coherences observed. Several recent studies have characterized 
the impact that the laser spectrum has on the coherences excited, where the pulse 
bandwidth and pulse duration can act as a filter for specific coherence pathways  [157] or 
even distort the coherence signatures  [158]. The filtration effects of pulse duration and 
bandwidth were exploited in early studies we did on Chlorophyll a to filter specific subsets 
of pathways based on the vibrational displaced oscillator model  [77]. Two-Color Rapid 
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Acquisition Coherence Spectroscopy (T-RACS) utilizes the amplitude shaping 
capabilities of the AOPDF pulse shaper (Dazzler, Fastlite) to shape the two pumps so 
they are centered about the different transition energies of the DSFD pathways in Figure 
3.2  [77]. The shaped pump spectra pathway selectivity made it possible to resolve 
individual pathways with a fixed t1, such that the waiting time could be scanned out to 
long times at a decreased overall acquisition time. This study presents some of the first 
2DES coherence data of Chlorophyll a and demonstrated the importance of the pulse 
spectra in exciting specific coherence pathways  [77]. 
Section 3.4 Time-Frequency Analysis Methods 
In addition to the standard Fast Fourier Transform analysis described in the 
previous section, we can implement time-frequency analysis methods previously used 
primarily in signal processing and in characterizing ultrafast pulses. Several coherence 
studies have begun using sliding window Fourier Transforms and wavelet analysis to 
comment on the temporal dynamics of coherences present in transient absorption  [159] 
and 2DES data  [66,160,161]. These and other time-frequency methods are very enticing 
tools as they could help us resolve dynamical behavior of coherences along t2. In 
particular, mixed vibrational-electronic models theorize that electronic coherences should 
rapidly decay or transfer to a vibrational coherence which should result in time-dependent 
frequency shifts. Being able to resolve these kinds of dynamics would be a very useful 
and more direct way to confirm the presence of vibronic signatures in coherence maps.  
The pros and cons of several different time-frequency analysis methods have been 
characterized elsewhere  [162]. Briefly, Sliding Window Fourier Transform methods 
where a window function is convolved with the t2 domain data is able to resolve some 
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time-dependent behavior of coherence modes but is limited by the time-frequency 
uncertainty relationship. This method is most useful in a system with few coherence 
modes which are well spaced apart spectrally; in the case of BChla containing systems, 
which typically contain many closely spaced vibrational frequencies, a sliding window 
Fourier transform method cannot offer reliable conclusions. Sliding window Fourier 
transform methods may be mode appropriate if using an experiment that selectively 
excites a few modes such as Two-color Rapid Acquisition Coherence Spectroscopy (T-
RACS)  [77] or highly selective pulse polarization schemes  [59,61]. 
Wavelet transform methods work around the time-frequency uncertainty 
relationship by convolving the t2 domain data with an oscillatory wavepacket function. 
Scaling the wavelet functions changes which oscillatory component in the signal data is 
constructively amplified. In this analysis method the temporal resolution is frequency 
dependent, as the ability to resolve low frequency modes requires a large temporal 
window. This method also suffers from frequency bleed-through, that is systems like 
those studied here with many prominent modes within 100 cm-1 of one another, the 
wavelet convolution is not selective enough to distinguish between them. Attempting to 
make conclusions about individual modes or general behavior of the system being studied 
is then muddled. 
The time-frequency analysis method found with the fewest drawbacks in the study 
by Volpato & Collini, a Smoothed-pseudo Wigner-Ville method, is difficult to implement in 
Matlab as it requires symbolic integration which Matlab is poorly suited for and so has not 
yet been implemented in coherence analysis  [162]. Sliding window Fourier transform and 
Wavelet analysis methods have been used although due to the frequency bleed-through 
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described above must be interpreted with caution. Time-frequency analysis still require 
careful consideration and should be tested before being integrated into routine coherence 
analyses. 
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CHAPTER 4 2DES OF MONOMERIC BACTERIOCHLOROPHYLL A 
Bacteriochlorophyll a (BChla) is the most prominent chromophore in Bacterial 
Reaction Centers of several well studied species of purple bacteria and is also found in 
abundance in purple bacterial light harvesting complexes. While there have been an 
abundance of vibrational spectroscopy studies, including various types of Raman 
spectroscopy  [163–174], spectral Hole Burning (HB)  [175], and Fluorescence Line 
Narrowing (FLN) experiments (10, 21), and steady state measurements (many 
summarized in  [176]) performed on monomeric BChla, there have only been a few 
ultrafast electronic spectroscopy studies of this system  [78,105,111–113,115,155]. Given 
the prominence of this molecule in bacterial photosynthesis, BChla is an important model 
system for understanding the behavior of bacterial photosynthetic protein complexes. 
In this chapter we will start by reviewing some basic properties of 
Bacteriochlorophyll a before presenting 2DES results of monomeric BChla in solution. 
The final portion of this chapter will describe the coherences observed in monomeric 
BChla samples. In Chapter 6, the BChla results presented here will be compared with the 
coherences observed in the Bacterial Reaction Center protein complex (Chapter 5). 
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Section 4.1 Bacteriochlorophyll a Properties 
Structure & Electronic Spectra 
Bacteriochlorophyll a is one type of porphyrin derivative found in photosynthetic 
protein complexes. Figure 4.1 shows the structure of BChla; BChla is a large multi-ring 
planar molecule with very low symmetry and measures about 10 Å on each side. In the 
center of the hydrocarbon macrocycle are four nitrogen atoms which bind to a magnesium 
ion, Mg2+, in the center of the structure. Bacteriopheophytin a (BPheoa) is another 
tetrapyrrolic molecule found in Bacterial Reaction Centers that is very similar in structure 
to BChla but lacks the Mg2+ ion. Different types of Bacteriochlorophyll and 
Bacteriopheophytin molecules are distinguished from one another by the side chains 
bound to the edges of the macrocycle, and bacteriochlorins are differentiated from 
chlorins, commonly found in plants, by increased hydration and lower conjugation.  
The electronic structure of porphyrins are generally described by the Gouterman 
model  [177] where there are four electronic transitions, two of which are in the Q-band in 
the visible-near IR region and two which are in the Soret band in the UV region. Figure 
4.2 shows room temperature linear absorption spectra of the Q-band of monomeric BChla 
in several solutions. The two peaks in the Q-band are referred to as Qy and Qx, named 
for the transitions’ polarization direction along the macrocycle in Figure 4.1. The two 
peaks in the Soret band are also aligned along the x and y axes in Figure 4.1, but will not 
be discussed in this thesis. This model of four electronic excited states is common for 
most porphyrin molecules. However, several recent studies of the Q-band structure in 
chlorophyll a (Chla) have found evidence of vibronic mixing between the Qy and Qx 
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transitions, obscuring the assignment of specific peaks  [130,176]. The study by Reimers, 
et al.  [176] develops a model for the electronic and vibrational properties of 32 porphyrins 
and related macrocycles, and also predicts vibronic coupling between Qx and Qy 
transitions of BChla but to a much lower degree than in Chl a.   
Part of the reason for this lower predicted coupling strength between Qy and Qx in 
BChla is the large energy gap between these transitions; at room temperature in 
isopropanol the Qx band is >4000 cm-1 higher in frequency than the Qy band  [176]. There 
are three main features in the room temperature linear absorption spectra in Figure 4.2: 
the lowest energy electronic transition is the Qy band peaked at ~12,850 cm-1 (778 nm), 
Figure 4.1 Bacteriochlorophyll a structure. Like other chlorin molecules, BChla has a central 
Magnesium ion. BChla is more hydrated than its chlorophyll analogue. The Gouterman model 
predicts two perpendicular transition dipoles, oriented along the x and y axes, denoted in the 
above diagram  [177]. 
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to the blue of Qy is a vibrational sideband, and finally the Qx band is found at ~16,000 
cm-1.
Mg2+ Coordination 
For the three solvents used in Figure 4.2 the Qy band remains relatively static with 
some small shifts (~2 nm) whereas the Qx band shifts by nearly 750 cm-1 (30 nm) 
depending on the choice of solvent. This behavior has been well documented in 
metalloporphyrins and is related to the number of solvent molecules which are 
coordinated with the BChla monomers  [164,176,178–181]. The Mg2+ ion in the center of 
Figure 4.2 Room temperature linear absorption spectra of Bacteriochlorophyll a in several 
solvents. The visible-near IR portion of the BChla absorption spectrum is presented, where the 
strongest peak corresponds to the lowest energy electronic state, Qy. A shoulder on the blue-
edge of Qy is a vibronic shoulder of Franck-Condon active vibrational modes, and the bluest peak 
corresponds to second lowest energy electronic state, Qx. The spectral location of Qx is very 
sensitive to solvent coordination to the central Mg2+. In addition to the 4 nitrogen molecules, the 
Mg2+ is coordinated by one solvent molecule in isopropanol (2-propanol) and by two solvent 
molecules in ethanol  [164]. The increased coordination results in redshift of ~30 nm or ~750 cm-
1. The mixed 2-propanol:glycerol solvent shows a shift between the 5- and 6-coordinated case,
potentially evidence for a mixture of 5- and 6-coordinated molecules.
solvent-
sensitive 
Qx 
Qy 
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BChla (and Chla) is coordinated by the 4 nitrogen atoms in the center of the macrocycle 
(Figure 4.1); in solution the Mg2+ acquires up to two additional nucleophilic coordination 
partners (or ligands) from solvent molecules which can participate from either side of the 
macrocycle plane (See Figure 1 in Fujiwara, et al. for clarification  [180]). The number of 
additional ligands is related to the nucleophilicity of the solvent, the presence of 
competing solvent molecules (water is a strong coordinating aggregator in 
metalloporphyrin solutions  [178,182]), and the stericity of the solvent. The solution of 
BChla in isopropanol in Figure 4.2 is composed of mainly 5-coordinated molecules, 
evident by the blue-shifted Qx band  [179]. Upon 6-coordination, the Qx band red-shifts, 
as seen for BChla in ethanol in Figure 4.2  [164]. Addition of glycerol to the isopropanol 
solution results in a slight red shift of the Qy band and a red-shift of Qx (Figure 4.2) in 
between the 5- and 6-coordinated cases discussed above. This location of Qx likely 
indicates a mixture of 5- and 6-coordinated BChlas in solution.  
Coordination to the Mg2+ can also lead to aggregation in BChla and Chla samples 
in nonpolar solvents, where keto-side groups of one molecule coordinate with the Mg2+ 
of another  [182]; this aggregate behavior also occurs in dry films and can be mediated 
by water molecules in solution. Additionally, coordination has been shown to be 
temperature-dependent  [179] and in the case of frozen samples, coordination is freezing-
rate dependent. Coordination number has also been shown to impact the vibrational 
frequencies in metalloporphyrins  [178,180,183], which could serve as a useful tool in 
distinguishing between coherences on molecules with different coordination numbers in 
the reaction center. Unfortunately for this study, most of the vibrational modes which are 
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coordination sensitive are outside the resolvable frequency range of our current 
experimental apparatus.  
Vibrational Structure 
Both BChla and BPheoa have a large number of vibrational modes which have 
been well characterized by many vibrational spectroscopy approaches, including Raman 
spectroscopies  [163–174], spectral Hole Burning (HB)  [175], and Fluorescence Line 
Narrowing (FLN) experiments (10, 21). BChla and BPheoa have many vibrational modes 
in common  [171,184]. Several of the prominent vibrational modes observed in chlorins 
like Chla and bacteriochlorins like BChla are common with the vibrational structure of 
base porphyrins  [185] and several studies have assigned the origin of the bacteriochlorin 
vibrations to specific macrocycle skeletal vibrations  [127,165]. The vibrational modes for 
several studies are summarized in Table 4.1. The majority of Raman studies resonantly 
excite the Soret or Qx bands, as the fluorescence signals from excitation of Qy are very 
strong. A few experiments on dry BChla films where fluorescence is largely quenched 
have been able to directly excite the Qy band  [169,171]; these experiments are 
summarized in Table 4.1 for easy comparison with the coherence modes. The vibronic 
coupling strengths in chlorins and bacteriochlorins are generally weak with Huang-Rhys 
factors typically { ≤ 0.01  [127]. A Hole Burning study of the Qy band of Chla measured 
the vibrational lifetimes to be on the order of a picosecond at 5 K  [131]. Many of these 
vibrations are similar in frequency to BChla modes and have similar structural 
assignments  [165], so we can also expect the Qy vibrational modes to have similar 
lifetimes in BChla. 
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Deviations from Basic Model in Porphyrins 
Several experimental  [128,175] and theoretical studies  [127,129] have 
characterized differences in the ground and excited state vibrational frequencies of both 
Chla and BChla. Differences in the ground and excited state vibrational frequencies 
correspond to asymmetry of the absorption and emission spectra for a given electronic 
transition. Deviations of the absorption and emission bands from mirror symmetry are 
evidence of deviation from the “basic model” of porphyrin electronic bands  [127,186], 
which utilizes several assumptions including the harmonic approximation, the Condon 
approximation, and linear electron-phonon coupling. This asymmetry is also indicated by 
the derivation of two sets of differing Franck-Condon factors from Hole Burning (HB) and 
Fluorescence Line Narrowing (FLN) spectroscopies  [130,187]. These Franck-Condon 
factors are necessary for calculating radiative and nonradiative electronic processes. 
Several studies have focused on addressing this asymmetry and developing new models 
to accurately describe the electronic and vibrational structure of these porphyrins, and in 
doing so improve models of photosynthetic electronic energy transfer  [188]. 
A recent study of vibronic coupling in Chla Qy band has found evidence that the 
Condon approximation, which assumes an electronic transition has no dependence on 
nuclear coordinates, is not valid and leads to vibrationally induced mixing of electronic 
states  [130]. A BChla study by Rätsep, et al.  [127] combines FLN experiment with HB 
data  [175], RR data  [189], and density functional theory to model the vibrational 
structures of the ground and excited states. In this study they eliminate two possible 
explanations for the band asymmetry, anharmonicity of the electronic states and Franck-
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Condon progressions, and provide evidence that Duschinsky rotations are responsible 
for the large band asymmetries  [127].  
Most theoretical models of electronic transitions assume Duschinsky rotations, the 
rotation of ground or excited state nuclear coordinate planes about the vertical energy 
axis, are negligible  [190]. When Duschinsky rotations are present, a vertical transition 
from a vibrational mode on one electronic state to another results in a linear combination 
of vibrations along multiple nuclear coordinates  [191]. Duschinsky rotations have been 
previously invoked to describe the behavior of several molecules and complexes, 
including theoretical modelling of the Green Fluorescent Protein chromophore  [192], 
ultrafast transient absorption of cresyl violet  [193], fluorescence spectra of Chla in Light 
Harvesting Complex II  [187], Raman spectra of etioporphyrins  [194], and in UV spectra 
of (E)-Phenylvinylacetylene  [188]. Additionally, a theoretical study by Sando, et al.  [191] 
has shown that Duschinsky rotations could increase the rate of electron transfer in 
molecular systems. 
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Table 4.1 Select vibrational studies of monomeric BChla and BPheoa. Vibrational spectroscopy 
studies with the most similar experimental conditions as the 2DES presented in this thesis. 
Additional studies are summarized in Table A.4. 
Reference [171] Czarnecki, et al. [169] Diers & Bocian [184] Lutz, et al.
Experiment Type NIR RR NIR RR Resonance Raman 
T 25 K 15 K 35 K 
Band Excited BChla Qy BPheoa Qy BChla Qy BChla Qx BChla Qx BPheoa Qx 
λo (nm) 800 750 750 568 579 528.7 
Vibrational 
Frequencies (cm-1) 
90 90 88 164 140 145 
126 126 164 190 170 183 
154 137 190 257 198 220 
166 150 235 288 262 235 
181 163 257 310 295 250 
191 183 340 353 355 269 
203 220 359 383 384 290 
225 233 383 423 423 345 
242 243 396 440 442 372 
259 264 423 458 570 391 
287 272 509 487 595 425 
329 280 536 685 635 473 
344 328 567 733 670 525 
359 338 581 800 687 567 
363 356 655 864 712 585 
375 372 685 908 735 617 
383 383 733 1033 765 658 
405 393 776 1120 795 688 
420 800 1135 855 712 
843 1340 897 724 
864 1544 927 753 
908 1614 952 780 
1182 970 840 
1290 1005 881 
1382 1035 935 
1527 1065 964 
1614 1117 995 
1140 1038 
1162 1060 
1212 1103 
1242 1134 
1290 1215 
1342 1242 
1377 1282 
1402 1326 
1418 1348 
1450 1377 
1470 1400 
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Section 4.2  2DES of Bacteriochlorophyll a 
As outlined in the previous section, there are many aspects of our understanding 
of the electronic and vibrational structure of porphyrins, including Bacteriochlorophyll a 
and especially Chlorophyll a, that are evolving and require additional experiments with 
which to test theoretical models. In our 2DES experiments on Bacteriochlorophyll a, we 
will examine some ways that the current models for the electronic and vibrational structure 
succeed and where they fall short. This work on 2DES also serves as an important control 
study for comparing against the multichromaphoric Bacterial Reaction Center (BRC) data. 
Experimental Parameters 
2DES experiments on BChla were performed using the hybrid diffractive-optic and 
pulse-shaping based setup described in Chapter 2.2 using pump and probe pulses 
generated by a Degenerate Optical Parametric Amplifier (DOPA), described in Chapter 
2.2. The pump and probe spectra are shown in the top and right panels of Figure 4.3, 
respectively. For this experiment we centered the pump spectrum to the blue of the Qy 
peak; this was done so that we would have the pump bandwidth to excite any accessible 
vibrational frequencies on the Qy state. Centering the pump bandwidth to 750 nm resulted 
in some amplitude shaping of the pump spectrum due to the pulse shaper. The probe 
bandwidth is centered on Qy and retains nearly the entire 200 nm bandwidth of the DOPA 
output. The pump and probe were compressed to 14.3 and 10 fs, measured with PSI 
(based on SPEAR  [195]) and Multiphoton Intrapulse Interference Phase Scan 
(MIIPS  [196]), respectively. Using a SHG FROG the autocorrelation FWHM was 
measured to be 23.7 fs. The pump and probe pulse energies were 7.8 μW (15.6 nJ) and 
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10.4 μW (20.8 nJ) and were focused to spot sizes of 0.0298 mm2 and 0.0159 mm2, 
respectively.  
Table 4.2 2DES of BChla Experimental Parameters 
Pump Duration (fs) Probe Duration (fs) Pump Energy (μW) Probe Energy (μW) 
14.3 10 7.8 10.4 
BChla samples were prepared from dry powder purchased from Sigma Aldrich. 
Samples were prepared in a dry N2-pressurized glove box with solvents degassed with 
Figure 4.3 2DES of BChla monomer in isopropanol at 77K. (Center) The t2 = 200 fs real Absorptive 
2DES spectrum shows a strong positive diagonal peak corresponding to the Qy transition, which 
shows a large inhomogeneous broadening along the diagonal. Cross peaks above and below the 
diagonal line (ω1 = ω3) are due to excited state absorption and ground state bleach signals, 
respectively. (Top) The 77K linear absorption spectrum for BChla in isopropanol (blue) is shown 
with the pump spectrum (grey); the pump spectrum is centered to the blue of the Qy peak so as 
to probe excited state vibrational coherences. (Right) The 77K linear absorption spectrum (blue) 
is shown with the probe spectrum (grey) which is centered on the Qy band. 
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N2 gas. For the experiments presented in this thesis, BChla powder was dissolved in 
degassed isopropanol to achieve an OD(776 nm) = 0.39 in a ‰ = 380	j@ pathlength cell 
(! = 0.159	@Â using -(775.5	y@, MÕÊ¢ÑÊ¢≠yÊ‰) = 6.55°10c BÁ	¡4  [197]). The sample was 
loaded into a LN2 cryostat (MicrostatN, Oxford Instruments) and held at 77 K. Attempts 
to measure the 2DES signal at room temperature have not yet been successful, as a 
large scatter signal grows within a few seconds of exposure to the laser. This may be due 
to exposure to oxygen which could damage the sample, or due to the build up some triplet 
state. The data presented here was taken by scanning the coherence time −10 ≤ HB ≤390	ÆÕ in 10 fs steps, and the waiting time −50 ≤ H# ≤ 3500	ÆÕ in 10 fs steps.  
The 77 K real absorptive spectrum of BChla (Figure 4.3) shows a strong peak 
corresponding to the Qy transition along the diagonal at (ω1 ≅ 12,740 cm-1, ω3 ≅ 12,700 
cm-1), showing a small redshift in the detection frequency that appears almost
instantaneously following excitation. The Qy peak shows large inhomogeneous 
broadening along the diagonal, as well as negative ESA signals above the diagonal and 
positive GSB signatures below the diagonal. The lifetime of the Qy excited state is on the 
order of tens of nanoseconds  [197], significantly longer than the 3.5 ps scan analyzed 
here. Figure 4.4 shows several real absorptive and real rephasing 2D spectral for different 
waiting times. Over the course of the 3.5 ps scan the Qy peaks remain roughly constant. 
Several off-diagonal peaks in the real absorptive spectra (top column, Figure 4.4) above 
and below the diagonal decay slowly. The Qy band also retains the inhomogeneous 
broadening for the entire 3.5 ps scan, indicating slow spectral diffusion. Several t2 traces 
at various (ω1,ω3) points in the real rephasing 2D spectrum are shown in Figure 4.5; the 
t2 trace along the diagonal shows a slight increase in rephasing signal, which attribute to 
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laser power drift. This power drift does not significantly affect the coherent dynamics, 
determined by comparison with other experimental data sets. 
Section 4.3 Coherences in Bacteriochlorophyll a 
Until recently, only a few time-resolved electronic spectroscopy experiments had 
been performed on BChla. One of the earliest coherence studies on BChla at room 
temperature concluded that BChla exhibited no coherent dynamics  [155]. Several studies 
shortly thereafter observed a low-frequency coherence at 4.2 K  [105] and  several strong 
coherence modes at room temperature  [111,112]. The results of this earliest study were 
referenced in several studies of coherences in BRCs  [57] and other BChla containing 
protein complexes  [115,138]. More recent ultrafast studies have reported additional 
contradictory results; a pump probe study on BChla in various solvents observed several 
low-frequency modes  [113] whereas a 2DES study of BChla in multiple solvents reported 
that most coherences were due to nonresonant solvent response and only two 
coherences were due to the BChla  [115]. The most recent study of coherences in BChla 
used 2DES, reporting primarily low frequency coherences and proposing that these low-
frequency vibrations were coupled  [78]. The frequencies of coherences observed in 
BChla and some experimental parameters from these studies are summarized in Table 
4.3.  
The data presented here were taken with higher coherence resolution and shorter 
pulses than most of the previous coherence studies on BChla. Given the waiting time 
scanning parameters and the pulse durations used for this experiment, the FT coherence 
frequency, ω2, frequency resolution is Δ)# = 9.8	?@AB and the Nyquist frequency is )# 	=1,166	?@AB. The fit to the full real rephasing signal is shown in Figure 4.5, along with the 
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oscillatory residuals at various (ω1,ω3) in the real rephasing spectrum. 2D points were 
chosen based on the vibrational displaced oscillator coherence amplitude distribution 
(Figure 3.2). The diagonal peak (circle, Figure 4.5) shows complicated oscillatory 
behavior indicative of a sum of oscillators with different  
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Figure 4.4 Real absorptive (top) and real rephasing (bottom) spectra of monomeric BChla in 
isopropanol at 77K at several waiting times. t2 = 50 fs (left), 300 fs (center), and 3000 fs (right). 
Real absorptive data were studied in kinetic analysis of the population dynamics. The real 
rephasing signal is used in coherence analysis in order to take advantage of the selectivity of 
specific pathways. 
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Figure 4.5 Coherent oscillations in t2 traces of the real rephasing signal of BChla real rephasing 
2DES data. (Bottom) Several t2 traces are shown for different points in the 2DES spectrum of 
BChla in isopropanol at 77 K. (Top) 2D real rephasing spectrum at t2 = 300 fs with symbols 
showing location of t2 traces plotted below. For each 2D point the t2-dependence of the full signal 
is shown (blue) with the fit trace (orange); above the full signal is shown the residual signal 
following subtraction of the exponential terms of the fit. (Top left t2 trace) The t2 trace through the 
Qy peak at (ω1 = ω3 = 12,741 cm-1) shows a strong positive signal with small oscillatory signals 
on top; the residual shows oscillatory behavior at multiple frequencies. (Bottom right t2 trace) A t2 
trace at (ω1 = ω3 = 14,389 cm-1), far from where we expect see oscillatory signal demonstrates 
the noise background present in the 2DES data, showing oscillatory signals which are 1/10th the 
signals along the Qy diagonal. (Remaining t2 traces) t2 traces chosen at points corresponding to 
signals for a ω2 = 740 cm-1 coherences using the vibrational displaced oscillator model. t2 traces 
at (ω3 = 13,499 cm-1) in particular show strong oscillatory signals similar to those expected from 
a single mode. 
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frequencies, whereas the residuals of several off-diagonal peaks show strong oscillations 
at what looks like a single frequency (triangle and 5-point star, Figure 4.5). These off-
diagonal peaks are spaced about ~740 cm-1 away from the diagonal line. 
Table 4.3 Summary of Coherence Studies of Bacteriochlorophyll a. *Coherence/Phase map 
plotted for this mode. 
Frobenius Spectrum 
Fourier transforming the real rephasing residual transforms the waiting time, t2, to 
the coherence frequency, ω2. Taking the Frobenius norm of the 3D-frequency solid, 
summing over ω1 and ω3 as described in Equation 3.3, generates the Frobenius spectrum 
(Figure 4.6). The Frobenius spectrum shows several prominent peaks sitting atop a noise 
pedestal. The frequencies of these peaks are summarized in Table 4.3  (and with BRC 
Reference 
 [198] 
Chachisvilis, 
et al. 
 [111] 
Arnett, et 
al. 
 [113] 
Shelly, et 
al 
 [115] 
Fransted, et 
al. 
 [78] 
Yue, et 
al. 
This 
Study 
Experiment Type TA 3PE PP 2DES 2DES 2DES 
T 4.2 K N/A (RT) RT N/A (RT) RT 77 K 
Pump/Probe Pulse 
Duration (fs) 86/86 13/13 60/60 15.6/15.6 35/35 14.3/10 
Coherence resolution 
(cm-1) 51 16.7 2.78 22.4 - 33.4 66.7 9.8 
Coherence Modes 
(cm-1) 
104 185 63 550 80 36 
210 81 730 160 69 
340 91/92 200 201* 
480 108 280 232 
560 127 340 348* 
730 165 400 385 
790 195 454 
890 210 573* 
1180 621 
689 
740* 
768 
903* 
1032 
1058 
1192 
1251 
1316 
1473 
1486 
1542 
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coherence frequency in Table A.3). Comparison of the peak frequencies from the 
Frobenius spectrum (Table 4.3) with the vibrational frequencies in Table 4.1 suggests 
that these modes are vibrational in origin. For several of these frequencies there are small 
differences in the frequency observed here versus in the vibrational spectroscopy 
experiments, however many of the observed modes in Figure 4.6 are within the 
experimental resolutions of the vibrational spectroscopy experiments. This Frobenius 
spectrum shows reproducible peaks frequencies when compared across data sets from 
different experimental runs, within the experimental Δω2 resolution, with peak amplitudes 
sensitive to the bandwidth of the pump and probe spectra.  
Figure 4.6 Frobenius spectrum for monomeric BChla in isopropanol. The Frobenius spectrum is 
calculated for the entire 2D spectrum and is normalized by the integrated spectral amplitude. 
Several prominent peaks are present (Peak frequencies listed in Table 4.3) which correspond 
well to known vibrational modes (Table 4.1) 
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Coherence Maps 
Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8  show coherence amplitude maps for several prominent 
peaks from the Frobenius spectrum in Figure 4.6. Several diagonal lines are drawn on 
each of the coherence maps; in addition to the diagonal line at ()B = )]) there are lines 
offset from the diagonal line by factors of the coherence frequency ()B = )] ± y ∙ )#). 
The vibrational displaced oscillator and electronic dimer described in Section 3.1 each 
predict coherence signals offset from the diagonal by the coherence frequency, which is 
the vibrational mode or the exciton difference frequency, respectively. Additionally, only 
the vibronic model from Section 3.1 predicts signatures which lie off of these diagonal 
lines. These lines serve as a qualitative guide for interpreting the origin of the coherence 
amplitude. Also drawn on top of the coherence maps in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 are  
Figure 4.7 Low-frequency real rephasing coherence maps of BChla in isopropanol. Coherence 
frequencies (ω2 = 201 & 348 cm-1) were chosen from the prominent peaks in the Frobenius 
spectrum (Figure 4.6). Orange circles are overlaid in the chair pattern from the displaced oscillator 
model (Figure 3.2) centered at the Qy peak. The inhomogeneous broadening in this system 
smears the coherence signals along the diagonal. 
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Figure 4.8 High-frequency real rephasing coherence maps of BChla in isopropanol. Coherence 
frequencies (ω2 = 573, 740, & 903 cm-1) were chosen from the prominent peaks in the Frobenius 
spectrum (Figure 4.6). Coherence frequency ω2 = 656 cm-1 is plotted for comparison to a BPheoa 
mode in the BRC data in Chapter 5. Orange circles are overlaid in the chair pattern from the 
displaced oscillator model (Figure 3.2) centered at the Qy peak. The inhomogeneous broadening 
in this system smears the coherence signals along the diagonal. 
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orange circles in the characteristic chair pattern of the vibrational displaced oscillator 
(Figure 3.2).  
The majority of signals in these maps match the chair distribution well, with several 
caveats. The low-frequency modes in Figure 4.7 show significant signal between the 
diagonal lines, which would indicate a vibronic coherence based on the models presented 
in Section 3.1. It is however unlikely that these low frequency modes could be related to 
vibronic coherence, as Qy is well isolated from the next nearest electronic transition (Qx 
is ~4000 cm-1 to the blue) and the samples are low enough concentration to assume each 
molecule is an isolated monomer. Similar behavior of the low-frequency modes was also 
observed in Chlorophyll a in unpublished data; these signals may be due to a Stokes shift 
but this requires further consideration. The current explanation for this behavior is that 
pathways with opposite phase interfere with one another for the low-frequency modes as 
the spacing between pathways is smaller. In the high-frequency modes, the ω2 = 573 & 
741 cm-1 show the best agreement with the displaced oscillator chair model, but the ω2 = 
901 cm1 also shows weak signals in the expected distribution (Figure 4.8). The signals 
off the diagonal in the ω2 = 903 cm-1 map are much weaker than the diagonal peak, which 
we attribute to the limited pump bandwidth. The ω2 = 656 cm-1 coherence map does not 
correspond to a prominent peak in the Frobenius spectrum (Figure 4.6) but is shown for 
the purpose of comparison to an interesting mode in the BRC, to be discussed in detail 
in Chapter 6. 
Other unexplained signatures in the coherence maps are nodal lines near the 
diagonal in the ω2 = 348 and 903 cm-1 maps. These signatures look similar to destructive 
interference signals recently observed in Bacterial Reaction Centers by Paleček, et 
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al.  [61]; in this study the authors propose a mechanism for these destructive signatures 
based on ultrafast energy transfer between the chromophores of the BRC. In the case of 
the spectrally isolated Qy band of monomeric BChla we do not expect any energy transfer 
to occur, nor do the population dynamics show evidence for energy transfer. We can 
confirm that these signatures are due to destructive interference by looking at the complex 
rephasing coherence signal; this analysis method is similar to the real rephasing analysis 
and is described in Chapter 3. Figure 4.9 shows the +)# and −)# coherence maps for 
the 6 coherence modes from Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8. The ω2 = ±901 cm-1 coherence 
maps clearly show signal amplitude along the diagonal line. Taking the real part of the 
complex rephasing signal then adds out-of-phase signals, resulting in the destructive 
interference signature in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8. Looking at the separate sign 
components of the coherence frequency was first demonstrated by Song, et al.  [119] and 
the destructive phenomenon was first described by Paleček, et al.  [61]. The ω2 = 348 
cm-1 looks as though the nodal line is due to a lack of amplitude on the diagonal, as
opposed to destructive interference effects. Understanding these signal is a work in 
progress that will be facilitated by ongoing theory collaborations. 
The complex rephasing signal analysis also allows us to separate out some of the 
pathways from the vibrational displaced oscillator in Figure 3.2; two of the 8 pathways 
should oscillate with the +ω2 and the other 6 with -ω2. Looking at the high-frequency 
modes in Figure 4.9 we can see the separation of one diagonal and the single crosspeak 
above the diagonal from the second diagonal peak and the below-diagonal components, 
as expected for a displaced harmonic oscillator (Figure 3.2).  
Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 show phase angle maps for the coherence modes 
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Figure 4.9 Coherence maps from the complex rephasing signal of BChla in isopropanol. Following 
Fourier transformation of the complex residual, described in Chapter 3, the +ω2 and -ω2 
coherence maps can be plotted to further distinguish different coherence pathways. Low-
frequency maps show one peak per +ω2 and -ω2 map above and below the diagonal, respectively. 
Higher-frequency maps show more peaks maintain the relationship with sign of coherence 
frequency and location in relation to the diagonal line, with the exception of the peaks on the 
diagonal. The additional information from using the complex rephasing data strengthens the 
assignment of these modes to a vibrational coherence and serves as a marker for the BRC. 
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plotted in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8. These phase maps show diagonal bands of phase 
roughly corresponding to the amplitude peaks in the coherence maps, similar to the 
predicted phase behavior for a vibrational coherence in a vibronic dimer in the presence 
of disorder  [26]. The phase between neighboring peaks (moving across the phase map 
in the antidiagonal direction) should be π. The measured phase between neighboring 
peaks roughly matches this distribution for some of the signals, however there are several 
deviations from this behavior. Notably, the phase map for the ω2 = 903 cm-1 mode (Figure 
4.11), which shows destructive interference-type signatures in the coherence map, shows 
a π phase jump about the diagonal line where there is a node in the coherence map. 
Similar behavior is seen in the ω2 = 656 cm-1. 
Figure 4.10 Low-frequency real rephasing phase maps for BChla in isopropanol. Phase maps 
were adjusted for t2 truncation at t2 = 80 fs but dividing by a constant phase. For this system phase 
is banded along the diagonal and adjacent peaks are ~π out of phase. Black contours indicate 
the 10-100% coherence amplitude. 
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Figure 4.11 High-frequency real rephasing phase maps of BChla in isopropanol. Phase maps 
were adjusted for t2 truncation at t2 = 80 fs but dividing by a constant phase. For this system phase 
is banded along the diagonal and adjacent peaks are ~π out of phase. Black contours indicate 
the 10-100% coherence amplitude. 
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Destructive Interference Signatures & Solvent Considerations 
The observation of the destructive interference signals in the BChla real rephasing 
coherence maps for )# = 903	?@AB similar to signatures previously proposed to result 
from rapid energy transfer  [61] was unexpected given our experimental conditions and 
seemed to suggest several possible explanations: 1. The mechanism for destructive 
interference has a more general explanation than that proposed by Paleček, et al.  [61], 
or 2. Rapid energy transfer is occurring in our BChla samples. Considering explanation 
2., we could hypothetically be seeing energy transfer from the Qy band to the Qx band or 
from the Qy band to solvent molecules, however the Qx band is > 4,000 cm-1 higher in 
energy than the Qy band and we are incapable of exciting any vibrational modes that 
could be related to vibronic coupling between Qy and Qx in this experiment. The second 
possibility, that we are indirectly observing energy transfer from the BChla to coordinated 
solvent molecules seemed more plausible. A weak 810 cm-1 mode in the Frobenius 
spectrum in Figure 4.6 does not match well with BChla vibrational modes (Table 4.1), but 
is close to a prominent resonance Raman mode of our solvent, isopropanol, at 820 cm-1. 
The coherence map at ω2 = 810 cm-1 showed a similar destructive interference signatures 
as in the )# = 903	?@AB coherence map in Figure 4.8, suggesting these features might 
arise from the same mechanism. In addition to energy transfer from BChla to coordinated 
solvent molecules, we also considered several phenomena including metal-enhanced 
nonresonant Raman excitation of solvent modes, vibrational resonance coupling of the 
solvent via the coordinated Mg2+  [183,199–201] , and excitation of solvent vibrations via 
impulsive solvent dissociation. In any of these cases we would expect changing the 
solvent to change the frequencies where we could see the destructive interference 
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signatures. In the case of vibrational resonance coupling, the effect would only be visible 
if a molecule vibrational mode was near resonant with the solvent vibrational mode; 
fortunately, the BChla has a large number of vibrational modes such that it is likely we 
could find a suitable solvent to test this theory. We performed additional 2DES 
experiments on BChla in ethanol, which is a 6-coordinating solvent and has a vibrational 
spectrum easily distinguishable from isopropanol. These experiments did not show 
evidence that we were exciting solvent molecules and rather showed very similar 
Frobenius spectra and coherence maps as the BChla data presented in this chapter. With 
these considerations, it seems likely that there must be an alternative explanation for the 
destructive interference signatures observed in the BChla other than that proposed by 
Paleček, et al  [61]. 
Conclusions 
Given the correspondence of peaks in the Frobenius spectrum (Figure 4.6) to well 
characterized vibrational modes of BChla and the agreement of the coherence map 
amplitude distributions for prominent modes (Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8) with those 
simulated for a vibrational displaced oscillator (Figure 3.2), the coherences observed in 
BChla are likely vibrational in character. The prominence of many coherence modes has 
not been previously reported in this molecule  [78,113,115,155,198], although the study 
by Arnett, et al.  [111] showed several similar frequencies as those most prominent in this 
work. Additionally, this study did not observe any significant solvent effects. The 
characterization of the coherences in BChla is an important step in understanding the 
coherences present in the large pigment-protein complexes and offers strong evidence 
that vibrational effects are prominent in ultrafast spectroscopy of BChla. 
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CHAPTER 5 2DES OF BACTERIAL REACTION CENTERS 
The well-separated bands of the BRC Qy region and the availability of many 
mutant strains, which allow for control over energy and charge transfer properties, make 
the BRC an excellent system for studying photosynthetic energy and charge transfer. For 
the same reasons, the BRC is well suited for studying the origin and role of coherent 
dynamics in photosynthetic processes and is also well suited for testing out theoretical 
models of coherence including vibronic coherence models.  
Past observations of coherences in the BRC are outlined in detail in Chapter 3. 
Briefly, the majority of 2DES experiments performed on BRCs have studied oxidized 
reaction centers (R-26 Rhodobacter sphaeroides) which transfer energy to P but do not 
undergo charge transfer  [59–61]. These studies have observed a large number of 
coherent modes with frequencies that roughly correspond to BChla vibrational modes. 
More recent work on BRCs treated with reducing agents have seen similar modes  [62], 
and a recent study focused on the P-* band has observed a few low frequency 
modes  [63], similar to early pump-probe observations in the BRC  [57]. A summary of 
several coherence studies of the BRC is presented in Table 5.3.  
The following chapter presents the results of our 2DES on two BRC mutants, the 
W(M250)V and DLL BRC mutants, using the broadband Degenerate Optical Parametric 
Amplifier (DOPA) light source described in Chapter 2.2, spanning the visible and near-IR 
frequencies. Following some general remarks about the signals observed in the t2 domain 
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signals, the coherence signals are presented and briefly discussed. A detailed 
comparison of the coherences observed in the BRC and those presented on BChla in 
Chapter 4 comprises Chapter 6.  
This work on the W(M250)V BRC mutant is some of the first 2DES performed on 
bacterial reactions which undergo charge separation. Sister studies of the populations 
kinetics have solidified the single-pathway model for charge separation and have resolved 
the weak upper-exciton P+*  [4]. The results presented in this section and Chapter 6 are 
in preparation for publication and are some of the highest signal-to-noise coherence 
signals presented in this system. 
Section 5.1 2DES of BRCs 
BRC Samples 
In order to perform high-repetition rate experiments on Bacterial Reaction Centers 
(BRCs) we have studied two mutants of Rhodobacter capsulatus BRC which do not form 
the long-lived P+QA- state; W(M250)V and DLL (Figure 5.1). The W(M250)V mutant results 
from a single amino acid mutation from a valine to a tryptophan which blocks binding of 
the A-branch quinone [36]. This mutant otherwise behaves like the WT, undergoing rapid 
energy transfer to P-* followed by charge separation to P+HA-. The second mutant, DLL, 
results from several point mutations that modify one M-branch alpha helix until it looks 
like its mirror-partner L-branch. This series of mutations results in an absence of the A-
branch BPheo molecule [34] which is evident in a reduced absorbance in the H-band of 
the linear absorption spectrum compared to WT & W(M250)V (Figure 5.1). This mutation 
also has several effects on the protein function: energy transfer along the BPheo-
containing B-branch to P* occurs similarly to the WT, however charge separation does 
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not occur due to changes in redox potentials [35,202]. This functionally altered DLL mutant 
allows us to perform some control experiments; for kinetic experiments we can confidently 
determine the population kinetics of the P-* state and for coherence experiments we can 
use the results when considering the role of charge separation in the observed coherent 
modes present. 
While the W(M250)V and DLL mutant BRCs of Rh capsulatus have been well 
studied by transient absorption spectroscopies [36,40,203], there have not been many 
vibrational studies of this species and no crystal structures exist, to date. Sequence 
similarity between BRCs from Rh. capsulatus and well-studied purple bacteria species 
like Rhodobacter sphaeroides [203] and Rhodopseudomonas viridis has been used to 
justify the application of studies on these species in interpreting results from the Rh 
capsulatus, as we will also do here.  
W(M250)V and DLL BRCs purified proteins in 10 mM Tris Base, pH 7.8 with 0.1% 
Deriphat 160 C buffer were provided by Chris Kirmaier and Dewey Holten at the University 
of Washington in St. Louis. The W(M250)V and DLL samples were grown and purified by 
Phil Laible at Argonne National Laboratory and Steven Boxer and Jessica (Chuang) 
Seeliger, respectively. BRCs were treated with sodium ascorbate and terbutryn before 
concentration. Terbutryn is added to ensure that the P+QB- state does not form as it binds 
competitively with free quinone [36]; there is a small chance that a small percentage of 
W(M250)V samples still have QA or that charge transfer may occur along the B-branch to 
QB. Sodium ascorbate is added to the samples in order to reduce the P+ state between 
laser shots, ensuring that each successive pulse sequence is interacting with the sample 
in its ground state. Samples were mixed with glycerol to achieve a (1:1) (v/v) ratio to form 
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a good glass upon freezing. In the W(M250)V BRC 77 K linear absorption spectrum in 
Figure 5.1 the H*-band shows two peaks. We also see splitting of the B*-band in the 
2DES data; splitting of the B*-band in the BRC has been shown to be glycerol-
concentration dependent  [204]. 
Samples were prepared to balance the differing optical densities of the three Qy 
bands of interest; the B*-band has greater than twice the optical density of the other two 
bands (Figure 5.1). The sample used in the experiment presented for W(M250)V was 
prepared with OD(P-*, 862 nm) = 0.176 at room temperature. BRC samples were loaded 
in a 380 μm path length cell and held at 77 K during the experiments.  
Table 5.1 Experimental Conditions 
Pump Duration (fs) Probe Duration (fs) Pump Energy (μW) Probe Energy (μW) 
W(M250)V BRC 14.5 10.3 10.9 14.1 
DLL BRC 11.8 14.3 11.8 14.3 
Figure 5.1 Linear absorption spectra for the W(M50)V (left) and DLL (right) BRC mutants. Spectra 
are shown at room temperature and cryogenic (77K) temperatures. Room temperature spectra 
were taken using a UV-Vis spectrometer. The 77 K spectra were taken using a CCD spectrometer 
and a broadband white light source. Spectra are normalized to the peak of the B-band at around 
800 nm. There were difficulties in properly subtracting the background of the 77 K DLL spectrum 
on the blue edge, but this should not effect the location of the band peaks. 
W(M250)V DLL 
H 
B 
P- H 
B 
P- 
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Experimental Parameters 
2DES experiments were performed using the experimental setup detailed in 
Chapter 2.2 and with pump and probe pulses from the Degenerate Optical Parametric 
Amplifier (DOPA) described in Chapter 2.3. Spectra of the pump and probe pulses used 
in the W(M250)V (DLL) experiment is shown in Figure 5.2 (Figure 5.13) and were 
compressed to 14.5 fs (14.3 fs) and 10.3 fs (9.9 fs), measured using PSI (based on 
SPEAR  [195]) and Multiphoton intrapulse interference phase scan (MIIPS  [196]), 
respectively. Using SHG FROG the autocorrelation FWHM was measured to be 24.8 fs. 
Pump and probe energies used in these experiments are listed in Table 5.1. At 77K the 
B-band optical density increases by about 60% compared to the room temperature OD.
For each experiment the coherence time, t1, was scanned 0 < t1 < 390 fs in 10 fs steps; 
the waiting time, t2, was scanned -50 < t2 < 3500 fs in 10 fs steps. 
Stick spectra in Figure 5.2 & Figure 5.13 show the location of the excitonic energies 
of the BRC determined through global kinetic fit by Niedringhaus, et al.  [4] and are 
defined in  
Table 5.2. Included in the excitonic model is the upper P state, P+*, which we 
assign a spectral location of 11,900 cm-1. As discussed briefly in Chapter 1 the upper-
excitonic state of the special pair P has been historically difficult to assign and various 
experimental and theoretical treatments have placed it anywhere in the range of 12,345 
– 12,820 cm-1 at cryogenic temperatures  [27,33,42–44]. Much of the difficulty is related
to the low dipole strength associated with this transition and the overlap of several 
different transitions in the same spectral region. In Niedringhaus, et al. we were able to 
resolve the P+* state by fitting both the linear absorption spectrum and 2DES spectra [4]. 
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Additionally, as will be discussed in detail in Section 5.3 the P+* is evident in coherence 
maps of W(M250)V data via transition dipole strength borrowing from B*-band transitions. 
The excitonic energies presented in  
Table 5.2 were determined by fitting to the linear absorption spectrum of 
W(M250)V BRCs, although some of the constraints were informed by the DLL 2DES data. 
With the exception of the HA peak location, which is not present in the DLL BRC, the 
majority of the spectrum looks similar to W(M250)V BRCs (Figure 5.1). It is worth noting, 
however, that the lower-exciton of P, P-*, is blue-shifted in comparison to the W(M250)V 
P-* peak. This behavior is consistent with spectra previously presented on W(M250)V [40] 
Figure 5.2 Real Absorptive 2D Spectrum of W(M250)V BRC mutant at 77 K and t2 = 200 fs. 77 K 
Linear absorption spectrum (blue) with the experiment pump (above) and probe (right) spectra 
shown in grey with labeled stick spectrum for the excitonic spectrum of states (Table 5.2) [4]. 
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and DLL [35], but indicates that judgement should be applied when considering the P-
exciton locations in DLL.  
Table 5.2 Excitonic Energy Levels and exciton difference frequencies in the W(M250)V BRC [4]. 
Excitonic States P-* P+* BB* BA* HA* HB* 
(cm-1) 11,250 11,900 12,400 12,510 13,180 13,420 
P-* 11,250 0 650 1,150 1,260 1,930 2,170 
P+* 11,900 - 0 500 610 1,280 1,520 
BB* 12,400 - - 0 110 780 1,020 
BA* 12,510 - - - 0 670 910 
HA* 13,180 - - - - 0 240 
HB* 13,420 - - - - - 0 
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Figure 5.3 Real absorptive (top) and real rephasing (bottom) spectra of W(M250)V BRC mutant. 
t2 = 50 fs (left), 300 fs (center), and 3000 fs (right). Real absorptive data were studied in kinetic 
analysis of energy and charge transfer. The real rephasing signal is used in coherence analysis 
in order to take advantage of the selectivity of specific pathways. Boxes in t2 = 50 fs real rephasing 
figure (lower left) show the regions integrated over for Frobenius spectra in Figure 5.7. 
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Real Rephasing 2DES of W(M250)V BRC 
Figure 5.3 shows the real rephasing spectra of the W(M250)V BRC at several 
waiting times. At early times we see three strong positive amplitude features along the 
diagonal (ω1 = ω3) corresponding to the P-*, B*, and H* bands. The P+* is visible at early 
times along the diagonal at 11,900 cm-1 but is much weaker than the neighboring diagonal 
peaks and very rapidly decays due to internal conversion to P-*. At t2 = 50 fs (Figure 5.3, 
left column) we already see evidence of downhill energy transfer between the B* and P-* 
bands and between H* and B* as cross peaks below the diagonal. Cross peaks between 
the A- and B-branch B* and H* molecules are evident by the antidiagonal distribution of 
the two peaks. At slightly longer times (t2 = 300 fs) we see evidence for energy transfer 
from H* to P-* as a lower-diagonal cross peak at ω3 = 11,500 cm-1. After energy transfer 
occurs to P-* the charge separated states form several picoseconds later, with the electron 
moving from P-* to P+BA- and finally to P+HA-, evident in the excited state absorption 
signatures at ω3 = 12,750 cm-1 and ω3 = 13,400 cm-1. A detailed analysis of the kinetics 
of these samples is described by Niedringhaus, et al. [4]. Figure 5.4 summarizes the 
energy and charge transfer pathways and timescales. Also evident in the early time 
spectra in Figure 5.3 is a large inhomogeneous broadening of the two B-bands. In the 
Magic-angle polarization 2D spectra there is a clear separation of BA and BB peaks 
following energy transfer to P-* [4], though this is not evident from the P-polarized spectra. 
Figure 5.4 Energy and Charge Transfer Pathways and Rates for the BRC. From Niedringhaus, et 
al.  [4]. 
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After charge separation, the BA* peak shows evidence for spectral diffusion as a loss of 
elongation along the diagonal, whereas the BB* peak retains the diagonal elongation due 
to maintained correlation. These differences are attributed to local electronic 
perturbations upon electron transfer, which only proceeds along the A-branch, and 
induces Stark shifts of the molecules and the surrounding protein environment. Stark 
shifts are also evident at both B* peaks after charge separation to the P+HA- state, found 
to be 205 & 135 cm-1 for the BA* and BB* bands, respectively (BA* 12,510 cm-1 à 12,715 
cm-1; BB* 12,400 cm-1 à 12,535 cm-1)  [4].
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Figure 5.5 Coherent oscillations in BRC t2 traces. (Bottom) t2 traces shown for several points in 
the W(M250)V 2D maps for the real rephasing signal. (Top) 2D real rephasing spectrum at t2 = 
300 fs with symbols showing location of t2 traces plotted below. For each t2 trace the lower plot 
shows the total real rephasing signal including population kinetic (blue) with the exponential 
portion of the global kinetic fit (orange), in a subfigure above is shown the residual signal after 
subtraction of the exponential portion of the global kinetic fit revealing oscillations. Three traces 
show full and residual signal along the diagonal at excitonic energies corresponding to BA* (top 
left), HB* (top right), and P+* (middle left): two show cross peaks between BA* and P+* (middle 
right) and P+* and BA* (bottom left); and one shows the signals far from the diagonal where we 
expect to see little to no signal (bottom right). Residual signals on the diagonal for P+* and HB 
*show about twice the signal amplitude as the noise residual. The BA* diagonal and cross peak 
traces show very strong oscillatory amplitude.
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Section 5.2 Coherences in W(M250)V BRCs 
Previous reports of coherences have mainly focused on the B and H 
bands  [59,61], but even in this somewhat limited region these studies have observed a 
rich spectrum of coherences. In our experiment with broader pulse bandwidth and BRCs 
which undergo charge separation, we expect to see similar coherences to those 
previously observed and potentially additional modes due to our coverage of the P* 
bands. New modes not present in previous work on the BRC might also indicate a 
connection to charge transfer but would be difficult to find direct evidence of. Previously 
reported coherence frequencies are summarized in Table 5.3 for convenience. 
Coherent oscillations are strong enough in the 2DES BRC data to be visible on the 
full signal t2 trace, as shown in Figure 5.5. Figure 5.5 shows several t2 traces from different 
(ω1,ω3) points in the real rephasing 2D spectrum. Figure 5.5 shows the total signal, the 
exponential portion of the fit trace from the global kinetic analysis, and the residual signal 
after subtracting the fit. Comparing the maximum amplitude of the absolute value of the 
residual to the maximum amplitude of the absolute value of the total signal, including 
kinetic contributions, allows us to consider the effects coherences may have on the global 
kinetic fits to the data. This comparison for signals along the diagonal is less than 10% of 
the total signal however signals at cross peaks show a slightly higher percentage (around 
25%); this is due to the lower relative signal strength in cross peaks compared to diagonal 
peaks. The residual amplitude in a region where we expect to see no coherence signal 
shows a residual which is about the same amplitude as the full signal. Comparing the 
amplitude of the oscillatory residuals in Figure 5.5 we see that the signals on the BA* 
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diagonal and the (ω1 = BA*, ω3 = P-*) cross peak are 2-5 times stronger than other peak 
locations in the 2D spectrum, and that residuals in all locations where we expect to see 
signal are at least 2 times larger than the noisy residual.  
Table 5.3 Summary of Coherence Studies of the BRC. *Coherence/Phase map plotted for this 
mode. 
Reference 
 [99] 
Vos, et 
al. 
 [59] 
Westenhoff, 
et al. 
 [60] 
Ryu, 
et al. 
 [61] 
Paleček, 
et al. 
 [62] 
Flanagan, 
et al. 
 [63] 
Ma, et 
al. 
This 
Study 
Experiment Type Pump Probe 2DES 2CPE 2DES 2DES 2DES 2DES 
T 10 K 80 K 77 K 77 K 77 K RT 77 K 
Pump/Probe 
Pulse Duration 
(fs) 
30/~30 17/17 45/45 17/17 8/12 18/18 14.5/10.3 
Coherence 
resolution (cm-1) 8.3 - 16.7 20.6 33.4 16.7 9.8 
Coherence 
Modes (cm-1) 
15 90 50 195 180 33 101 
69 190 80 325 330 63 131 
92 220 125 560 560 153 144 
122 310 650 650 235 173 
130 390 720 730 189 
153 575 890 890 206 
191 645 1150 1040 225 
329 710 1170 336 
363 
392 
408 
555 
572 
611 
637 
656 
689 
712 
728 
741 
758 
774 
849 
905 
1003 
1068 
1597 
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Frobenius Spectra 
The Frobenius spectrum in Figure 5.6 shows the amplitude of oscillating 
frequencies ω2 for the entire 2D dataset calculated using Eq. 3.3 with the Fourier-
transformed 3D-frequency solid after population dynamics subtraction. The Frobenius 
spectrum in Figure 5.6 shows many prominent peaks far above the background pedestal. 
Given the waiting time, t2, scanning parameters and the pulse temporal widths, the 2DES 
experiment can resolve coherences up to a Nyquist frequency of 1,150 cm-1 (given 14.5 
fs pump pulse) with Δω2 = 9.5 cm-1 resolution (given the 3,500 fs scan). The peaks 
present in Figure 5.6 are summarized in Table 5.3 and Table A.3 in the appendix and 
closely match those seen in the BChla monomer data set in Chapter 4; a direct 
comparison of the Frobenius spectra for the W(M250)V BRC and monomeric BChla is 
shown in Figure 6.1. There have been numerous vibrational spectroscopy experiments 
Figure 5.6 Frobenius spectrum of the W(M250)V BRC mutant. The spectrum is calculated by 
taking the square root of the sum over ω1 and ω3 axes of the 3D frequency solid, as described in 
Chapter 3.3. The spectrum is normalized by the integrated coherence amplitude. 
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on BRCs including resonance Raman  [163,171,189,205–211], and Fourier transformed 
Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) [212]. Table 5.4 contains a summary of select vibrational 
studies of the BRC (Table A.7 in the appendix provides a broader summary of vibrational 
spectroscopy of the BRC). From these vibrational spectra we see that all the prominent 
peaks match vibrational modes from experiments.  
Taking advantage of the excitation and detection frequency selectivity of the 2D 
spectra we can compare Frobenius spectra of different electronic bands. Figure 5.7 
shows Frobenius spectra where the summation ranges for ω1 and ω3 are truncated to 
regions around the P-*, B*, and H* diagonal peaks (regions shown in t2 = 50 fs real 
rephasing map in Figure 5.3); the majority of the ω2 amplitude is in the B region, with the 
lowest ω2 amplitude on H. If we consider the bandwidth of the pulses used in the 
experiment and the relative dipole strengths of the three electronic transitions, we can 
explain why the B*-band hosts the majority of the coherence amplitude. In Chapter 3 we 
briefly discussed the role that the pump and probe spectral play in selectively exciting 
specific coherence pathways. Considering first the 8 coherence pathways present in the 
purely vibrational mode (Figure 3.2). which all depend on some combination of the 
vibrational frequency plus or minus the electronic transition energy being studied. The B*-
band is centered in the middle of both the pump and probe spectra such that all 8 of the 
ground state bleach and stimulated emission signals from Figure 3.2 are probed. In 
contrast, only two ground state bleach pathways are accessible for H given the bandwidth 
of the pump relative to the H*-band, and only stimulated emission pathways can be 
excited on P-*- considering the bandwidth of both the pump and probe pulses. If we 
additionally consider the expected number of pathways for a mixed vibrational-electronic 
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vibronic coherence model (Figure 3.4) there are many more pathways localized around 
the diagonal peak of the higher energy electronic transition compared to the lower energy 
electronic 0-0 transition. If  P-* and the B* states are vibronically coupled, we would expect 
to see a stronger signal amplitude localized on B* relative to P-*.  
Figure 5.7 Frobenius Spectra for the W(M250)V BRC mutant over different regions of the 2D 
spectrum including the P-*, B*, and H* diagonal peaks (regions shown in t2 = 50 fs real rephasing 
map of Figure 5.3. The main figure shows the relative coherence amplitude of the full 2D spectrum 
(same as red curve trace in Figure 5.6) with the Frobenius spectra calculated for three diagonal 
regions located on P-* (red), BA* and BB* (yellow), and HA* and HB* (purple. In the main figure the 
traces are normalized by their integrated spectral amplitude. The inset figure shows the same four 
traces normalized to the maximum. 
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Table 5.4 Select vibrational spectroscopy studies of BRCs at cryogenic temperatures. 
Reference [213] Cherepy, et al. [171] Czarnecki, et al.
Experiment Type SERDS RR NIR RR 
T 95 K 25 K 
Band Excited P-* B* H* P-* B* HB* 
λo (nm) 870 800 760 894 805 750 
Vibrational 
Frequency (cm-1) 
36 85 90 72 56 64
64 125 121 96 87 94 
82 159 139 130 118 124 
101 186 184 137 137 138 
132 219 209 143 163 140 
168 332 232 144 185 153 
179 357 282 179 190 184 
204 382 336 203 220 184 
262 566 359 240 231 209 
291 624 377 252 240 237 
332 685 397 268 264 244 
476 725 415 280 280 266 
520 735 567 291 295 274 
560 746 618 316 326 285 
577 843 629 326 335 331 
616 893 658 335 357 339 
688 920 692 357 364 384 
733 943 720 364 375 397 
763 966 728 381 384 417 
780 999 737 393 393 
790 1022 744 406 400 
897 1115 753 
926 1133 773 
949 1162 794 
970 839 
1010 845 
1039 852 
1060 860 
1109 881 
1131 899 
1154 921 
1170 929 
1195 935 
1255 969 
1283 980 
1609 998 
1618 1015 
1650 1056 
1681 1074 
1107 
1139 
1169 
1195 
1215 
1233 
1312 
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The B*-band Qy transition has about twice the OD of either the P-* or H*-bands 
(Figure 5.1) although the dipole strengths of the individual B* transitions are smaller than 
the P-* dipole strength  [4]; we would expect signals along the P-* and H*-bands to be 16 
times weaker than the B-band signals. A final note when considering the relative 
amplitude of ω2 amplitude on P-* is that the pump and probe spectra are only able to 
cover the blue edge of the P*- transition (Figure 5.2).  
Coherence Maps 
Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 show the distribution of the absolute value of several 
low- and high-frequency coherence frequencies, ω2, as a function of ω1 and ω3 in 
coherence maps. The frequencies shown are selected by looking at the peak locations in 
the Frobenius spectrum in Figure 5.6. Chapter 6 will outline an in-depth comparison of 
the coherences observed in the W(M250)V BRC, presented in this chapter, and BChla 
from Chapter 4. The following discussion will outline some of the general features seen 
in the W(M250)V coherence maps. 
Dashed diagonal lines drawn at )B = )] ± y ∙ )# in Figure 5.8 & Figure 5.9 are 
added to aid in interpretation of the signatures relative to the simple models from Chapter 
3. Orange circles in the “chair” pattern characteristic to a purely vibrational model are
overlaid on the maps at ω2 = BA* & BB*. The low-frequency modes in Figure 5.8 show 
significant deviation from the chair diagram along the B-band, whereas the high-
frequency modes shown in Figure 5.9 show better agreement with several notable 
differences. For coherence maps at ω2 = 741 & 905 cm-1, the higher excitation energy 
pathways ()B 	= 	p + Ë in Figure 3.2) are attenuated due to the limited pump bandwidth. 
Additionally the ω2 = 572 cm-1 in Figure 5.9 shows the peaks at the B*-band diagonal line 
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shifted away from the diagonal line; this feature has been observed in previous coherence 
studies of the BRC  [61] and will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6. “Chair” patterns are 
not overlaid on the P-* or H*-bands due to the lack of pump and probe coverage necessary 
to resolve this pattern and the general weakness of coherence amplitude along these 
bands. In the case of the ω2 = 656 cm-1 mode in Figure 5.9 we see strong signals at ω1 
= H*-band which are distributed in ω3 in a way consistent with vibrational coherence.  
Coherence maps of the Fourier transformed complex rephasing signal (Figure 
5.12) separate out the Fourier transformed coherence frequency components by sign 
(±)#). The strong signals along the B*-band show similar sign behavior as in BChla 
(Figure 4.9) and the vibrational discplaced oscillator (Figure 3.2). In the vibrational 
displaced oscillator and electronic dimer, signatures above the diagonal ()B = )]) 
oscillate with +)# and those below the diagonal oscillate with −)# (Section 3.1). Signals 
in Figure 5.12 which do not follow this behavior are not explained by these two simple 
models. There are some weak signatures below the diagonal at several positive 
coherence frequencies (+ω2) at the (B*,P-*) cross peak (Figure 5.12); these signatures 
could possibly indicate vibronic coupling between B* and P-* or could be evidence for 
energy transfer which is modulated by vibrational wavepacket motion on B*.  
Phase maps, or the phase angle part of the FT real rephasing signal, are presented 
in Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11. Phase maps have been used in several theoretical models 
to distinguish between types of coherence signatures  [26,70,137]; comparing the relative 
phase between two peaks from the coherence maps can be helpful in distinguishing 
between vibrational, electronic, and vibronic signatures. The phase maps in Figure 5.10 
and Figure 5.11 show strong phase jumps of ~… near the diagonal line, where there are 
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destructive-interference type signatures in the coherence maps. This behavior is not well 
characterized by any of the theoretical models presented in Chapter 3, but may be 
consistent with the model for energy transfer-induced coherence shifts by Paleček, et 
al.  [61]. Interestingly, the phase around the signals labeled 1-4 in the coherence maps 
(Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9) show a horizontal banding that extends to B (Figure 5.11). 
This behavior indicates that signals at locations 1-4 are in phase with the upper diagonal 
signatures on B. 
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Figure 5.8 Low-frequency Real Rephasing 2D Coherence Amplitude Maps of W(M250)V BRC. 
Overlaid on the 2D maps are diagonal lines at (ω1 = ω3) and (ω1 = ω3 ± nω2) for several n, as well 
as vertical and horizontal lines which correspond to the excitonic energies found from global 
kinetic fitting [4]. Orange circles are overlaid in the vibrational coherence chair pattern at the 
exciton energies for BA* and BB* to highlight where we expect to see vibrational coherence signals 
on the B* band. Black contours are drawn at 10 – 100% of the maximum of the coherence 
amplitude. 
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Figure 5.9 High-frequency Real Rephasing 2D Coherence Amplitude Maps of W(M250)V BRC. 
Numerical labels (1-4) refer to four signals found in similar spectral locations across several 
coherences maps; the location of these signatures is not explained by either simple electronic nor 
simple vibrational models from Chapter 3. Overlaid on the 2D maps are diagonal lines at (ω1 = 
ω3) and (ω1 = ω3 ± nω2) for several n, as well as vertical and horizontal lines which correspond to 
the excitonic energies found from global kinetic fitting [4]. Orange circles are overlaid in the 
vibrational coherence chair pattern at the exciton energies for BA* and BB* to highlight where we 
expect to see vibrational coherence signals on the B* band. Black contours are drawn at 10 – 
100% of the maximum of the coherence amplitude. 
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Figure 5.10 Low-frequency Real Rephasing 2D Coherence Phase Maps of W(M250)V BRC. 
Overlaid on the 2D maps are diagonal lines at (ω1 = ω3) and (ω1 = ω3 ± nω2) for several n, as well 
as vertical and horizontal lines which correspond to the excitonic energies found from global 
kinetic fitting [4]. Filled contours represent the oscillatory phase with black contours at 10 – 100% 
of the maximum of the coherence amplitude. 
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Figure 5.11 High-frequency Real Rephasing 2D Coherence Phase Maps of W(M250)V BRC. 
Overlaid on the 2D maps are diagonal lines at (ω1 = ω3) and (ω1 = ω3 ± nω2) for several n, as well 
as vertical and horizontal lines which correspond to the excitonic energies found from global 
kinetic fitting [4]. Filled contours represent the oscillatory phase with black contours at 10 – 100% 
of the maximum of the coherence amplitude. 
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High-frequency Above-Diagonal Signatures 
In addition to the strong signals localized at the B-band there are prominent 
signals in all the high-frequency maps shown in Figure 5.9 which have been labeled 1-4 
for clarity. These signals cannot be explained by the simple vibrational model 
considered in Chapter 3, which only considers two electronic states with two vibrational 
levels each. This model is widely used for systems with chlorin molecules which have 
weak vibronic coupling (S ≅ 0.01 for BChla  [127]) such that excitation to higher-lying 
vibrational quanta would be extremely weak. The P-band has been observed to have a 
greatly enhanced vibronic coupling (S ≅ 0.1  [27,214]) in which case it may be pertinent 
to extend the 4-state model in Chapter 3 to include higher-lying vibrational excitations. A 
6-state model (two electronic states with three vibrational states each) could explain
some of signals labeled 1-4 if these modes were harmonics of the vibrational mode. 
However the agreement of the coherence frequency these signatures are observed at 
with known BChla vibrational modes suggests higher-lying vibrational states are not 
involved. We do not see strong harmonics of known vibrational modes in the Frobenius 
spectrum. 
The spacing between signatures 1 & 2 (3 & 4) in Figure 5.9 is roughly equal to 
ω2. In all instances signatures 1 & 2 appear at ω1 = 11,500 cm-1, which differs from the 
excitonic energy assigned to P- due to the partial overlap of our pump and probe with 
the P-* band (Figure 5.2). Signature 2 is found at ω3 ≅ 12,510 cm-1 or the excitonic 
energy for BA* which might suggest an electronic coherence as in Figure 3.3, however 
the exciton difference frequency expected between BA* and P-*, 1,260 cm-1 (Table 5.2), 
is much higher in energy than coherence frequencies in Figure 5.9 and does not match 
any peaks in our data (Table 5.3). If we instead use the excitation 
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frequency of the P-* peak from our real absorptive data (Figure 5.3), ω1 = 11,500 cm-1, 
for P-*, the exciton difference frequency with BA* is 1,010 cm-1. Though the modes in 
Figure 5.9 do not match either exciton difference frequency between P-* and BA*, we do 
see an increase in signal amplitude at signal locations 1 & 2 with increasing ω2; for 
example, signals at 1 & 2 for ω2 = 905 cm-1 are enhanced relative to the ω2 = 572 cm-1 
mode. 
We have now assigned P+* band to an excitonic energy of 11,900 cm-1 which 
corresponds to the excitation frequency of signals 3 & 4. However before making this 
assignment several other explanations were considered. The excitation frequency of 
signals 3 & 4 is in a very-low absorbance region of the linear absorption spectra in Figure 
5.1 which was generally assigned to the vibronic progression of P-*. We considered that 
signals 3 & 4 were due to a strongly coupled vibration of P-* with a very high probability 
of excitation; this proposal would require that the strongly-coupled vibrational mode was 
coupled to additional vibrational modes so that during t2 the system would oscillate with 
the difference frequency of the two excited vibrational modes. This difference frequency 
would have to match the frequency of a known vibrational mode of monomeric BChla, 
where we observe these signals. Even given the relative enhancement of vibronic 
coupling on the special pair relative to monomeric BChla, the coupling of one vibrational 
mode to several others has not previously been reported in the BRC or BChla studies 
and would require a large amount of coincidence to give rise to the signatures seen in 
Figure 5.9. A simpler explanation that is consistent with the kinetic fitting performed on 
the 2DES data  [4] is that these signatures arise from the P+* state, explaining the 
consistent excitation frequency and the spacing of signals 3 & 4 of about ω2. This was 
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tentatively assigned as the upper excitonic state of P, P+*, until the independent global 
kinetic analysis assigned P+* to 11,900 cm-1  [4].  
We do not see much coherence amplitude along the diagonal for either P-* or P+* 
states in any coherence maps. In the case of P- this has been attributed to the pulse 
bandwidth used in our experiments, and for P+ is consistent with its weak dipole strength 
and rapid internal conversion to P-*. We therefore believe that we are able to see the 
signals labeled 1-4 primarily due to the involvement of the B-band transitions which 
results in dipole intensity borrowing. The enhancement of weak or dark transitions due to 
vibrationally-assisted coupling to a strong electronic transition has been previously 
modelled  [142]; 2DES coherence maps demonstrating an ability to resolve weak or dark 
states have previously been reported in molecular systems  [76,215]. Our current theory 
regarding the origin of these coherences involves vibronic coupling between the P*-bands 
and one or both B* transitions and is discussed in further detail in Chapter 6.  
Coherence maps for the complex rephasing signal (Figure 5.12) further divide the 
coherence signals by the sign of the coherence frequency, ±ω2, as described in Chapter 
3. The distribution of B*-band coherence signals in the ±ω2 maps for higher frequency
modes show a similar distribution as we would expect for a vibrational displaced oscillator 
(Figure 3.2). Notably, the signatures labeled 1-4 oscillate with +ω2; this information can 
help us constrain pathways to help us develop a model that gives rise to these signatures. 
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Figure 5.12 Coherence maps from the complex rephasing signal of W(M250)V BRC. Following 
Fourier transformation of the complex residual, described in Chapter 3, the +ω2 and -ω2 
coherence maps can be plotted to further distinguish different coherence pathways. Low-
frequency maps show one peak per +ω2 and -ω2 map above and below the diagonal, respectively. 
Higher-frequency maps show more peaks maintain the relationship with sign of coherence 
frequency and location in relation to the diagonal line, with the exception of the peaks on the 
diagonal. 
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Section 5.3 Comparison of DLL and W(M250)V Coherences 
Results & Discussion 
Experimental parameters for the DLL experiments are given in Section 5.2 and 
Table 5.1. The DLL samples were prepared with OD(P-*, 850 nm) = 0.105 at room 
temperature. Figure 5.13 shows the pulse spectra used for the DLL experiments; the pump 
was able to better cover the P-* peak in these experiments but the overall weaker signal 
strength due to scatter meant that the coherences observed on P-* are still very weak 
(Figure 5.16 & Figure 5.17). Figure 5.14 shows real absorptive and real rephasing DLL 2D 
spectra at several waiting times. At t2 = 50 fs cross peaks between B* and P-* and HB* 
Figure 5.13 Real Absorptive 2D Spectrum of DLL BRC mutant at 77 K and t2 = 200 fs. 77 K linear 
absorption spectrum (blue) with the experiment pump (above) and probe (right) spectra shown in 
grey with labeled stick spectrum for the excitonic spectrum of states extracted for the W(M250)V 
data (Table 5.2). 
HA HB
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and B* are present below the diagonal indicating rapid downhill energy transfer similar to 
the W(M250)V data (Figure 5.4). After initial downhill energy transfer to P-*, the P-* state 
decays to the ground state on a timescale greater than a nanosecond as no charge 
transfer occurs in this mutant. The diagonal peak in the H-band is weaker due to the lack 
of HA*, and no A-branch H*-B* cross peak is present. The energy transfer timescales are 
Figure 5.14 2DES Real absorptive (top) and real rephasing spectra (bottom) of DLL BRC mutant. 
t2 = 50 fs (left), 300 fs (center), and 3000 fs (right). Real absorptive data were studied in kinetic 
analysis of energy and charge transfer. The real rephasing signal is used in coherence analysis 
in order to take advantage of the selectivity of specific pathways. 
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in agreement with the corresponding pathways in the W(M250)V mutant (Figure 5.4) [4], 
showing that DLL serves as a control for charge transfer processes. The signatures along 
the H*-band diagonal at long times (right column, Figure 5.14) suggests that there is still 
population on HB* at 3 ps however, we expect all population to have transferred to P-* by 
this time. A possible explanation for these features is scatter from the pumps or a 
combination of pump and probe, which manifests along the diagonal  [216]. This sample 
was difficult to work with and did exhibit significant scatter. We are considering other 
possible explanations for these signatures as well. 
Figure 5.15 shows the Frobenius spectrum of the DLL experiment (red) compared 
to the W(M250)V Frobenius spectrum (black) from Figure 5.6. The noise floor for the DLL 
data set is significantly higher than the W(M250)V set but there are several prominent 
peaks at roughly the same positions as in the W(M250)V spectrum (Summarized in Table 
A.3). Notable differences are the absence of the ~220 cm-1 peak in the low-frequency
Figure 5.15 Frobenius spectrum of DLL (red) overlaid on the Frobenius spectrum of W(M250)V 
(black) for comparison. Both spectra are normalized by their integrated coherence amplitude.  
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range and the 656 & 680 cm-1 peaks in the high-frequency range. The absence of the 656 
& 680 cm-1 modes compared to the W(M250)V Frobenius spectrum may be explained 
entirely by the absence of the A-branch BPheoa molecule since the ~650 cm-1 mode is a 
prominent vibrational BPheoa mode  [163,181]. The ~180, ~360, ~570, ~740, and ~900 
cm-1 modes are still present in the DLL mutant and have roughly the same “chair”
amplitude distribution in the coherence maps (Figure 5.16, Figure 5.17) as the W(M250)V 
coherence maps (Figure 5.8, Figure 5.9) but with much lower signal to noise (S/N) related 
to scatter issues due to the poor glass quality of the sample.  
The high-frequency coherence maps in Figure 5.17 show weak amplitude in the 
same spectral regions as signatures 1-4 in the W(M250)V high-frequency coherence 
maps (Figure 5.9). Though the S/N is weak, the presence of these signatures in DLL may 
indicate that origin of these signatures is not directly related to charge transfer processes 
in the BRC but is rather a feature of the structure. 
Vibronic Coupling of BA and HA 
As demonstrated in the regional Frobenius spectra of W(M250)V BRC in Figure 
5.7, the majority of the coherence amplitude is localized on the B*-band, with the 
exception of the ω2 = 656 cm-1 map which shows significant amplitude on the H-band. 
Comparing to resonance Raman studies of monomeric BChla and BPheoa shows a 
vibrational mode at a frequency of about 650 cm-1 present in both molecule’s spectra 
however much this mode is a strong peak in BPheoa and a very weak mode in 
BChla  [163,181]. Resonance Raman studies selectively exciting the P-*-, B*-, and H*-
bands of BRCs showed a ~650 cm-1 mode on the H*-band at both 95 K & 278 K which 
not present in either P-*- or B*-bands  [213]. This suggests that the 656 cm-1 we see in 
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the W(M250)V Figure 5.9 originates from a BPheoa vibrational mode and not a BChla 
vibrational mode. Comparison of the H*-band diagonal Frobenius spectrum to the P-*- 
and B*-band spectra in Figure 5.7 shows that the 656 cm-1 mode is much more prominent 
on H* than the other two regions. In the total 2D Frobenius spectrum this frequency is 
very weak and only slightly above the background noise floor. Examining the 2D 
distribution of this mode in Figure 5.9 shows ground state bleach signals on H*, as 
expected for a strong BPheoa vibrational mode, but additional amplitude distributed in the 
B*-bands and in above-diagonal features around ω1 = P-*, P+*, which are unexpected for 
an intramolecular vibration. The presence of the 656 cm-1 mode along the B*- and P-*-
bands could suggest coupling between the three bands as excitation at B* or P* does not 
involve downhill energy transfer beginning from H*, which could potentially be periodically 
modulated by strong nuclear motion. The exciton difference frequencies between the HA* 
and BA* states extracted from our global kinetic fitting  [4] is 670 cm-1, in which case this 
vibrational BPheoa mode is nearly resonant with the energy gap between the BA* and HA* 
states. 
Previous 2DES coherence studies of oxidized BRCs which focused on the B*- and 
H*-bands have shown evidence for vibronic coherences between B* and H* for ω2 = 575 
& 645 cm-1 using a vibrational coherence-suppressing pulse polarization scheme  [59,61]. 
In the latter of these studies, Palecek, et al. show peaks corresponding to initial excitation 
of electronic coherence between B* and H* molecules which then rapidly converts to long 
lived ground state vibrational coherence  [61]. Our data supports these results through 
the distribution of the 656 cm-1 mode in the B*- and P*-bands of W(M250)V and the lack 
of this mode in the HA*-deficient DLL (Figure 5.17).  
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Figure 5.16 Low-frequency Real Rephasing 2D Coherence Amplitude Maps of DLL BRC. Overlaid 
on the 2D maps are diagonal lines at (ω1 = ω3) and (ω1 = ω3 ± nω2) for several n, as well as 
vertical and horizontal lines which correspond to the excitonic energies found from global kinetic 
fitting [4]. Orange circles are overlaid in the vibrational coherence chair pattern at the exciton 
energies for BA* and BB* to highlight where we expect to see vibrational coherence signals on the 
B* band. Black contours are drawn at 10 – 100% of the maximum of the coherence amplitude. 
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Figure 5.17 High-frequency Real Rephasing 2D Coherence Amplitude Maps of DLL BRC. Overlaid 
on the 2D maps are diagonal lines at (ω1 = ω3) and (ω1 = ω3 ± nω2) for several n, as well as 
vertical and horizontal lines which correspond to the excitonic energies found from global kinetic 
fitting [4]. Orange circles are overlaid in the vibrational coherence chair pattern at the exciton 
energies for BA* and BB* to highlight where we expect to see vibrational coherence signals on the 
B* band. Black contours are drawn at 10 – 100% of the maximum of the coherence amplitude. 
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Section 5.4 Conclusions 
Using broadband 2DES we have observed coherences in two BRC mutants: 
W(M250)V BRC, which is functionally similar to wild type proteins, and DLL, which lacks 
the A-branch BPheoa and does not perform charge separation. Both of these mutants 
showed a large number of prominent coherences (Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.15), whose 
frequencies are very similar to vibrational modes of the BRC (Table 5.4, Table A.5) and 
the BChla monomer (Table A.4). In both BRCs, the majority of the coherence amplitude 
was localized on the B*-band (Figure 5.7), likely both because of its high OD and because 
it is well centered in both the pump and probe pulse spectra used in these experiments 
(Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.14). We are also able to see coherences in the H*-band and 
weak coherences in the P-* band (Figure 5.7). The real rephasing coherence maps show 
a similar amplitude distribution along the B-band as we might expect for vibrational 
coherences on two spectrally-overlapped monomers (Figure 5.9). In addition to these 
signatures that are vibrational in origin, four peaks far above the diagonal (more 
prominent in the W(M250)V coherence maps Figure 5.9) are not explained by the purely 
vibrational or purely electronic models for coherence described in Chapter 3. These 
signals are tentatively assigned as signatures of vibronic coupling between B* and P*. 
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CHAPTER 6 COMPARISON OF COHERENCES IN BACTERIOCHLOROPHYLL A 
MONOMERS & THE BACTERIAL REACTION CENTER 
In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 we presented results from broadband Two-
dimensional electronic spectroscopy (2DES) on monomeric Bacteriochlorophyll a (BChla) 
and Bacterial Reaction Centers (BRCs), respectively. Both monomeric BChla and the 
BRCs show a large number of coherent modes. In this chapter, we directly compare the 
signatures of coherence in monomeric BChla in isopropanol and the W(M250)V BRC. 
Section 6.1 Vibrational Contributions 
The conclusions of Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 were that the coherences present in 
both the BChla and BRC were largely vibrational in character. This conclusion was 
reached given the similarity of coherence frequencies to known vibrational modes of each 
system (Table A.1 and Table A.2) and because the amplitude distribution in coherence 
maps is similar to that expected from a simple vibrational displaced oscillator model 
(Figure 3.2).  
Figure 6.1 shows the Frobenius spectra from W(M250)V (red) and BChla (yellow) 
overlaid on one another; both spectra are normalized by their integrated spectral 
amplitude and show similar background pedestals. Blue lines indicate the locations of 
vibrational frequencies from resonance Raman studies of monomeric 
BChla  [163,169,171] also listed in Table 4.1; these lines are only plotted for modes that 
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were  good agreement with the frequencies of prominent peaks from the BChla and BRC 
spectra. The criterion used to determine good agreement was whether the peak 
frequencies from our Frobenius spectra (ω2,peak) plus or minus half our experimental 
resolution ()#,Èäá¬ − B# Δ)# ≤ )#,Èäá¬ ≤ )#,Èäá¬ + B# Δ)#, Δ)# = 9.8	?@AB) were within the 
range defined by the literature frequencies (Ωlit,peak) plus or minus half each studies’ 
experimental resolution (Ω¿KS,Èäá¬ − B# ΔΩ¿KS,Èäá¬, Ω¿KS,Èäá¬ + B# ΔΩÍ√Î,ÏÌœÓ). Additionally, purple 
and green lines drawn below the Frobenius spectra indicate exciton difference 
frequencies (ΔE) from a theoretical model of BRCs at 77 K  [27] and from our global fitting 
analysis of 2DES and linear absorption spectra of W(M250)V (Excitonic energies and 
difference frequencies listed in Table 5.2)  [4].  In the case of vibronic coupling we expect 
to see a vibrational frequency which is able to bridge the excitonic energy gap to achieve 
Figure 6.1 Frobenius spectra of W(M250)V (red) overlaid on the spectrum for monomeric BChla 
(yellow). For comparison purposes, lines are drawn for vibrational modes from resonance Raman 
experiments [163,169,171] (above, blue) and excitonic difference frequencies from two excitonic 
models (below, purple [27] and green [4] from Table 5.2). Asterisks indicate prominent modes in 
both sample spectra.Spectra are normalized by their integrated spectral amplitude. 
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resonance. In Figure 6.1 we see that there are several exciton difference frequencies 
which are close in frequency to several vibrational frequencies, indicated by the 
purple/green and blue lines respectively. 
The peak amplitudes of BChla and the BRC in Figure 6.1 for the low-frequency 
peaks are similar in amplitude while the higher-frequency modes are stronger in 
W(M250)V (red) compared to BChla (yellow) (Figure 6.1). Comparing the BRC Frobenius 
spectrum to the BChla spectrum, we see that the high-frequency modes have nearly the 
same frequency (within a few wavenumbers). There are also several prominent low-
frequency peaks in both Frobenius spectra in the same rough spectral region, though the 
agreement in frequencies is off by tens of wavenumbers. Qualitatively, the low frequency 
peaks in the BChla spectrum look like broad peaks that likely are due to multiple modes 
too close in frequency to resolve with our experimental conditions (coherence resolution 
Δω2 = 9.8 cm-1). The low-frequency peaks in the BRC Frobenius spectrum are better 
separated though they still show signs of spectral. The differences in the low-frequency 
modes are likely due to perturbations of the BChla vibrational frequencies due to protein-
pigment and pigment-pigment interactions in the BRC. A resonance Raman study which 
excited the three main bands of the BRC (P-*-, B*-, and H*-bands) showed shifts in the 
low frequency region of the vibrational spectrum around 200 cm-1 across the different 
electronic bands [213]. 
Judging by the Frobenius spectra alone, the BRC coherences are very similar to 
those in the monomer BChla. There are no prominent peaks in the BRC spectrum that 
are not also present in the BChla spectrum. It is worth noting that any short lived electronic 
coherences either due to a purely electronic origin like in Figure 3.3 or a mixed vibronic 
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origin like in Figure 3.4 would be short lived and so would show a very weak signal. 
Additionally, we demonstrated in Chapter 5 that the B*-band dominates the Frobenius 
spectrum due to its large oscillator strength relative to the P-*- and H*-bands, and the 
centering of the pump and pulse spectra about 800 nm where the B*-band peaks. It is 
possible that any coherence signatures of electronic or vibronic coupling involving the 
special pair (P*) or BPheoa (H*) molecules would be too weak to resolve in the Frobenius 
spectrum Figure 6.1. 
The real rephasing coherence maps for the three high-frequency peaks at ω2 ≅ 
570, 740, & 900 cm-1 for both BChla and W(M250)V BRC are shown in Figure 6.2. The 
BChla maps and the signatures about the B*-band (ω ≅ 12,500 cm-1) in the BRC maps 
show signal amplitude distribution very similar to that expected for a vibrational displaced 
oscillator (Figure 3.2). Examining the diagonal peak shapes for the Qy band in the BChla 
maps and the B-band of the BRC maps, we see that only the ω2 = 741 cm-1 mode of the 
BRC shows diagonal elongation similar to the inhomogeneous broadening in the BChla 
maps. The other two high-frequency BRC maps at ω2 = 572 and 904 cm-1 shows more 
complicated structure, including nodal behavior reminiscent of the destructive 
interference features in the ω2 = 902 cm-1 map of BChla. For all three BRC coherence 
maps presented in Figure 6.2 there are also signal peaks immediately above the diagonal 
that are not present in the BChla maps. The most significant departure from the BChla 
monomeric maps are the signals labeled 1-4 in the BRC coherence maps. 
The low-frequency coherence maps at ω2 ≅ 200 & 350 cm1 for BChla and the BRC 
are shown in Figure 6.3, along with coherence maps at ω2 = 656 cm-1. The ω2 ≅ 350 cm-
1 are similar in both samples whereas the ω2 ≅ 200 cm-1 maps differ, with the BRC map 
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showing nodal structure along the diagonal similar to the ω2 = 573 and 905 cm-1 maps. 
As discussed in Chapter 5, the 656 cm-1 peak in the W(M250)V Frobenius spectrum is 
likely a BPheoa vibrational mode given its frequency  [163] and absence from the HA-
deficient DLL spectrum (Section 5.3). To confirm this assignment, we show that the 
coherence map at ω2 = 656 cm-1 in the BChla shows very weak signal at this frequency. 
There are additional coherence signals in the BRC maps which are not well 
explained by the vibrational displaced oscillator, including peaks along ω1 ~ 12,300 cm-1 
which look distinct from the peaks we would expect for the BB band at ω1 = 12,400 cm-1. 
Generally, the coherence maps of the BRC show a higher degree of structure compared 
to BChla monomers and show additional signatures not explained by the purely 
vibrational or electronic models.  
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Figure 6.2 Comparison of high-frequency real rephasing coherence maps of the BRC (top) and 
BChl a (bottom). Coherence maps from Figure 4.6 and Figure 5.6 are reproduced here to aid in 
comparison. Orange circles are overlaid in the chair pattern from the displaced oscillator model 
(Figure 3.2) centered on the B* bands (top) and the Qy peak (bottom) . Overlaid on the 2D maps 
are diagonal lines at (ω1 = ω3) and (ω1 = ω3 ± nω2) for several n. Vertical and horizontal lines 
which correspond to the excitonic energies found from global kinetic fitting are drawn on the BRC 
coherence maps (top)  [4]. Black contours are drawn at 10 – 100% of the maximum of the 
coherence amplitude. 
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Figure 6.3 Comparison of low-frequency and 656 cm-1 real rephasing coherence maps of the BRC 
(top) and BChl a (bottom). Coherence maps from Figure 4.6 and Figure 5.6 are reproduced here 
to aid in comparison. Orange circles are overlaid in the chair pattern from the displaced oscillator 
model (Figure 3.2) centered on the B* bands (top) and the Qy peak (bottom). Overlaid on the 2D 
maps are diagonal lines at (ω1 = ω3) and (ω1 = ω3 ± nω2) for several n. Vertical and horizontal 
lines which correspond to the excitonic energies found from global kinetic fitting are drawn on the 
BRC coherence maps (top)  [4]. Black contours are drawn at 10 – 100% of the maximum of the 
coherence amplitude. 
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Section 6.2 Vibronic Contributions 
We will now focus our discussion on the signals labeled 1-4 in W(M250)V BRC 
high-frequency coherence maps in Figure 6.2. In Chapter 5 we discussed several 
possible mechanisms that could give rise to these signals, eliminating strongly coupled 
vibrational modes of the lower-exciton (P-*) given the consistent excitation frequency of 
signatures 3 & 4 for different coherence modes and the assignment of P+* to ω = 11,900 
cm-1, the excitation frequency of signals 3 & 4  [4]. Signals 1-4 oscillate during the 2DES
time delays (t1,t2,t3) at (-Pn*,+Ω,+BA*) or (-Pn*,+Ω,+(BA*+Ω)) where the subscript n 
indicates either the upper or lower excitonic peak and Ω is the coherence frequency which 
closely matches known vibrational modes. The excitation and detection frequencies 
corresponding Pn* and BA* transitions suggest coupling between the special pair and A-
branch monomeric BChla. In the case of purely electronic coherence between P-* or P+* 
and BA*, we would expect to see cross peaks 2 & 4 at ω3 ≅ BA* but these should oscillate 
with the excitonic difference frequencies, ω2 = ΔE = 1,260 & 610 cm-1 respectively (Table 
5.2). The fact that we additionally see signals above the (Pn*,BA*) crosspeaks (signals 
labeled 1 & 3) for many coherence frequencies, and that these signals are present at 
several coherence frequencies that match known vibrational modes suggests there is 
more at play than a purely electronic origin. These factors and the similarity of these 
coherence frequencies with both known vibrational modes and excitonic difference 
frequencies suggests that these signatures arise from vibronic coupling. Comparing these 
signals to the vibronic model presented in Chapter 3 suggests these signals 1-4 arise 
from excited state absorption to a bi-excitonic state of P* and B*. It is, however, surprising 
that signals 1 & 3 are at the same detection frequency ω3 ~ BA* + ω2. This suggests that 
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the pathways for signals on P-* and P+* involve the same states and can possibly be 
explained by the rapid internal conversion of P+* to P-* which we have measured to be 25 
fs  [4]. In Figure 6.4 we present our current hypothesis for signals 1-4 which involves 
excited state absorption of a vibronically coupled system of strongly coupled molecular 
sites PA, PB, and BA. The states involved in the coherences pathways proposed in Figure 
Figure 6.4 Proposed vibronic origin of BRC signals. (Top left) Excitonic energy Jablonski diagram 
of the 6 excitonic electronic states from Niedringhaus, et al  [4] with proportional vibrational 
frequencies, representing vibrationally-assisted resonance between states. (Top right) Windowed 
real rephasing W(M250)V BRC coherence map for )# = 903	?@AB, highlighting signals 1-4. 
(Bottom) Proposed Light-Matter Interaction Pathways that give rise to signals 1 & 2. Signals 3 & 
4 are explained by a similar mechanism where |P-*⟩ is replaced with |P+*⟩	and internal conversion 
takes place following the second pump interaction. Delocalized excitonic states are derived from 
simulations using a reduced model of the BRC starting with model parameters from Jordanides, 
et al.  [27]. The details of the simulation will be included in a publication in preparation. 
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6.4 result from a large degree of delocalization across these molecules following 
diagonalization of the Hamiltonian. The details of this model are the subject of a 
manuscript in preparation.  
Briefly, correctly modelling the signals labeled 1-4 in Figure 6.2 requires first 
reproducing the location of the upper-exciton, P+*. This can be accomplished by including 
special pair charge transfer states. Including  special pair charge transfer states has 
previously been demonstrated to better describe the temperature-dependence of the P-* 
band than models which do not include these states  [45]. Another departure from typical 
models of the BRC electronic structure required for modeling these signals is strong 
coupling between the special pair molecules, PA and PB, and the monomeric BChla, which 
in this model is BA. Typical models of the BRC include Pn-Bn coupling strengths of about 
100 cm-1  [27], which does not result in large delocalization between these molecules. 
The signatures of vibronic coherence we see in the coherence maps in Figure 6.2 suggest 
a large degree of delocalization and a shared ground state between Pn and Bn molecules 
(Figure 6.4). Supporting this prediction, modeling signals 1-4 requires strong coupling, J 
> 100 cm-1, which results in very delocalized states. The model described in Figure 6.4 is
a reduced model of the total BRC electronic structure, only including the special pair 
states (though only states involving P-* are shown) and one monomeric BChla which has 
one active ground and excited state vibrational mode. The exact details of this model, 
and any updates on this model following the submission of this thesis, will be the subject 
of a publication in progress.  
In attempting to understand the origin of these signals we also considered 
coherence transfer processes and Energy Transfer Induced Coherence Shifts 
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(ETICS)  [61]. Coherence transfer processes like those shown in Figure 3.6 result from 
coupling between off-diagonal density matrix terms and are typically neglected in models 
of molecular systems (Secular approximation)  [14,190]. A theoretical model of the BRC 
special pair that did not make the Secular approximation showed that coherence transfer 
effects could be significant in systems where states with very different reorganization 
energies were coupled to one another  [45]. Signals 1 & 2 would then be explained by 
preparation of a vibrational coherence on the excited state of P-* which is rapidly 
transferred to the BA excited state. A similar mechanism would explain the signatures 
along the P+ band but would first involve rapid internal conversion to P- in order to explain 
the similarity of detection frequencies of signals 1 & 3. These effects would likely be very 
weak however and would imply uphill energy transfer from the P-band to the B-band. 
Section 6.3 Destructive Interference Signatures 
A recent study of coherences in oxidized BRCs from Rh. sphaeroides by Paleček, 
et al.  [61] observed nodes along the diagonal line in coherence maps for many different 
coherence frequencies. These signatures were proposed to be due to destructive 
interference of signals oscillating at +ω2 and -ω2 which added destructively when the real 
part of the signal was taken. The explanation offered by Paleček, et al. involves a +ω2 
coherence signal originating on the excited electronic state acquiring a π phase shift, 
which then destructively interferes with -ω2 ground state coherences. This phase shift is 
acquired when rapid energy transfer away from the electronic state demotes the excited 
state coherence to the ground state  [61] in the ETICS mechanism. As noted previously, 
we see several signatures of destructive interference on the B*-band in the coherence 
maps of the BRC (Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3) very similar to those observed by Paleček, 
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et al.  [61]. Extending this model to rapid energy transfer between B* and excitonic states 
of P* could hypothetically explain the signals we see above the diagonal labeled 1-4. In 
a model where P* is strongly coupled to BA*, following rapid energy transfer from the P-* 
and P+* excited states to charge separated states or internal conversion (for P+*) could 
demote excited state vibrational coherences to the ground state where the probe pulse 
could interact with the BA* transition. In this case we would expect to see signatures 1-4 
grow in following the rapid internal conversion at ω1 = P+* (25 fs) or following charge 
separation (~2500 ps)  [4]. In the study by Paleček, et al.  [61] the authors perform a 
polarization-selective 2DES such that they are able to suppress purely vibrational 
coherence, allowing them to resolve two dominant coherence frequencies. This allows 
the authors to examine the time-dependent dynamics of the two coherence modes 
directly, whereas our all-parallel experiment excited many coherences simultaneously, 
making it very difficult to determine t2-dependent behavior without additional analysis.  
In Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 are several coherence maps generated following a 
Sliding Window Fourier Transform (SWFT) method to analyze the t2-dependent behavior 
of the three high-frequency coherence modes highlighted in Figure 6.2. This analysis is 
performed on the 0 ≤ t2 ≤ 3500 fs real rephasing data of BChla and W(M250)V BRC via 
Matlab’s spectrogram function using a 490 fs wide Tukey window function, centered at 
different points along t2, where tc is the temporal center of the window. The 490 fs window 
yields a coherence frequency resolution of Δω2 = 68 cm-1. Several of the maps plotted in 
Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 are slightly different in frequency than those plotted by taking 
the Fourier transformation of the full t2 trace; we can attribute these differences to the 
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decreased frequency resolution from using the SWFT though it is also possible that these 
frequencies indicate real peaks which rapidly shift over the course of t2. 
In addition to coherence maps at two values of tc, Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 show 
tc-dependent traces at several points in the 2D coherence maps. For most coherences 
shown, these tc traces decay by the end of the scan at 3,500 fs. There are a few 
exceptions in both BChla and the BRC; the diagonal peak of the ω2 ~ 903 cm-1 mode for 
BChla in Figure 6.5 shows a spike at around 1,700 fs and the B-diagonal peak for the 
same mode in the BRC map in Figure 6.6 shows a similar increase in signal but at a 
slightly later time. What is clear from the maps for ω2 ~ 740 cm-1 in the BRC are that the 
temporal dynamics of the signals 1-4 are very similar to those which correspond to excited 
state vibrational modes on B* (Figure 6.6). tc traces at 2D points corresponding to signals 
1-4 show no sign of growing in on the time scale of charge separation or any energy
transfer rates in the BRC. The spectrogram results suggest that ETICS does not explain 
signals 1-4, though this method is not sensitive to short-lived signals like those that would 
be expected from internal conversion between P+* and P-*.  
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Figure 6.5 Bacteriochlorophyll a Sliding-window Fourier Transform (SWFT) Maps. 0 ≤ t2 ≤ 3500 
fs. Real rephasing data was analyzed using a SWFT with a 490 fs width Tukey window (Δω2 = 68 
cm-1). (Left & center) Coherence maps plotted for two time points where the window function was 
centered at tc = 245 & 1225 fs for the peaks closest in frequency to ω2 = 573, 740, and 903 cm-1 
modes. (Right) SWFT coherence amplitude at several (ω1,ω3) points, denoted by red circles in 
the coherence maps, as a function of tc show the time-dependence of coherence signals.
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Figure 6.6 W(M250)V BRC Sliding-Window Fourier Transform (SWFT) Maps. 0 ≤ t2 ≤ 3500 fs. 
Real rephasing data was analyzed using a SWFT with a 490 fs width Tukey window (Δω2 = 68 
cm-1). (Left & center) Coherence maps plotted for two time points where the window function was 
centered at tc = 245 & 1225 fs for the peaks closest in frequency to ω2 = 572, 741, and 905 cm-1 
modes. (Right) SWFT coherence amplitude at several (ω1,ω3) points, denoted by red circles in 
the coherence maps, as a function of tc show the time-dependence of coherence signals.
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We have also performed a frequency-isolating analysis technique which windows 
a specific coherence frequency from the 3D frequency cube (ω1,ω2,ω3) using a Gaussian 
window and inverse Fourier transforms (IFFT) to the time domain to perform a similar t2-
dependent analysis as performed by Paleček, et al  [61]. In Paleček, et al, the π phase 
shift attributed to ETICS was resolved by fitting sinusoids to the portion of the t2 traces 
following energy transfer. The fit was then extrapolated for the entire t2 region, revealing 
a mismatch between the signal and fit at early times preceding energy transfer; the poor 
fit at early t2 was attributed to a π phase shift  [61]. Using our IFFT analysis we can 
perform a similar fitting; in Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8 we show IFFT t2 traces for the 
prominent high-frequency coherence modes of BChla and the W(M250)V BRC, 
respectively. To test whether the signals above the diagonal (labeled 1-4) are due to an 
ETICS-like process due to internal conversion from P+* to P-* or charge separation from 
P-*, we fit t2-traces in the region following energy transfer to P+* (~200 fs) and before 
charge separation (~2000 fs) to a single sinusoid and extrapolate this fit for the entire t2 
axis. Looking for π phase shifts at early times (0 ≤ H# ≤ 200	ÆÕ) we see some t2 traces 
that show what looks like a π phase shift in the ω2 ≅ 570 cm-1 of both the BRC and BChla, 
seeming to support the hypothesis that these signatures are due to an ETICS-like 
process. However, if we fit the early times to a single sinusoid we see that the frequency 
is shifted from later times, and what looks like a π phase shift is due to frequency 
mismatch.  
These results support the results of the spectrogram analysis; that the signals 
labeled 1-4 in Figure 6.2 do not exhibit any time dependence that can be correlated with 
energy or charge transfer events in the BRC. Additionally, this analysis suggests that 
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several coherence frequencies undergo a rapid frequency shift within the first few 
hundred fs. In the case where excited state and ground state vibrational modes have 
significantly different frequencies, decay of an excited state vibration to the ground could 
result in frequency shifts. It is worth noting that the coherence maps at tc = 245 and 1225 
Figure 6.7 Inverse Fourier Transformed t2 traces of BChla in isopropanol. Inverse Fourier 
transformed spectra were generated by windowing the 3D frequency data (ω1,ω2,ω3) about a 
specific coherence frequency (for the BChla ω2 = 572, 740, & 903 cm-1) using a Gaussian window 
function. Following windowing, the data was inverse Fourier transformed with respect to ω2, 
yielding the data as a function of (ω1,t2,ω3) but with fewer oscillatory components. t2 traces are 
shown for select points (ω1,ω3) corresponding to the peak locations of signals labeled 1-3 (left 
column). These t2 traces (blue) are shown with a single sinusoidal fit (black, solid – fit region, 
dashed - extrapolated) (right column); the first picosecond is shown to highlight rapid frequency 
shifts within the first few hundred femtoseconds (center column). These t2 traces are sometimes 
better fit with multiple sinusoids. 
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fs for ω2 ~ 903 cm-1 in BChla (Figure 6.5) show that the destructive interference signals 
grow in at later times, which could be consistent with these types of frequency shifts. 
Figure 6.8 Inverse Fourier Transformed t2 traces of W(M250)V BRC. Inverse Fourier transformed 
spectra were generated by windowing the 3D frequency data (ω1,ω2,ω3) about a specific 
coherence frequency (for the BRC ω2 = 573, 741, & 905 cm-1) using a Gaussian window function. 
Following windowing, the data was inverse Fourier transformed with respect to ω2, yielding the 
data as a function of (ω1,t2,ω3) but with fewer oscillatory components. t2 traces are shown for 
select points (ω1,ω3) corresponding to the peak locations of signals labeled 1-4 (left column). 
These t2 traces (blue) are shown with a single sinusoidal fit (black, solid – fit region, dashed - 
extrapolated) (right column); the first picosecond is shown to highlight rapid frequency shifts within 
the first few hundred femtoseconds (center column). These t2 traces are sometimes better fit with 
multiple sinusoids. 
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Section 6.4 Conclusions 
The coherences observed in the BChla and W(M250)V BRC share many of the 
same frequencies, closely matching known vibrational frequencies of monomeric BChla 
(Figure 6.1). Notably, there are no prominent modes in the W(M250)V Frobenius 
spectrum that are not also present in the BChla Frobenius spectrum Figure 6.1. The 
coherence maps of both the BChla and W(M250)V (Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3) show 
signatures distributed in a pattern characteristic of purely vibrational coherences as 
determined by the displaced oscillator model in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.2). There are several 
notable differences in the W(M250)V coherence spectra, however, in particular the four 
signals labeled 1-4 (Figure 6.2) which lie far above the diagonal line and are not well 
described by either purely vibrational or purely electronic models. 
We consider several possible mechanisms which could explain these signals but 
are able to eliminate contributions due to rapid energy transfer (ETICS) using a Sliding 
Window Fourier Transform analysis and an Inverse Fourier Transform windowing 
method. Our current hypothesis is that these signatures are a result of vibronic coupling 
of the special pair molecules to the A-branch Bacteriochlorophyll a, suggesting a higher 
P-BA coupling strength than previously reported. The vibronic coupling evident by signals
1-4 is the focus of a manuscript in progress.
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS 
Section 7.1 Summary 
In this thesis I have performed cryogenic two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy 
(2DES) experiments (Chapter 2) in order to study the coherent oscillatory signals 
(Chapter 3) in two systems, the Bacterial Reaction Center (BRC) and its most-prominent 
molecular constituent BChla as a monomer in solution. These experiments utilized 
broadband pulses to simultaneously study the three Qy electronic bands of the BRC, 
which allows us to better characterize the electronic structure and behavior of this system. 
This is some of the first 2DES work to study BRCs which perform charge separation and 
shows some of the clearest signatures of coherence in this system to date. Additionally, 
this work comprises the first 2DES to observe and characterize a large number of 
coherent signals on monomeric BChla in solution, which had previously been determined 
to only have a few weak coherent oscillations  [115,155]. 
We observe many coherent oscillatory signals in both monomeric BChla in solution 
(Chapter 4) and two BRC mutants, W(M250)V and DLL (Chapter 5). Analysis of the 
coherent signals shows that the BChla coherences are vibrational in origin, as might be 
expected for a molecular monomer with many Franck-Condon active vibrations  [127], 
and additionally determine that the majority of coherence signals in the BRC are 
vibrational in origin as well. By comparing the coherence signals in BChla versus the BRC 
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we are able to identify additional signatures in the BRC that are not explained by a 
vibrational displaced oscillator or an electronic dimer model (Chapter 6). These signatures 
can be explained by vibronic coupling between the special pair and monomeric BChla 
molecules of the BRC, indicating a larger coupling strength between these sites than 
previously considered  [27]. Additionally, these signatures of vibronic coupling resolve the 
upper-exciton of P (P+*) which is very weak in the full 2DES signal but whose coherences 
signals are enhanced due to the vibronic coupling with B  [142]. We have demonstrated 
the ability of coherence analysis of 2DES to resolve weak electronic transitions and glean 
information about the excitonic structure of the BRC. Although it is difficult to comment on 
the functional relevance of the observed coherences in the BRC, the coherence studies 
clearly demonstrate the existence of vibrational-electronic resonances that have been 
proposed in other work  [60–63] to enhance energy and charge separation processes. 
We hope that the rich spectroscopic information provided by our 2D data and coherence 
analysis will inspire modeling of the role of vibrational-electronic resonance in the energy 
transfer and charge separation processes of the BRC. 
In addition to my work on BChla and BRCs, I have studied coherences in 
Chlorophyll a (Chla) using 2DES and Two-Color Rapid Acquisition Coherence 
Spectroscopy (T-RACS)  [77], which are also vibrational in origin. I had also begun 
studying coherences in molecular dyads  [217], which mimic the coupling of the BRC 
special pair, using 2DES. In my analysis of the coherence signals, I have developed 
additional coherence analysis techniques for our lab, including complex signal analysis, 
presented in this thesis for the complex rephasing signals (based on the analysis 
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presented by Paleček, et al.  [61]), and various time-frequency analysis techniques in 
order to characterize the temporal dynamics of coherences.  
Section 7.2 Future Work 
The ultimate goal of studying coherences in photosynthetic protein complexes is 
to determine whether or not coherent oscillations are themselves functionally-relevant or 
whether they report on functionally-important vibrational electronic resonances. 
Unfortunately, establishing a causal link between our observations and the rapid and 
efficient energy and charge transfer processes in the BRC is challenging for several 
reasons. While the work in this thesis moves our understanding of coherences in two key 
systems forward, it is inconclusive about the functionality of observed coherences. The 
structure and function of the BRC are inextricably linked, making it difficult to selectively 
change energy gaps and vibrational frequencies without substantial structural changes. 
Our studies of DLL, which does not undergo charge separation was a first attempt to link 
coherence and charge separation. We found that it appears to show similar coherence 
signatures to W(M250)V, indicating that charge separation does not initiate new coherent 
signatures. Recent work on the Fenna-Matthews-Olson antenna complex has shown that 
coherences are relatively unaffected by mutations  [108], in contrast to the early work of 
Vos and Martin that showed the sensitivity of low-frequency modes to mutations near the 
special pair  [103,154].The work in this thesis also raises some questions about BChla 
vibrations, as we have seen signatures which have previously been attributed to rapid 
energy transfer  [61] as well as coherences that show amplitude distributions previously 
attributed to vibronic coupling (Chapter 4.3). In order to address these and other open 
questions, I would like to propose the following follow-up experiments: 
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• Additional 2DES studies and modeling of BChla and Chla monomers in order to:
better characterize the time-dependent behavior of vibrational coherences;
investigate the mechanism giving rise to destructive-interference signatures; and
investigate the mechanism giving rise to the vibronic-looking signatures in the low-
frequency coherence maps.
• 2DES Stark Spectroscopy of BRCs. Linear Stark spectroscopy has previously
been used to measure the Stark shifts of the BRC B*-band following charge
separation  [29] but linear methods are limited in spectrally congested systems.
2DES Stark Spectroscopy was recently developed  [218] and demonstrated to
identify charge transfer and excitonic states in TIPS-pentacene  [219]. Performing
2DES Stark spectroscopy on BRCs could allow us to measure and better
characterize charge transfer states, and could potentially allow us to resolve
coherences involved in charge separation processes.
• 2DES of W(M252)V BRCs from Rhodobacter sphaeroides; this species of purple
bacteria has been studied and characterized much more extensively than the
species studied in this thesis, Rhodobacter capsulatus. Though it is usually
assumed that the structure, spectra, and dynamics of the Rh. sphaeroides BRC
are applicable to Rh. capsulatus given their amino acid sequence
similarities  [203], our assignment of P+* far to the red of assignments using Rh.
sphaeroides  [27] suggests there may be significant structural differences.
Studying the W(M252)V, the Rh. sphaeroides mutant analogue of W(M250)V,
would allow us to characterize these differences.
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• Polarization-selective 2DES of the BRC. Several multidimensional spectroscopy 
studies have previously demonstrated the strength of full control of each pulses’ 
polarization for selectively exciting or suppressing certain coherence 
signals  [59,61,94]. The polarization scheme used in studies by the Zigmantas 
group which selectively suppresses signals due to intramolecular 
vibrations  [59,61] would allow us to better characterize vibronic coherence 
contributions in the BRC. This setup requires control of each pulse polarization and 
implementing total polarization control into the interferometer described in Chapter 
2.2 represents a challenge. 
• Development of robust time-frequency analysis techniques. As mentioned in 
Chapter 3.4, Volpato and Collini  [162] have well characterized several time-
frequency analysis techniques in terms of their reliability. Using some of the 
suggestions from this text to develop a reliable time-frequency analysis method for 
interpreting coherence data is essential for all-parallel 2DES experiments or 
systems with many coherence frequencies. 
• 2DES of molecular dyads. Linked hydroporphyrin molecules have been designed 
and synthesized to mimic strong coupling like that seen in the special pair of the 
BRC  [217]; analyzing the coherence signals in this system could help us better 
understand how electronic coherence effects manifest in 2DES data. 
• 2DES of Bacteriopheophytin a. In Chapter 5 we discuss coherence signals which 
are due to a vibrational mode unique to the Bacteriopheophytin a (BPheoa) in 
BRCs. To better characterize this mode in the BRC data, we should also perform 
coherence studies of BPheoa monomers in solution. 
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• Additional 2DES of W(M250)V BRCs with shifted pump and probe spectra. As 
discussed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, the coherence spectrum of the W(M250)V 
BRC was dominated by contributions from the B-band, due in part to the spectra 
of both the pump and probe pulses being centered about the B-band. The light 
source used to generate the pump and probe pulses is centered about 800 nm but 
we can use pulse shapers to modify the pump and pulse spectra, primarily through 
amplitude shaping, to better excite coherences on the P*- and H*-bands. 
• 2DES of W(M250)V BRCs using different probe light sources. Using a continuum 
or ultraviolet (UV) probe we can study a larger portion of the BRC spectrum. The 
continuum probe would allow us to monitor Qx dynamics following excitation of the 
Qy bands while the UV probe would interrogate amino acids in the surrounding 
protein. 
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APPENDIX A SUMMARY TABLES 
This Appendix includes several reference tables summarizing literature values for 
coherences (Section A.1) and vibrational modes (Section A.2). The coherence 
frequencies resolved in Bacteriochlorophyll a (BChla) monomers (Table A.1) and 
Bacterial Reaction Centers (BRC) (Table A.2) presented in the literature, as well as the 
coherence frequencies presented in this thesis (Table A.3). Vibrational spectroscopy 
results from various Raman techniques, Fluorescence line narrowing and hole-burning 
techniques are summarized for monomeric BChla and Bacteriopheophytin a (Table 
A.4a&b) and the BRC (Table A.5a,b,&c).
Section A.1 Coherence Frequencies 
Table A.1 Coherence modes in Bacteriochlorophyll a Summary 
Reference 
 [198] 
Chachisvilis, 
et al. 
[111] Arnett,
et al.
[113] Shelly,
et al
[115] Fransted,
et al.
[78] Yue, et
al.
Experiment Type TA 3PE PP 2DES 2DES 
T 4.2 K N/A (RT) RT N/A (RT) RT 
Pump/Probe Pulse Duration 
(fs) 86/86 13/13 60/60 15.6/15.6 35/35 
Coherence resolution (cm-1) 51 16.7 2.78 22.4 - 33.4 66.7 
Coherence Modes (cm-1) 
104 185 63 550 80 
210 81 730 160 
340 91/92 200 
480 108 280 
560 127 340 
730 165 400 
790 195 
890 210 
1180 
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Table A.2 Coherence modes in Bacterial Reaction Centers Summary 
Reference  [98] Vos, et al. 
 [220] 
Westenhoff, 
et al. 
 [60] 
Ryu, et al. 
 [61] 
Paleček, 
et al. 
 [62] 
Flanagan, 
et al. 
 [63] 
Ma, et al. 
Experiment Type Pump Probe 2DES 2CPE 2DES 2DES 2DES 
Pump/Probe Pulse 
Duration (fs) 30/~30 17/17 45/45 17/17 8/12 18/18 
Coherence resolution 
(cm-1) 8.3 - 16.7 20.6 33.4 16.7 
Coherence Modes (cm-1) 
15 90 50 195 180 33 
69 190 80 325 330 63 
92 220 125 560 560 153 
122 310 650 650 235 
130 390 720 730 
153 575 890 890 
191 645 1150 1040 
329 710 1170 
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Table A.3 Prominent Peaks in BRC Frobenius Spectra. Criteria for “prominence” determined 
using Matlab’s findpeaks function with “MinPeakHeight” criteria after subtracting a smoothed fit to 
the background of the Frobenius spectrum. The “MinPeakHeight” criteria was: ≥ 30% for BChla; 
≥ 7.5% of the maximum for W(M250)V; and ≥ 10% for DLL. 
BChl a in isopropanol W(M250)V BRC DLL BRC 
ω2 (cm-1) ω2 (cm-1) ω2 (cm-1) 
36 101 33 
69 131 72 
202 144 91 
232 173 131 
349 189 154 
385 206 189 
454 225 219 
572 336 238 
621 363 251 
689 392 353 
741 408 385 
768 555 402 
901 572 529 
1032 611 549 
1058 637 565 
1192 656 683 
1251 689 705 
1316 712 722 
1473 728 735 
1486 741 751 
1542 758 764 
774 898 
849 1081 
905 1176 
1003 1349 
1068 
1597 
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Section A.2 Vibrational Frequencies 
Table A.4a Bacteriochlorophyll a and Bacteriopheophytin a Vibrational Frequencies 
Reference [163] Lutz, et al. [164] Cotton & Van Duyne [221] Renge, et al.
Experiment 
Type RR RR FLN 
T 35 K RT 5 K 
Molecule & 
Solvent BChla BPheoa 
BChla, 
pyridine 
BChla, bis-
pyridine 
BChla, 
ethanol (BChla)3 
(BChl-
pyrazine)n 
BChl 
hydrate BChla, TEA Bpheoa, i-Am2O 
Band Qx Qx B 
Qy, 
Ground 
State 
Qy, Excited 
State 
Qy, Ground 
State 
Qy, Excited 
State 
λo (nm) 528.7 579 457.9 703.2 755 
Vibrational 
Frequency 
(cm-1) 
140 145 899 772 794 689 351 1283 82 166 150 148 
170 183 950 792 965 1285 565 1332 164 194 187 183 
198 220 965 893 1027 1335 589 1360 196 342 346 337 
262 235 1017 1065 1139 1360 635 1376 219 379 461 444 
295 250 1029 1120 1154 1427 694 1419 232 449 564 560 
355 269 1064 1139 1167 1531 717 1525 342 564 588 622 
384 290 1117 1153 1215 1589 754 1553 270 591 622 666 
423 345 1142 1175 1245 1609 765 1592 370 624 659 683 
442 372 1159 1216 1284 1291 1608 380 653 678 703 
570 391 1211 1252 1332 1338 1627 397 680 711 720 
595 425 1247 1288 1359 1365 1637 568 701 724 732 
635 473 1283 1335 1380 1418 1652 591 727 739 745 
670 525 1335 1358 1389 1524 624 757 753 774 
687 567 1360 1382 1490 1535 643 773 776 838 
712 585 1382 1392 1516 1569 683 795 841 850 
735 617 1392 1417 1531 1595 697 845 878 868 
765 658 1427 1446 1579 1654 706 879 898 887 
795 688 1451 1458 1597 1679 729 917 922 903 
855 712 1463 1490 1657 763 950 934 949 
897 724 1497 1519 775 967 962 1033 
927 753 1529 1531 795 980 980 1058 
952 780 1589 1577 847 1011 997 1107 
970 840 1609 1594 879 1033 1061 1165 
1005 881 1671 1675 897 1044 1098 1197 
1035 935 923 1096 1106 1230 
1065 964 950 1104 1134 1250 
1117 995 967 1147 1177 1303 
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1140 1038       980 1169 1227 1350 
1162 1060       1005 1186 1357 1382 
1212 1103       1026 1253 1381  
1242 1134       1043 1323 1396  
1290 1215       1113 1335   
1342 1242       1135 1350   
1377 1282       1159 1381   
1402 1326       1174 1482   
1418 1348       1211 1508   
1450 1377        1543   
1470 1400        1622   
1545 1465           
1615 1498           
1650 1508           
1670 1525           
1700 1553           
 1612           
 1630           
 1665           
 1698           
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Table A.4b Bacteriochlorophyll a and Bacteriopheophytin a Vibrational Frequencies, Continued. 
Reference  [205] Mattioli, et al.  [168]  Lutz  [169] Diers & Bocian 
 [171] Czarnecki, 
et al.  [175] Zazubovich, et al. 
 [127] Rätsep, et 
al 
Experiment 
Type RR RR NIR RR NIR RR HB ΔFLN 
T RT 10 K & 20 K 15 K 25 K 5 K 4.5 K 
Molecule & 
Solvent BChla BPheoa BChla BChla BChla BChla BChla BPheoa 
BChla, 
TEA 
BChla, 
glycerol:water/LDAO BChla, TEA 
Band Qy Qy Qx B Qx Qy Qy Qy Qy Qy 
λo (nm) 1064 1064 580 407 568 750 800 750 700 - 800 780.2 
Vibrational 
Frequency 
(cm-1) 
731 654 59 383 164 88 90 90 164 161 84 
893 720 93 567 190 164 126 126 192 195 167 
1016 874 135 752 257 190 154 137 236 238 13 
1119 932 174 908 288 235 166 150 260 285 191 
1139 993 195 930 310 257 181 163 286 341 214 
1158 1101  987 353 340 191 183 341 373 239 
1288 1133  1066 383 359 203 183 353 383 256 
1359 1238  1120 423 383 225 220 379 402 345 
1519 1549  1135 440 396 242 233 395 420 368 
1596 1582  1160 458 423 259 243 421 453 388 
1657 1618  1241 487 509 287 264 454 483 407 
1687 1670  1290 685 536 329 272 564 531 423 
1740 1703  1356 733 567 344 280 589 565 442 
 1743  1534 800 581 359 328 676 592 473 
   1553 864 655 363 338 725 676 506 
   1614 908 685 375 356 744 711 565 
    1033 733 383 372 760 724 587 
    1120 776 393 383 774 742 623 
    1135 800 405 393 787 760 684 
    1340 843  420 836 772 696 
    1544 864   858 787 710 
    1614 908   882 799 727 
     1182   915 839 776 
     1290    864 803 
     1382    886 845 
     1527    915 858 
     1614    932 890 
         953 915 
         977 967 
         993 980 
         1008 101 
         1031 1019 
165 
1047 166 
1062 1089 
1099 105 
1115 1117 
1141 1137 
1154 1158 
1175 1180 
1185 1190 
1223 1211 
1257 1229 
1287 1252 
1335 1289 
1351 1378 
1377 1466 
1388 1519 
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Table A.5a Vibrational Frequencies of the Bacterial Reaction Center 
Referenc
e 
 [205] Mattioli, et 
al. 
 [206] 
Shreve, et 
al. 
 [212] Nabedryk, et al.   [181] Mattioli, et al.  [222]Palaniappan, et al. 
Experim
ent Type RR NIR RR FTIR RR RR 
T RT 278 K 100 K RT 200 K 
RC R-26, Rh. Sphaeroides 
R-26, 
Rh.sphaeroi
des 
WT, Rh. 
Sphaeroid
es 
L(L131
)H 
L(M160
)H 
L(L131)
H + 
L(M260
)H 
R-26, Rh. 
Sphaeroides 2.4.1, Rh. Sphaeroides 
Band 
P, 
Reduc
ed 
P, 
Oxidiz
ed 
P-     
P, 
Reduc
ed 
P, 
Oxidiz
ed 
P, 
Reduc
ed 
B, 
Reduc
ed 
B, 
Oxidiz
ed 
H, 
Reduc
ed 
H, 
Oxidiz
ed 
λo (nm) 1064 850     1064 850 800 800 752 752 
Vibration
al 
Frequen
cy  
(cm-1) 
728 669 36 1402 1404 1403 1403 335 669 1463 1430 1449 1446 1447 
894 1306 71 1460 1459 1458 1459 565 1306 1488 1452 1461 1461 1467 
1014 1438 94 1479 1479 1480 1478 728 1348 1494 1480 1467 1473 1483 
1136 1407 127 1551 1552 1549 1550 894 1407 1514 1492 1483 1490 1500 
1143 1485 202 1573 1561 1575 1570 1013 1485 1530 1507 1500 1507 1506 
1528 1500 337 1645 1644 1644 1604 1135 1500 1540 1520 1518 1524 1523 
1576 1548 685 1683 1657 1664 1620 1528 1548 1561 1533 1524 1534 1533 
1584 1576 730 1692 1678 1678 1634 1607 1576 1566 1545 1543 1548 1551 
1607 1587 898 1705 1684 1696 1643 1620 1600 1591 1570 1573 1568 1560 
1620 1600  1713 1692 1718 1662 1653 1641 1613 1569 1595 1580 1568 
1653 1641  1752 1710 1752 1685 1679 1717 1628 1591 1599 1591 1587 
1679 1657   1753  1733 1691  1640 1610 1618 1612 1602 
1691 1681     1745 1734  1648 1626 1628 1620 1641 
1734 1697     1753 1740  1670 1641 1638 1631 1661 
1741 1717        1678 1652 1661 1640 1690 
 1741        1697 1672 1683 1659 1700 
         1719 1689 1690 1683 1714 
         1744 1693 1718 1697 1724 
          1697 1735 1703 1740 
          1726  1719  
          1746  1722  
            1742  
            1750  
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Table A.5b Vibrational Frequencies of the Bacterial Reaction Center, Continued. 
Reference  [209] Palaniappan, et al.  [171] Czarnecki, et al.  [210] Czarnecki, et al. 
Experiment Type RR NIR RR NIR RR 
T 200 K 25 K 25 K 
RC WT, Rh. Sphaeroides H(M202)L, Rh. Sphaeroides H(M202)L WT H(M202)L WT 2.4.1, Rh. sphaeroides 
Band P B P B P- B P- B 
λo (nm) 865 800 865 800 865 800 894 805 
Vibrational Frequency (cm-1) 
72 60 60 58 60 72 58 60 72 87 
96 85 83 67 83 96 67 85 96 118 
129 114 114 82 114 129 82 114 130 135 
144 161 129 103 154 144 103 161 137 137 
179 183 144 114 183 179 114 183 141 163 
203 218 154 140 203 203 140 218 144 184 
236 229 183 160 232 236 160 229 178 187 
268 252 203 171 251 268 171 252 202 188 
291 274 232 181 268 291 181 274 236 220 
335 332 251 212 289 335 212 332 240 231 
364 355 268 223 335 364 223 355 252 240 
381 381 289 235 365 381 235 381 268 264 
417 397 335 254 377 417 254 397 291 294 
 416 365 276 398  276 416 316 326 
  377 315 417  315  326 355 
  398 332   332  332 364 
  417 350   350  364 384 
   381   381  381  
   397   397    
   416   416    
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Table A.5c Vibrational Frequencies of the Bacterial Reaction Center, Continued. 
Reference  [214] Cherepy, et al.  [213] Cherepy, et al.   [189] Frolov, et al. 
Experiment 
Type RR RR RR 
T 95 K 278 K 95 K 
278 
K 95 K 
278 
K 95 K 
278 
K 
77 & 
RT 
77 & 
RT 
77 & 
RT 
77 
& 
RT 
RC R-26, Rh. sphaeroides R-26, Rh. sphaeroides R-26, Rh. sphaeroides 
Band B P B H B, Oxidized B, Reduced 
λo (nm) 800 870 850 800 760 800 810 800 810 
Vibrational 
Frequency 
(cm-1) 
84 117 36 33 85 122 90 563 187 185 187 187 
121 177 64 70 125 182 121 606 221 218 220 211 
160 212 82 96 159 217 139 620 234 234 232 219 
186 332 101 127 186 332 184 651 265 270 335 330 
219 355 132 145 219 355 209 673 292 293 356 355 
334 384 168 187 332 384 232 685 312 310 362 364 
358 397 179 204 357 569 282 713 335 329 382 383 
383 418 204 332 382 621 336 724 357 353 394 392 
398 436 262 484 566 682 359 735 363 363 417 398 
417 464 291 563 624 721 377 748 383 382 566 567 
436 478 332 586 685 731 397 765 393 391 583 584 
464 512 476 622 725 744 415 797 398 397 624 624 
479 569 520 685 735 761 567 844 417 417 684 685 
511 621 560 730 746 843 618 879 435 435 712 710 
568 682 577 900 843 892 629 897 446 445 726 727 
624 721 616 932 893 920 658 930 461 460 732 730 
685 731 688 1011 920 1002 692 972 479 477 736 735 
726 744 733 1050 943 1018 720 993 510 509 746 746 
736 761 763 1070 966 1064 728 1010 538 528 760 759 
747 843 780 1099 999 1114 737 1023 566 566 787 788 
765 892 790 1163 1022 1132 744 1050 584 584 799 890 
843 920 897 1257 1115 1158 753 1065 624 623 841 897 
894 947 926 1278 1133 1165 773 1103 654 654 847 927 
921 970 949  1162  794 1117 666 664 869  
945 1002 970    839 1134 684 684 895  
967 1018 1010    845 1161 705 705 966  
1000 1064 1039    852 1230 712 711 999  
1021 1114 1060    860  726 725 1062  
1065 1132 1109    881  736 731 1163  
1082 1158 1131    899  746 735   
1101 1165 1154    921  761 746   
1116  1170    929  787 760   
1133  1195    935  799 786   
1163  1255    969  830 797   
1185  1283    980  840 825   
1229  1609    998  847 839   
1242  1618    1015  871 847   
1269  1650    1056  895 869   
1280  1681    1074  921 892   
1302      1107  944 921   
1336      1139  967 944   
1346      1169  999 966   
1369      1195  1010 999   
1382      1215  1020 1009   
1393      1233  1026 1019   
1465      1312  1066 1026   
1516      1374  1101 1065   
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1534      1392  1115 1101   
1579      1469  1131 1115   
1652        1162 1129   
1673        1186 1158   
        1217 1186   
        1230 1217   
        1242 1229   
        1269 1242   
        1281 1269   
        1303 1282   
        1337 1303   
        1346 1337   
        1357 1343   
        1369 1357   
        1376 1368   
        1386 1376   
        1395 1386   
        1438 1395   
        1448 1435   
        1469 1447   
        1500 1468   
        1536 1519   
        1585 1535   
        1610 1582   
        1658 1610   
        1677 1650   
         1678   
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APPENDIX B BRC SAMPLE CONSIDERATIONS 
Section B.1 Sample Preparation 
Both W(M250)V and DLL BRC mutants were provided to us by Chris Kirmaier and 
Dewey Holten at the University of Washington in St.Louis. The W(M250)V and DLL 
samples were grown and purified by Phil Laible at Argonne National Laboratory and 
Steven Boxer and Jessica (Chuang) Seeliger, respectively. 
Both samples were kept in 10 mM Tris pH 7.8, 0.1% Deriphat 160-C buffer. Before 
each experiment, BRC samples were treated with 40 mM terbutryn, enough to achieve a 
25:1 ratio to the BRC, and 400 mM sodium ascorbate, enough to achieve a 100:1 ratio 
with the BRC. Terbutryn is added to ensure that the P+QB- state does not form as it binds 
competitively with free quinone [36]; there is a small chance that a small percentage of 
W(M250)V samples still have QA or that charge transfer may occur along the B-branch to 
QB. DLL is also treated with terbutryn for consistency. Although charge separation does 
not occur along the A-branch in these samples there is a small chance that it could occur 
along the B-branch. Sodium ascorbate is added to the samples in order to reduce the P+ 
state between laser shots, ensuring that each successive pulse sequence is interacting 
with the sample in its ground state.  
After adding the reagents, samples are left to sit at room temperature for 10 
minutes to allow the terbutryn to react with the RCs; following this treatment the samples 
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are run at 2,000 g for 2 minutes in a refrigerated centrifuge so as to form a pellet of 
undissolved terbutryn. Early experimental attempts showed that poorly dissolved 
terbutryn aggregates at low-temperatures causing significant scattering problems for 
optical experiments. The supernatant of the centrifuged mixture is extracted and two wash 
steps with 30 kDalton centrifuge filters are used to reconcentrate the sample to achieve 
high enough concentrations for experiments. Following sample reconcentration the 
sample is mixed with glycerol with a 1:1 (v/v) ratio to achieve a good quality glass upon 
freezing. 
Several initial attempts at DLL experiments at cryogenic temperatures were 
unsuccessful as the samples became opaque when cooled using our liquid nitrogen 
cryostat. The samples were prepared using the same solvents and reagents as the 
W(M250)V experiments so it was proposed that the samples may not be completely 
purified. Additional steps were added to the prep for finer filtration however this did not 
prevent the temperature-dependent opacity. We were eventually successful in performing 
cryogenic 2D experiments after finding the opacity was freezing rate dependent and that 
a good glass was formed when the sample was flash frozen.   
Section B.2 Additional BRC Sample Preparation Notes: 
• Vacuum grease used in preparing well sealed sample cells builds up on the 
cell windows over time and can trap solvent or water from wash steps, resulting in 
a cloudy opaque layer upon freezing. To avoid this problem sample cell windows 
should periodically be washed using toluene or benzene; vacuum grease is not 
soluble in most solvents typically used in cleaning optics. 
• Sodium ascorbate should be prepared weekly as it degrades over time. 
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• Initial studies of the W(M250)V mutant at room temperature with stationary 
samples found that the BRCs were not performing charge transfer, or were closed 
with the P+ stuck in a reduced state. 
• O-phenanthroline was tested as an alternative to sodium ascorbate, but was 
found to be less effective in reducing P+ between laser shots. 
• Glycerol is very hygroscopic; if using glycerol in a sample preparation, draw 
“fresh” glycerol for each prep. from a container which should be sealed from the 
air. 
Section B.3 W(M250)V/DLL BRC Sample Preparation Procedure  
Components 
• Treatment of RCs with Terbutryn for quinone removal/inactivation 
• Treatment of RCs with sodium ascorbate for P+ reduction 
• Reconcentration of RCs for proper OD 
Chemicals to Gather/prepare 
• 40 μM BRCs (concentration provided by Chris Kirmaier, concentration may 
be different than what is actually available; can measure this with an OD 
measurement) 
• “Buffer A” – 10 mM Tris base, 0.1% Deriphat, pH 7.8 
• 40 mM terbutryn in ethanol 
• 400 mM sodium ascorbate in buffer A, prepare a fresh solution weekly 
• Freshly drawn glycerol 
• 3% Deriphat in buffer A 
Equipment 
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• 10 μL, 100 μL, 1000 μL pipettes & corresponding tips 
• Gloves 
• Ice & Cooler 
• Small tube racks 
• 2 1.5 mL Eppendorf tubes 
• 3 centrifuge filters (Amicon ultra – 0.5 mL filters) 
• 6 centrifuge filter tubes (Amicon ultra – 0.5 mL filters) 
• 2 small (~0.5 mL) Eppendorf tubes 
Procedure 
Notes: Save pipette tips and tubes which came in contact with RCs for washing/sample 
reclamation after the prep. Perform all prep steps in dim/dark lighting conditions; do not 
need to black out door windows. Sample is robust but it is better to err on the side caution.  
1. Pull aliquots out of LN2 storage needed for the. Allow sample to thaw on ice 
in a cooler for however long it takes (typically ~5 hours). 
Once samples thaw. In an Eppendorf tube: 
2. place 500 μL buffer A and add 33.3 μL (for a OD(800 nm) ~= 0.3) of the 40 
μM sample.  
3. Add 5 μL of sodium ascorbate and 12.5 μL of terbutryn. 
4. Allow solution to stand for 10 min at room temperature. 
5. Set up the small centrifuge to cool to 4˚C. Centrifuge the Eppendorf for 5 
min at 10,000 g (with balance Eppendorf). This step creates a pellet of 
undissolved terbutryn, which we suspect causes scatter problems. 
First centrifuge filtration step:  
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6. Into a centrifuge filter (in filter tube), add 500 μL of the sample, avoiding the 
terbutryn pellet. Run this (with balance) for 5 min at 14,000 g.  
7. Dump the filtered liquid at below the filter and add the remaining sample 
from the Eppendorf into the filter and run for 30 min at 14,000 g. 
8. Into a second centrifuge tube, flip the filter with the concentrate. Run for 2 
min at 1,000 g. 
9. Add 500 μL of buffer A to the concentrated sample and add 5 μL sodium 
ascorbate.  
Second centrifuge filtration step: Repeat steps 6-9. 
Mixing final volume with glycerol: 
10. Measure the concentrated sample while pipetting it into one of the small 
tubes. The final sample volume after concentration should be between 15 
– 20 μL. 
11. To the small tube, add equal volume glycerol. 
12. Add 3% deriphat solution to the sample such that the final deriphat 
concentration is 0.1% (add no more than 1 μL, should be around 0.4 μL). 
13. Hand mix this, flipping and rolling the tube. After sample is well mixed with 
glycerol, centrifuge for 1 min at 5,000 g to push sample to the bottom of the 
tube. 
14. Load sample into sample cell and measure the OD. Note that the 77K OD 
will be roughly twice the RT OD. DLL has only been observed freezing well 
when frozen rapidly (dunked in LN2). Other possible sources of sample 
issues are related to the windows; vacuum grease is not soluble in most 
cleaning solutions we typically use. 
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APPENDIX C BACTERIOCHLOROPHYLL A SAMPLE CONSIDERATIONS 
Section C.1 Sample Preparation 
Bacteriochlorophyll a (BChla) sample preparation is fairly straightforward. 
Powdered BChla is purchased in a purified form from Sigma Aldrich. Powdered sample 
is measured using a scale as best as possible. This step is performed in room 
atmosphere. The sample is then moved to a pressurized N2 filled glove box where it is 
dissolved in the solvent desired to a higher concentration than the final desired 
concentration. The solvent must be degassed with N2 gas prior to sample preparation to 
remove any oxygen. The data presented in Chapter 4 was for BChla dissolved in 
isopropanol, but BChla dissolves well in alcohols and many other solvents  [197]. The OD 
of the high-concentration stock sample is measured in a UV-Vis spectrometer to 
determine the concentration. A portion of this stock is diluted with additional solvent. 
Several alcohols will form a good glass upon freezing without addition of glycerol, but the 
sample cell must be sealed with epoxy to prevent evacuation of the sample cell during 
the cryostat pump-down procedure. Using a 5-minute quick setting epoxy around the seal 
of the sample cell works well and can be purchased from a hardware store.  
Section C.2 Additional BChl a Preparation Notes 
• BChla occasionally relaxes to a triplet state which can be transferred to an 
oxygen molecule, resulting in volatile oxygen radicals that can damage the BChla. 
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To avoid this, solvents used must be degassed of O2 by flowing N2 gas through 
the sample in a glove bag for approximately 10 minutes. BChla samples should be 
prepared and handled in a N2-pressurized glove bag.  
• Samples contaminated with water are likely to form aggregates. Ensure 
windows and any preparation tools are completely dry. Aggregated samples can 
be identified by a shoulder on the red edge of the Qy band, broadening of the Qy 
band and decreased Qy band OD  
• Glycerol is very hygroscopic; if using glycerol in a sample preparation, draw 
“fresh” glycerol for each prep. from a container which should be sealed from the 
air.  
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